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INTRODUCTION

Project Background

The School Board of Palm Beach County, Department of Adult and
Community Education was awarded a Section 353 Demonstration Project
Grant by the Florida Department of Education for FY 90 and again
in FY 91 entitled the Adult ESOL Curriculum Development Project.
The primary goal for this two year project was to develop a model
adult ESOL curriculum for the state of Florida.

In order to develop a comprehensive program which meets the needs
of all adult ESOL students enrolled in classes throughout the
state, a needs asse-sment was conducted statewide of ABE/ESOL
programs and a plan,ing committee determined the scope of the
project. The planning committee included district directors,
supervisors, ESOL specialists, program managers, administrators,
university ESOL specialists and a vice president of the Center for
Applied Linguistics.

The team determined that a need existed for separate ESOL
curriculum frameworks for adult education and recommendations for .

program content, textbooks, materials and tests. It was further
determined by the planning committee that the Mainstream English
Language Training (MELT) Student Perfornance Levels (SPLs) will be
used as the common language descriptors for ESOL programs
throughout Florida (see Attachment A). The MELT/SPLs were
developed by the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C.
and the Office of Refugee Resettlement. They are used nationally
to describe language performance levels of limited English
proficient (LEP) students. The SPLs provide a common means of
describing program levels across districts. These descriptors are
the basis of the School Board of Palm Beach County model, Dade
County's DCAASE ESOL curriculum and the Broward County adult ESOL
curriculum.
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EEOL Curriculum Frameworks

The curriculum frameworks writing team consisted of specialists inthe fields of adult education, ESOL, linguistics, migrant educationand refugee education. The teem developed a comprehensive set ofadult ESOL education curriculum frameworks which have been approvedby the Florida Department of Education as a separate course
entitled "Adult English For Speakers Of Other Languages" (seeAttachment B). The frameworks address the followingconcepts/content:

1. Basi:: literacy skills
2. ESOL survival/coping skills
3. ESOL pre-GED skills
4. Workplace ESOL skills
5. English language content for vocational education (VESOL)
6. United States history and government as they apply to

citizenship

Student Competency Checklists

In addition to the ESOL curriculum frameworks, members of thewriting team revised and enhanced the ESOL curriculum student
competency checklists developed by ESOL specialists and teachers
of the School Board of Palm Beach County. The student competency
checklists for ESOL Literacy Skills and ESOL Survival/Coping Skills(Levels I - IV) Were developed and piloted during the first yearof the project.

During the second year of the project, the ESOL Survival/CopingSkills (Levels I - IV) Curriculum was piloted and implemented
throughout the district. The Pre-GED (Levels V - VIII) Curriculum
st tdent competency checklists were developed during the second yearof the project and are currently being piloted in Palm BeachCounty.

Acurriculum level correlation for ESOL courses offered through the
Department of Adult and Community Education of the School Board of
Palm Beach County is included (see Attachment C). The correlationprovides a comparison between ESOL levels utilized in the PaLm
Beach County ESOL program with their traditional titles and the
MELT Student Performance Levels.



Curriculum Use and Evaluation

Copies of the student competency checklists for ESOL Literacy and
ESOL Levels I - VIII are included in the guide. The copies are
camera-ready and districts are invited to use the checklists in
adult ESOL programs.

Questions, comments, and/or suggestions regarding the checklists
are invited. A curriculum evaluation form for administrators and
teachers is attached (see Attachment D). The duplexed form
includes sections for student and teacher comments. Suggestions
and comments will be reviewed for inclusion in future revisions.
The curriculum has been developed to meet the needs of adult
students in Florida. As students and teachers suggest new topics,
they will be included.

Native Language Literacy Project

Due to an increased need for a transitional native language
literacy program, curriculum was dw,eloped, teacher training
conducted, and a program was piloted and implemented for native
language literacy in Spanish and Haitian Creole. A section of the
guide is devoted to this project. A request for the placement
tests is included in the testing section of the guida.

ESOL Placement and Promotion Tests

Placement tests for Levels ESOL Literacy - Level V were designed
and field tested during the 1990 - 1991 project and are currently
being piloted. In addition, promotion tests for Levels ESOL
Literacy - Level IV were designed and field tested during 1990 -
1991 and are currently baing piloted. The tests include listening,
speaking and reading/writing sections. All tests reflect the
student competencies of the curriculum. The tests are considered
secure. Districts are asked to complete a request form in order
to receive camera-ready copies.

Preliminary field testing was conducted at the pilot site to
establish internal validity. Further funding will permit the steps
necessary to standardize the tests and establish norms. An
additional project is necessary to develop placement and promotion
tests for ESOL Pre-GED Levels V - VIII.
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Specialized Guides

The following specialized guides are included in order to assistdistricts with the implementation of each of the curriculum areas:

Native Language Literacy

This guide contains an overview of the
Program, the rationale, the design,
evaluation and increased retention rate

Native Language Literacy
the curriculum, program
statistics.

ESOL Literacy

A definitive guide to the teaching of ESOL Literacy, this guideincludes an overview of second language acquisition, methodologies,techniques, activities and sample lesson plans.

ESOL Survival/Coping Skills

A practitioner's guide to the teaching of ESOL Survival/CopingSkills includes second language acquisition information,methodologies, techniques, activities, testing alternatives andsample lesson plans.

Pre-GED Pilot Overview

This overview provides a rationale for the Pre-GED Program, therelationship to the Adult Basic Education (ABE) skills and the Testof Adult Basic Education (TABE), the student competency checklistsand a sample lesson plan.

ESOL At The Workplace

Levels ESOL Literacy - Level IV of the student competencychecklists include competencies which may be utilized at theworkplace, particularly under the heading "Employability Skills".However, it is necessary to conduct a needs assessment and literacyaudit prior to implementing any workplace ESOL program. Theworkplace guide outlines available resources and steps to assuresuccessful program development and implementation.

Vocational ESOL

This comprehensive guide provides detailed information regardingvocational ESOL program models, principles, practices, andimplementation. Cross-cultural aspects in vocational education,as related to limited English proficient (LEP) students, aredescribed. Methods, approaches, materials selection andadaptation, and student evaluation are explained. Examples arespecifically related to various vocational content. An extensivebibliography is listed by topic.



Teaching ESOL Citizenship

A practical guide to teaching citizenship to ESOL adult students
includes information on legal issues, immigration categories,
requirements and procedures which citizenship applicants must
follow in order to complete the process. Classroom application is
provided in the form of suggested topics, teaching techniques, and
sample lesson plans.

Citizens,-Ip education is included in the ESOL Literacy - Level IV
of the student competency checklists under the heading "Knowledge
of Our Country." This strand of the curriculum may be included at
each level of the curriculum (ESOL Literacy - Level IV) or may be
used to create a separate citizenship class. Due to the fact that
many adult students are citizens of the United States, they may not
need to participate in the citizenship strand. Citizenship
education remains an optional component of the curriculum which is
always offered to the students, but not required.

ESOL Testing Overview

The ESOL Testing Overview describes the new tests, their use, and
precautions to maintain security. A request form is included for
districts interested in adopting any or all of the tests.

ESOL Materials Overview

This overview presents an annotated list of commercially available
ESOL materials according to curriculum level. Materials currently
being piloted for Levels V and VI are included. Levels VII and
VIII will be added by 1992.

Teacher Training

Teacher training was conducted by specialists, resource teachers
and consultants during the project. As a result of the project,
and by request of the assistant principals for Adult and Community
Education and ESOL teachers, a specific inservice plan has been
designed, developed, piloted, and is being implemented in Palm
Beach County. An overview is included in the teacher training
section of this guide. As this project progresses a handbook will
be developed which will include sample overhead transparencies,
handouts, references and suggestions for presentation.

Conclusion

This ESOL curriculum guide has been designed and developed by ESOL
administrators, specialists, teachers, and consultant3 throughout
Florida in order to better serve the needs of adult ESOL students.
It is intended to be a living curriculum guide which will receive
additions and final revisions as projects are completed. Your
suggestions and comments are welcomed.



ATTACHMPT A

MAINSTREAM ENGLISH
LANGUAGE TRAINING

(MELT)

STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS

qo

AVAILABLE FROM:
OFFICE OF REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
330 C STREET S.W. SWITZEN BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS ABBREVIATED VERSION

No ability whatsoever.

Functicns minimally.
U at all. in English.

Functions in a
very limited way in
situations related to
Immediate needs.

Can handle only
very routine entry.
level jobs that ao ot
require oral commu-
nicalion. and in which
all tasks can be easily
demonstrated.

A native English
speaker used to deal.
ing with limited Engiish
speakers can rarely
communicate with a
person at this level
except through
gestures

Can handle only
routine entry-level
jobs that do not re.
quire oral communica.
lion, and in which all
tasks can be easily
demonstrated

A native English
speaker used to deal.
ing with limited English
speakers will heve
great difficulty corn.
municating with a
person at this level.

Functions with some
difficulty in situations
related to Immediate
needs.

Can handle routine
entry-level jobs that
involve only the most
basic oral communi-
cation, and in which
all tasks can be
demonstrated

A news English
speaker used to deal.
ing with limited Eng-
lish speakers will have
great difficulty
Communicating with a
person al Ihis level.

IV Can satisfy basic
survival needs and a
law very routine
social demands.

Can handle entry.
level jot s that involve
sume 'Ample oral
communication, but
in which tasks can
also be demonstrated

AMIIIIIMme=11

A native English
speaker useLl to deal-
ing with limited English

...lookers will have
difficulty 'communi.
casing with a person
at this level.

Can satisfy basic aim-
vIval needs and some
limited social
demands.

1.i

Can handle jobs
and job training
that Involve lollowing
simple oral and very
basic written instruc-
lions bul in which
most tasks can &SO
be demonstrated

A native English
speaker used to deal-
ing with limited English
speakers will have
some difficulty com-
municating with a
person at this level.
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VI Can satisfy most
survival needs and
limited social
demands. .

Can handle lobs and
lob training that
involve following
simple oral and writ.
len instructions and
diagrams.

--
A native English
speaker not used to
dealing with limited
English speakers will
be able to communl-
cal. with a person at
this level on familiar
topics, but with dif-
ficulty and some
effort .

VII Can satisfy survival
needs and routine
work and social
demands.

Can handle work lhal
involves following oral
and simple written
instructions in familiar
and corns unfamiliar
situations.

A nalive English
speaker not used ao
dealing wilh limited
English speakers can
generally communi-
Ciite with a person at
this level on familiar
topics.

VIII Can participate effec
lively in iocial and
familiar work silua
lions.

...........

----.,
A native English

.

speaker not used to
dealing with limited
English speakers can
communicate wilh a
person al this level on
almosi all topics.

IX Can participate
fluently and accurately
in practical, social, .

and wArk situations.

......

A native English
speaker not used to
dealing wilh limited
English speakers can
communicate easily
wilh a person al this
level.

Ability equal to that
of a native speaker
of the same socio-
economic level.

211MOVVIN.
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ATTAMENT B

New course 1991-92

CURRICULUM FRAMEWORKS GRADE 30, 31
Florida Department of Education

COURSE NUMBER: 9900040 SUBJECT AREA: ADULT EDUCATION

CREDIT: NONCREDIT COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH FOR
SPEAKERS OF OTHER
LANGUAGES

I. MAJOR CONCEPTS/CONTENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO
PROVIDE INSTRUCTION TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES. THE
PRIMARY GOAL IS THE STUDENTS' ACQUISITION OF COMMUNICATION
SKILLS TO ENABLE THEM TO FUNCTION SUCCESSFULLY WITHIN OUR
SOCIETY.

THE CONTENT MAY INCLUDE, BUT SHOULD NOT BE LIMITED TO, THE
DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING, SPEAKING, READING, WRITING AND CROSS
CULTURAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS.

AREAS OF INSTRUCTION, BASED ON STUDENTS' NEEDS, ARE: PRIMARY
LANGUAGE SUPPORT/ESOL LITERACY, ESOL SURVIVAL/LIFE COPING
SKILLS, ESOL PRE-GED SKILLS, WORKPLACE ESOL, VOCATIONAL
ENGLISH SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (VESOL), AND
AMNESTY/CITIZENSHIP.

II. INTENDED OUTCOMES: AFTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE,
THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO:

1. DEMONSTRATE BASIC LITERACY SKILLS THROUGH THE USE OF
PRIMARY LANGUAGE SUPPORT (PLS) AND/OR ESOL.

2. DEMONSTRATE ESOL SURVIVAL/COPING SKILLS NECESSARY TO
FUNCTION IN DAILY LIFE.

3. DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF ESOL PRE-GED SKILLS.

4. DEMONSTRATE ESOL COMMUNICATION SKILLS NEEDED TO FUNCTION
AND/OR ADVANCE AT WORK.

5. UNDERSTAND THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONTENT AND SKILLS FOR
VOCATIONAL

6. UNDERSTAND
GOVERNMENT

EDUCATION TRAINING.

THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF U. S. HISTORY AND
AS THEY APPLY TO U. S. CITIZENSHIP.

1-9
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COURSE NUMBER: 9900040

ATTACHMENT B

COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH
FOR SPE 'MRS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

III. SPECIAL NOTE

1. THIS COURSE MAY BE OFFERED AS A COMPLETE PROGRAM OR INSEGMENT OF SPECIALIZATION.

2. FIELD TRIPS AND SITE VISITS MAY BE USED IN THIS COURSE.
3. LANGUAGE AND/OR COMPUTER LABORATORIES (LABS) MAY BE USEDIN THIS COURSE.

4. MAINSTREAM ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING (MELT) STUDENTPERFORMANCE LEVELS (SPLs) ARE RECOMMENDED FOR USE ASUNIVERSAL DESCRIPTORS TO DEFINE TNE VARIOUS COURSELEVELS. COURSE TITLES MAY VARY FROM DISTRICT TODISTRICT.



COURSE NUMBER: 9900040

ATTACHMENT B

COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH
FOR SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

COURSE STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

AFTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE
TO:

1. DEMONSTRATE BASIC LITERACY SKILLS THROUGH THE USE OF PRIMARY
LANGUAGE SUPPORT AND/OR ESOL. (MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE
LEVELS 0-II).

1.01 EXHIBIT MANIPULATIVE SKILLS AS THEY RELATE TO PRODUCING
WRITTEN LANGUAGE.

1.02 INTERPRET AND PRODUCE BASIC PERSONAL INFORMATION.

1.03 UNDERSTAND AND EXPRESS BASIC EMO7IONAL STATES.

1.04 UNDERSTAND AND UTILIZE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONCEPTS.

1.05 UNDERSTAND AND UTILIZE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS.

1.06 UNDERSTAND AND RESPOND TO TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL
INFORMATIOh AND REGULATIONS.

INTERPRET AND RESPOND TO CONSUMER INFORMATION.1.07

1.08 COMPREHEND AND RESPOND TO HOUSING AND
INFORMATION.

1.09 UNDERSTAND AND REACT TO
INFORMATION.

1.10 UNDERSTAND AND RESPOND TO
EMPLOYMENT.

1.11 RECOGNIZE AND RESPOND TO PARENTING SKILL INFORMATION.

1.12 UTILIZE PRONUNCIATION PATTERNS EFFECTIVELY.

HEALTH AND

INFORMATION

HOUSEHOLD

NUTRITION

REGARDING



COURSE NUMBER: 9900040

ATTACHMENT B

COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH
FOR SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

COURSE STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

AFTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLETO:

2. DEMONSTRATE ESOL SURVIVAL/COP/NG SKILLS NECESSARY TO FUNCTIONIN DAILY LIFE (MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS I-VII.)

2.01 USE EFFECTIVE PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SKILLS.

2.02 UTILIZE COMMUNITY RESOURCES EFFECTIVELY.

2.03 RECOGNIZE NECESSARY SKILLS TO OBTAIN AND MAINTAINEMPLOYMENT.

2.04 UNDERSTAND AND RESPOND TO HOUSING NEEDS.

2.05 DEMONSTRATE EFFECTIVE CONSUMER SKILLS.

2.06 DEMONSTRATE KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH AND NUTRITION PRACTICES.

2.07 DISPLAY THE APPROPRIATE USE OF TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVELSKILLS.

2.08 DEMONSTRATE KNOWLEDGE OF EFFECTIVE PARENTING SKILLS.

2.0S UNDERSTAND AND RESPOND TO ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES.

2.10 DEMONSTRATE CROSS-CULTURAL COPING SKILLS FOR USE INDRILY LIFE.

COURSE STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

AFTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLETO:



COURSE NUMBER: 9900040

ATTACHKen B

COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH
FOR SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

3. DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF ESOL PRE-GED SKILLS (MELT STUDENT
PERFORMANCE LEVELS V-VIII).

3.01 USE LISTENING SKILLS FOR A VARIETY OF ACADEMIC PURPOSES.

3.02 PARTICIPATE IN FORMAL AND INFORMAL SPEAK/NG ACTIVITIES
FOR A VARIETY OF ACADEMIC PURPOSES.

3.03 DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO
PRONUNCIATION.

3.04 APPLY LITERAL, INFERENTIAL
COMPREHENSION SKILLS.

3.05 USE FUNDAMENTAL WRITING SKILLS IN AN ACADEMIC SETTING.

3.06 DEMONSTRATE KNOWLEDGE OF VOCABULARY IN VARIOUS CONTENT
AREAS.

3.07 RECOGNIZE AND USE IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS IN ENGLISH.

3.08 APPLY STUDY SKILLS AND TEST-TAKING SKILLS.

3.09 UNDERSTAND AND DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN CROSS-CULTURAL
PRACTICES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN SOCIETY.

3.10 PROCESS AND GENERATE INFORMATION FROM MASS MEDIA.

3.11 ANALYZE AND APPLY CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS TO VISUAL,
ORAL AND/OR WRITTEN CCMMUNICATION.

USE STANDARD

AND EVALUAT/VE

ENGLISH

READING

COURSE STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

AFTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE
TO:

4. DEMONSTRATE ESOL COMMUNICATION SKILLS NEEDED TO FUNCTION
AND/OR ADVANCE AT WORK (MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS 0 -
VIII).

4.01 DEMONSTRATE APPROPRIATE PROCEDURES FOR APPLYING FOR A
JOB OR JOB ADVANCEMENT.



COURSE NUMBER: 9900040

ATTACHMENT B

COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGL/SH
FOR SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

4.02 FOLLOWS PROCEDURES FOR RESIGNING FROM A JOB.

4.03 UNDERSTAND AND FOLLOW SAFETY PROCEDURES.

4.04 COMPREHEND AND/OR APPLY COMPANY POLICIES AND PROCEDURESAT WORK.

4.05 COMMUNICATE ON THE JOB USING APPROPRIATE GENERAL ANDWORK SPECIFIC LANGUAGE.

4.06 READ AND WRITE WORK-RELATED MESSAGES, MATERIALS, ANDREPORTS.

4.07 PERFORM MEASUREMENTS AND/OR CALCULATIONS.

4.08 ANALYZE AND SOLVE WORKPLACE PROBLEMS.

4.09 RECOGNIZE AND ENGAGE APPROPRIATE SOCIAL AND CULTURALINTERACTIONS FOR THE WORKPLACE.

COURSE STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

ArTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLETO:

Jo UNDERSTAND THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONTENT AND SKILLS FORVOCATIONAL EDUCATION TRAINING (MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVELSV....VIM

5.01 UNDERSTAND AND IDENTIFY CAREER OPPORTUNITIES ANDREQUIREMENTS.

5.02 UNDERSTAND AND FOLLOW SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PROCESSES ANDPROCEDURES.

5.03 UNDERSTAND AND IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE USE OF TOOLS.

5.04 UNDERSTAND AND APPLY SAFETY LANGUAGE AN CODES.

5.05 COMMUNICATE SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL RELATED LANGUAGE.

I-14



COURSE NUMPER: 9900040

AT:ACM4ENT B

COtRSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH
FOR SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

5.06 COMPLETE SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL FORMS.

5.07 PERFORM spnarIc VOCATIONAL MEASUREMENTS AND/OR
CAT.CULATIONS.

5.08 AAALYZE AND SOLVE VOCATIONAL PROBLEMS.

5.09 RECOGNIZE AND ENGAGE APPROPRIATE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
INTERACTIONS FOR A VOCATION.

COURSE STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

AFTER SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THIS COURSE, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLETO:

S. UNDERSTAND THE BASIC CONCEPTS or UNITED STATES HISTORY ANDGOVERNMENT AS THEY APPLY TO UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP (MELT
STUDENT )ERFORMANCE LEVELS 0-10.

6.01 DESCRIBE THE ORGANIZATIONAL AND FUNCTIOW OF THE U.,
GOVERNMENT AS ESTABLISHED BY THE CONSTITUTION.

6.02 UNDERSTAND AND INTERPRET THE BILL OF RIGHTS AS IT
RELATES TO PERSOY LI1,ING IN ME U.S. , ITS PROTECTORATES,
AND TERRITORIES.

6.03 IDENTIFY THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF GOVERNMENT AT THE
LOCAL, STATE, AND NATIONAL LEVrLS.

6.04 EXPLAIN GOVERNMENT ELECTION PROCEDURES AT THE LOCAL,
STATE, AND NATIONAL LAVEL.

6.05 DESCRIBE THE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF A U.S.
CITIZEN.

6.06 UNDERSTAND THE STEPS REQUIRED TO BECOME A U.S. CITIZEN.

6.07 RECOGNIZE IMPORTANT SYMBOLS OF THE UNITED STATES AND
THEIR SIGNIFICANCE.

6.08 IDEVTIFY PROMINENT INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO
U.S. HISTORY, GOVERNMENT, AND CULTURE.



COURSL NUMBER: 9900040

Ali&AMLNI

COURSE TITLE: ADULT ENGLISH
FOR SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES

6.09 UNDERSTAND AND DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANCE AND CONSEQUENCES
OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT.

6.10 /DENTIFY MAJOR EVENTS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

I-1,6



ATTACILMENT C

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
Program Categories

Carriculum Level Correlation

PROGRAM CATEGORIES

The following program categories are offered to adult ESOL students
in Palm Beach County at Adult and Community Education F-Ites as well
as through off-campus programs:

1. ESOL Literacy ESOL
2. Level I. Beginning ESOL
3. Level II: Low Intermediate ESOL
4. Level III: Intermediate ESOL
5. Level IV: 'High Intermediate ESOL
6. Level V: Low Advanced ESOL
7. Level VI: Advanced ESOL
8. Level VII: High Advanced ESOL
9. Level VIII: Advanced Skills Development

10. Citizenship

In cases where student enrollment is limited, class levels may be
combined. In general, the levels correspond to the Mainstream
English Language Training Project (MELT) as follows:

1. ESOL Literacy = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL 0- II
2. Level I ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL I-II
3. Level II ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL II-III
4. Level III ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL III-IV
5. Level IV ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL IV
6. Level V ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL V
7. Level VI ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL VI
8. Level VII ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL VII
9. Level VIII ESOL = MELT STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL VIII-IX

10. Citizenship Preparation is included in ESOL Literacy through
Level IV. Students at Level V and above may take this class
as a separate course for the purpose of preparing for the INS
citizenship examination.

* The charts which follow describe the MELT student periormance
levels.



SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATOR/TEACHER CURRICULUM EVALUATION FORM

Teachers: Please invite
input from your st.dents
and write their comments
on the back of this form.Check the appropriate box in the survey below to assess the effectiveness of the Palm Beach County ESOL Competency-Based Curriculum for--,

indicate the curriculum level that you are currently teaching if applicable. Strongly Don't StronglyAgree Agree Know Disagrke Disagree
I. My students have been promoted during the 1990-91 school year

2. Students attend more regularly

3. The schedule of .asses has expanded st..ce the new competency-based ESOL curriculumwas implemented

4. The curriculum meets the educational needs of my students
e.

5. The curriculum based objectives are written at the appropriate level as indicated
6. 'rhe curriculum Is easy to use

7. The curriculum is flexible

B. The curriculum covers suf ficient content for adult students
1

9. The curriculum is interesting to the students

10. The curriculum encourages students to participate actively in their MIL class
I I. The curriculum accelerates the learning of English language .,,..ils
12. The curriculum includes objectives which enable students to utilize the languagenecessary to cope with daily life

mr,

.

13. The surriculum provides students with skills In listening, speaking, reading and writing
14. The c%;1; iculum provides students with cultural insights to life in the United States
15. The curriculum provides stud,-.'s with the information necessary to pass the citizenship'requirements

.

16. Students in my class have obtained, retained, or advanced in employemnt due toIncreased Enalish lanwade Proficiency



Student comments:

...1.111111101.1.

Teacher comments:

'
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THE ADVANTAGES OF NATIVE LANGUAGE LITERACY PROGRAMS

Rationale:

Adults who cannot read or write in their native language often lack
basic academic skills and the self-confidence to succeed in ESOL
classes. Thie deprives them from fully participating in society
and the lives of their children.

Often what occurs in adult ESOL programs is a "revolving door"
syndrome -- namely, adults who are illiterate in their own language
are placed in ESOL classes (for example, ESOL Literacy), only to
find themselves lost because they lack very basic skills. The
result is that they fail, start the course over tnd fail again.
The end result, of course, is that they give up.

Research over the past decade has consistently shown that literacy
proficiency in the native language greatly contributes to the
acquisition of skills in a second language. The fact is that a
student only learns to read once. The skill is then transferred
into another language. With this fact in mind, a pilot project in
teaching native language literacy to Haitians was undertaken at
Carver Community Middle School in 1989. It has greatly improved
the retention rate for these students once they enrolled in ESOL
classes. The drop-out rate went from 85 % prior to initiation of
the program to only 10% once the program got under way (see
Attachment A).

Program Components:

The pilot program at Carver is actually a transition-to-ESOL
program in which students begin studying native language literacy
four nigl.its a week then make the transition to two nights in the
native letnguage literacy class and two nights in ESOL Literacy.
Students are grouped and put in classes according to their first or
native language; for example, there are-separate classes at Carver
for Haitian Creole and Spanish Literacy. When students are ready
they make the full transition to ESOL Literacy four nigkts a week
and experience a higher retention rate and greater success in the
ESOL classes.

The curriculum (see Attachment B) for native language literacy uses
a combination of competency-based education and a Whole Language/
Freirean approach. The competencies reflect manipulative and other
pre-reading/writing skills as well as survival skills as those
found in the ESOL curriculum. Following the Freirean approach,
subject matter or "learning themes" are generated by the students
themselves, based on their own liter cy-learning needs. Teachers
use the competencies as a guide and supplement to the student-
generated themes.



Factors Contributing to Increased Retention Rates:

(The following points are cited in a district report on Native
Language Literacy Programs and are based on the pilot program at
Carver Community School.)

A transit/on program has been designed where students attend
native language literacy programs two nights per week and ESOL
Literacy two nights per week.

Native language curriculum is coordinated with ESOL literacy
curriculum in the transition program. (Once the competency is
mastered in the native language, it is introduced in English
to reinforce and build confidence.)

Native language literacy instructors act as advisors and
sponsors for students being promoted.

Transition from Native Language Literacy to ESOL Literacy is
closely monitored by native language literacy instructors.

Students are promoted to the ESOL literacy program as a class
group to provide familiarity and security for the students as
they begin with a new teacher.

Transportation is provided by cooperating churches.



ATTACHMENT A
School Board of Palm Beach County

Department of Adult and Community Education
Retention Rates for Non-Literate Adults

A Pilot Program at Carver Community Middle School

1988/89

Retention
Ea Drop-out

15.0%

85 0%

(These statistics reflect a 3 month period.)

etention rates for students non-literate in their native
language who enrolled in ESOL Literacy Program.

1989/90

Retention 90.0%
Ei Drop-out 10.0%

(These B:atistin reflect a 3 month period.)

Petention rates for students non-literate in their native
language who enrolled in Native Language Literacy Program.
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ATTACHMENT 'A

School Board of Palm Beach County
Department. of Adult and Community Education

Retention Rates for Non-Literate Adults
A Pilot Program at Carver Community Middle School

1989/90

Retention 80.0%
El Dr.op-out 20.0%

(These statistics reflect a 3 month period.)

Retention rates after promotion from native language literacy to
ESOL literacy.

4



ATTACHMENT B

A PILOT PROJECT IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND TEACHER TRAINING
FOR L1 SPANISH AND HAITIAN-CREOLE LITERACY EDUCATION

Gerry Strei. Language Education Consultant - 5/3/90
Tel. (305) 792-3778

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE:

The large population of Hispanic and Haitian immigrants in Palm
Beach County includes many adults who cannot read and write in
their native language. This fact, along with a lack of
proficiency in ESOL, deprives many of them from fully
participating in society and in the educational lives of their
children.

Research over the past decade has consistently demonstrated that
literacy proficiency in the native language greatly contributes
to the acquisition of skills in the second or target language
(See Cumrains 1980, 1981, 1982, 1988, among others.). It is also
clear that teacher competence and training in the area of
language education is essential to the success of the language
student in the classroom. Finally, the role of the language
curriculum also plays an extremely important part in helping
teachers and their students achieve their goals.

THE SETTING: CARVER COMMUNITY SCHOOL

Haitian Creole literacy classes are being taught by 4 instructor'
for approximately 70 students (11/89). The program consists of
5 - 6 months of pre-literacy and literacy training, solely in the
native language (Haitian Creole). Once a student has passed the
ESOL Readiness Test, s/he is placed in a 3 month program
consisting of ESOL pre-literacy and Creole literacy (dual
enrollment). Upon successful completion of this phase, the
student enters the full ESOL program. The Spanish literacy
program will eventually move in the same direction. Currently a
small group of students works with 2 instructors on literacy
skills in both LI and

PROJECT COMPONENTS/STAGES:

I. Site Assessment.- Administrative, instructor, and student needs are
surveyed and documented.

II. Project Research & Development - A model curriculum design
(Freirean and competency/objective-based) is researched and developed;
staff & faculty training workshops are planned.

III. Project Implementation - Workshops are held to: evaluate existing
instructional materials and create new ones; plan and design entrance,
progress, and exit testing; develop class activities based on language
acquisition models and a Freirean approach to literacy education.

IV. Final 'Report & Recommendations - (Available by June, 1990)



ATTACHMENT B

SPANISH & CREOLE PRIMARY LANGUAGE SUPPORT PROGRAM
FOR LITERACY DEVELOPMENT

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Prepared by Gerry Strei, Language Education Consultant

samIguLgasauraalyzal

Introduction

The pilot program initiated at Carver Community School uses the
Freirean approach to native literacy education. The curriculum
basis of this approach is student-centered -- that is, the
curriculum should be formed by the students themselves,
consisting of topics generated by them and based on their own
literacy-lea:ening needs. Teachers in this program have been
shown ways to elicit literacy needs from their students: for
example, by simply asking, "What do you want to learn to read andwrite?"

The following list of objectives is based on the needs which the
students in the pilot project have expressed as well as those
from other, similar programs in the country. By making this listavailable to teachers, it is not the intention that they ignore
student-generated objectives, but rather that they use the list
as a basis for comparison with their own students' needs and as asupplement for use on those occasions when student-generated
objectives are lack...ng or too limited.

Note: The entries on the list beginning with 2.0 PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL. INFORMATION are not formulaically stated as they usually
are in a set of teaching "Goals and Objectives" or other
statements of curriculiar "tasks" -- i.e., repeating "The student
will + VERB (perform a specific task)" over and over. Instead I
have simply headed each list with mention of the skill required:

--for example, (READ1NG:)

and then listed the task-content as nouns:

--for example, "Newsp-iper ads".

37
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ATTACHMENT B

L1 CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES:

Phase jj___Literacyjkadiaeis_ansLELIzIals,zsra
1.0 MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

1.1 Student recognizes and differentiates among shapes, letters.
and numbers

1.2 Correctly holds writing utensil

1.3 Traces shapes, letters, and numbers (within a given context)

1.4 Prints letters of the alphabet and numbers 1-100 (within agiven context)

1.5 Uses letters cf the alphabet in writing cursively (within agiven context)

2.0 PERSONAL AND SOCIAL INFORMATION

(REA)ING AND WRITING:)

Student reads and writes (printed and cursive)....

2.1 Full name legibly

2.2 Address: number and street, apartment number, city,
state (full form and abbreviation), and ZIP

2.3 Telephone number, including area code

2.4 Dates of birth (self, spouse. children)

2.5 Social security number

2.6 Family member terms: mother, father, children, daughter,
son, grandfather/mother, aunt, uncle, cousin. etc.

2.7 Terms of affect: love, kindness, warmth, security
s

2.8 Time of day, days of the week, months of the year

2.9 Numbers 101-1000 (numerical values)

2.10 Basic colors

2.11 Money information: denominations of currency:, change
amounts; cost of food, clothing, and furniture items

3 S



ATTACHMBNT B.

2.12 Postal information: stamps, first class, airmail, postcard,overseas, register-a-letter, special delivery, express mail
2.13 Basic signs: enter, exit, no admittance, dc not cross, etc..
2.14 Directions: left/right, straight ahead, back up, behind, infront of, etc.

2.15 Emergency vocabulary: 911, fire, accident, rescue,ambulance, help, etc.

2.16 Government information: post office, police, police station,IRS, HRS, INS, etc..

2.17 Titles for use with names: Mr., Mrs., MS., Sir, Madam, etc.
2.18 Letter greetings: Dear Sir/Madam, To Whom It May Concern

0.0 NATION, CULTURE, AND ENVIRONMENT

(READING AND WRITING:)

3.1 National information: name of student's
cc..t.ntry of origin,United States of America, president of the U.S., capitalcity of the U.S.

3.2 State and local information: names of the state, county,city, and community subdivision: name of the state governor
3.3 Map recognition: country of birth, U.S.A.. State of Florj.da,county, city, subdivision

3.4 Flag recognition: native country, U.S.A.: :clors of theseflags

3.5 Temperature and Seasons: Fahrenheit degrees (and basicmention of Centigrade); spring, summer, fall, winter
3.6 Linear measurement: inches, feet, yards, miles
3.7 Kinds of animals,. minerals, and food li4uids andsolids



ATTACHMENT B

Phase LI: L1

4.0 SHOPPING

(Primarily READING:)

4.1 Types of stores, by their signs out-front or their ads in
newspapers and other media

4.2 Departments within a store

II II

4.3 Sales announcements and symbols relating to prices
(Ex. "90% Markdown!!)

44 Bill paying by cash and check; credit information

4.5 Taxable items: state sales tax

(WRITINGO

4.6 Paying by check or money order

5.0 HOUSING AND HOUSEHOLD

(READINGO

5.1 Available resources for locating affordable housing:
newspaper ads, real estate information, agency referrals

5.2 Rental agreement or contract

5.3 Utility and other household bills (and their components --
ex. "Previous Balance," "New Charges," "Sales Tax," etc.)

5.4 Appliance, tool, and meter information (WC. control
settings, warning labels, etc.)

5.5 Resources for seeking help in getting a household item
repaired or replaced: yellow pages ads, newspapers, etc.

5.6 Food information: purchasing (ads, coupons); storage latels
(expiration dates, shelf life); preparation (microwave use.
recipes)

(WRITING:)

5.7 Bill payment via check or money order

5.8 Simple consumer notes to utility companies or manufacturers
(ex. bill queries, complaints, requests for further
information. etc.)
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6.0 HEALTH AND NUTRITION

(READING:)

6.1 Basic human physiology: parts of the body, body fluids
6.2 Illness and accident terms: pain, sore, cuts, burns, etc.
6.3 Health personnel titles: doctor, nurse, dentist, etc.
6.4 Basic medical terms: x-ray, laboratory, blood test, urinesample, clinic, hospital, emergency, ambulance, etc.
6.5 Medical information: medication directions on pillcontainers, medical applience-use instructions
6.6 Selection and preparation of nutritious foods; body intakeneeds such as vitamins, minerals, foods low in fat, etc.
(READING AND WRITINGO

6.6 Medical history information (ex.
doctor's office)

6.7 Health insurance statements (ex.
offices, clinics, or hospitals)

6.9 Medical release & waiver forms

7.0 EMPLOYMENT

(READINGO

forms to be filled out in

forms required at doctors%

7.1 Newspaper or other posted or liited job ads
7.2 Procedures for applying for A job (ex. as posted in a stateemployment office: "1. CHECK IN AT THE INFORMATION DESK2. FILL OUT THE APPLICATION FORM AT ONE or THE TABLES3. PLEASE TAKE A NUMBER" etc.)

7.3

7.4

7.5

Work contract and "Benefits Statement" (ex. life and healthinsurance, retirement, vacation, emergency/sick leave, etc.)
Safety vocabulary: posted safety rules: safety items such asaprons, goggles, hard hats; etc.

Basic equipment and tool terms associated with one's Job(ex. carpentry, maintenance, factory, harmer, broom, press(as n. & v.), forklift, etc.
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(READING AND WRITING:)

7.6 Job application form

7.7 Simplified resume

8.0 PARENTING %ND SCHOOLING

(READINGO

8.1 Public notices regarding school matters (ex. mandatory
school age attendance, procedures for enrolling the child,
busing information, etc.)

8.2 Terms involved in school enrollment: registration,
immunization, physical, birth certificate, homework, PTA,
counselor, principal, etc..

8.3 Terms related to legal aspects surrounding AIDS, child
abuse, and other child-welfare issues

(READING AND WRITING:)

8.4 School-related announcements and notes (ex. reading and
replying to information sert home with children)

9.0 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL

(READING:)

9.1 Basic traffic signs: "Stor," "Yield," "School Zone," etc.

9.2 Driver license information and test-taking procedures and
forms

9.3 Automobile insurance information (especially the basic
types, legally required within the state)

9.4 Traffic citation, court appearance, and driver's school
information

9.5 Basic map directions (ex. map reading skills)

(READING AND WRITING:)

9.6 Driver license application and testing

9.7 Automobile insurance applications

9.8 Driver's school registration
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SPANISH & CREOLE NATIVE LANGUAGE LITERACY PROGRAM

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATQR/TEACHER EVALUATION

Circle the appropriate nunber in the items below to indicate yourassessment of this pilot program's objectives and goals.
1 Minimal or no achievement of objectives/goals2 . Fair to moderate achievement
3 = Substantial achievement
4 Completely rucceeded in reaching stated expectations

I. STAFF PREPARATION

1. How well was the general plan of how the course was to bepresented to the students explained?

1 2 3 le

2. How thoroughly was the theory and background of the Freirranapproach presented?

1 2 3 4

3, Assess the usefulness cf explanations about classroomtechniques in literacy education:

1 2 3 4

4. How would you describe the information given you aboutassessing your students (ex. entrance testing)?

1 2 3 4

II. CLASSROOM PRACTICE

1. Describe consultant inp:It regarding classroom activities:
1 2 3 4.

2. How would you assess the usefulness of your preparation (asindicated above) in terms of actual classroom performanceoutcomes?

1 2 3 4

3. Assess teaching activities which took place as they relateto student-st4ted and student-centered needs:

1 2 3 4.

11-12
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ATTACHMENT B

1 SPANISH & CREOLE NATIVE LANGUAGE LITERACY PROGRAM

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF lASTRUCTION

DUARTICENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Zagjaudin_Procramal de Enzefianza:

Instrucciones al Estudiante: En las preguntas abajo, ponga uncirculo alrededor del numero que indica su evaluación de lasmetas de este curso:

o no realización de las metas
2 = Regular
3 = Sustancial
4 = Completo, excelente

A. LC6mo parece la introducción y explicación del motivo ymétodo de este curse?

1 2 3 4

B. Evalue el método de ense5anza de este v.Arso en relación alos dichos objetivos:

1 2 3 4

C. ZComo parece la _ealización de sus deseos de empezar aaprender a leer"

1 2 3 4

D. LCómo parece la realización de SUS deseos de empezar aaprender a escribir?

1 2 3 4

F. Describe la reacci6n (feedback) que usted recibe de susesfuerzos en este cuvso?

1 2 3 4

G. D./Cue las actividades del curso en terminos de sus propiasnecesidades de aprender a escribtr y leer el idioms:

1 2 3 4

H. Evalue las actividades del curso en terminos de los intentosdel profesor:

1 2 3 4

4

USE EL OTRO LADO DE ESTA HOJA PARA ESCRIBIR CUALQUIER COMENTARIO0 OBSERVACIONES QUE USTED TIENE SOBRE ESTE CURSO.
I1-13



TEACHING ESOL
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DEVELOPED BY:
GERRY STREI

FOR

THE ADULT ESOL CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

1989-1991

IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
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A GUIDE TO TEACHING ESOL LITERACY

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Guide is to assist you in three basic ways --
to understand WHO your students are, to know WHAT it is they need
to learn, and to know HOW to help them. You will find basic
background information that you need to know as well as practical,
hands-on tips for use in the classroom.

"Who aremy_itucatethe'kac_s_kgr,21Asi_m" As you
protably already know, all of the students in the ESOL Literacy
classes speak a language other than English as their native
language. However, it is important to know that not all of them
read and/or write their native language (or any other language, for
that matter) very well. Many of them may still be trying to deal
with the basic skills of literacy -- namely, matching sounds to
letters and words or even just getting the hang of recognizing
differences in graphic shapes. Still others may not be used to
classroom learning as we know it, and will rwod to be taught basic
classroom behavior (such as raising their hands) and basic study
skills. Some may even need to learn the very basic concept that
the pictures and drawings we rind in our books or put on the
chalkboard are actually substitutes or symbols for the real thing.
And, of course, there will be those who can read and write their
rative languages, tut with non-Roman alphabets completely different
from ours.

"What txactl be teachin course. k be
teaching Epg1isthatw'.2j,_the_c_g_usseconsi" As
is the case for the entire ESOL program, ESOL Literacy uses a
ccmpetency-based curriculum (see Attachment A). By now you should
!lave a copy of the student competency checklist of ESOL Literacy
competencies. Tt identifies eleven instructional areas and
suggests the skill areas to be emphasized for each (listening,
speaking, reading, and/or writing). -The areas are: Personal
Skills, Community Skills, Knowledge of Our Country, the
Environment, Nutrition, Shopping, Housing, Health, Employability,
Transportation/Travel and Parenting. As you can see, grammar is
not what it's all about. You will not use grammar and its rules as
the primary course content; instead that aspect of language will
play a secondary or subordinate role to the competencies and to
communication. As a matter of fact, most of these competencies and
communication skills are the subject matter of the textbooks
assigned to ESOL Literacy.

.15. there a methoLl
lhould use?" The answer to that is the subject matter of the rest
of this Guide. You will also be able to answer it yourself as you
get to know the different learning and language-acquiring styles of
your students. A sample lesson plan is included as a model (see
Attachment B). Also, a blank lesson plan sheet is included for
your use (see Attachment C).

III-1 4i;



METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

On the last page of your Checklist of ESOL Literacy Competencies,ycu will find a list of suggested methods and techniques to use inclass. You can find out more about them in books such as Methods
That Work (edited by John Oiler, Jr. & Patricia Richard-Amato and
published by Newbury House) and The Natural Approach (by StephenKrashen & Tracy Terrell and published by Alemany Press). For yourimmediate use, however, we have provided information andsuggestions especially relevant to teaching the ESOL literacystudent:

Phonics:

This approach to teaching basic beginning literacy has been aroundfor a long time. it is based on grouping letters according totheir corresponding sounds. This often results in giving students
phonetically rule-ordered lists of wordl to memorize. QuycjartainALudents learn well from this approach. Others, particularly
right-brain dominant students, often learn nothing at all fromphonics. Phonics is a part of what is called a "syntheticapproach" to teaching language. The concern here is that the
student master the elements or pieces of language in a sequence --first the small ones such as letters and syllables and only lateron words, sentences and discourse. Focus is also placed on
grammar, and students are taught grammar points, first simple onesand later on, more complex structures. Again, some students maynot learn well from such "synthesis." All of which points to thefact that you must vary your method and approach to suit the
individual learning styles of your students.

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT):

On the other side of the spectrum is an approach which views
language learning as "learning to communicate." Instead of grammarrules and isolated words, meaminsLan_cs.municative context ismitrou to this approach. Students are exposed to short,
meaninciful ccaversations from the very start ("Hello. I'm your
teacher, Mrs. Brown. What's your name?"). They learn the meaningof such sentences through context, gestures, pictures, objects,
etc., rather than through grammar drills or explanations (I'm = I
am; You're = You are, etc.). In addition, reading and writing areoften taught from the start based on the aural/oral (listening/
speaking) skills from which the student acquires language in a
meaningful context. Mg_s_Lasjult_jit.udentp
improach.

4 7
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Freire and Wholtikanawmai

The Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire, bases his approach on the
students themselves and their needs. The curriculum is student-
centered in that students are asked which words and themes they
would like to learn to read and write. Whole language (rather than
pieces of it) is central to this communicative approach. Whole
language programs use whole units of communication and never focus

on the separate parts of language - phonemes, grammar structures or

vocabulary lists. The skills of language are not treated
separately either, since in real life, for example, speaking
involves listening. Reading and writing are linked to speaking and
listening in that students read aloud what they have written and

are asked to comment on what is read by their classmates. A whole
language proyram
want to learn in order to function in society.

The books you will be using in the ESOL Literacy courses use some
phonics but much more whole language. You can select materials
which are Evaitable for the different kinds of learners in your
class. A materials list is included in this guide.

P. Note about Using the Student's First Language in Class:

You are welcome to use students' first language in class to get
certain points across, such as directions. If you do not speak the
student's home language, you may ask students to work cooperatively.
to provide explanat' .1s in the home language as needed. If your
school has a community language facilitator, you may ask for
assistance as needed. Other alternatives may include volunteers,
students of foreign languages and/or use of a bilingual dictionary.
Encourage the use of English in a positive, meaningful way.
However, do not forbid the use of the home language. The student
will produce English as language ability increases and the

"affective filter" (stress factor) is lowered.

A Note about the Silent Period:

Most students, particularly at the very lowest :.evels, will go
through the Silent Period where they will not feel comfortable
enough with English to speak. They will, however, be actively
listening and processing the language. Do not mistake this Silent
Period for apathy on the part of the student. Rather, give the
student plenty of comprehendible language to process and react to
using yes/no questions, manipulatives arl/or Total Physical
Response (see explanation below).



ACTIVITIES

What follows are listings and descriptions of a variety ofactivities for use in your classes. Sometimes these includedescriptiona of the content t,.) be taught. The activities suggestedhere range from the very basic (eg. pre-reading activities) tothe more advanced (role playing) and from the very general (games)to the very specific (such as getting students to follow arecipe you read aloud in class: "How to Make Popcorn").

Ers-=zesliingAgtimitimal
The learner...

matches two or more objects that are the same.

given three objects (2 same, one different), points to theone that is different.

given three objects, points to two which are of the same
color, shape and size.

given a symbol (eg. a star) at the left of a row of mixed
symbols (including some stars), circles the same symbol.

follows your directions to move his eye/finger in left-to-right and top-to-bottom progression.

follows along a line of print from left-to-right.

circles di:ferent words which are read aloud to show thats/he recognizes oral speech in its written form.

points out the difference between upper and lower caseletters, commas and periods and other.such symbols.

forms symbols s/he has been taught (eg. a heart shape forlove, etc..)

circles the punctuation marks that
different marks.

circles the lower case letters in
lower case.

circles the upper case letters in
lower case.

are the same in a row of

a row of both upper and

a row of both upper and



circles the letters that are the same in a row of different
letters (both upper and lower case, separate and mixed).

circles the numbers that are the same in a row of different
numbers.

circles the words that are the same in a row of different
words.

reads alphabet letters and numbers aloud as other students
and the teacher write them on the board.

writes letters and numbers down as the teacher and/or other
students read them aloud.

spells words (including own name) aloud.

5i.ght Word Activities

Sight words are learned as whole units, as opposed to learning them
in parts by syllable. Choose sight words for students to learn to
read and write from ones they already have been exposed to aural-
orally.

Make a sentence out of sight words and final punctuation and
write them on a card. Have different colored cards for.
questions and answers.

Model tile sentences orally; learners repeat.

Ask individual learners to read the sentences aloud as
classmates repeat.

Have students cut the cards in pieces to separate the words
and punctuation marks.

Model the individual words orally as learners repeat.

Distribute the word cards and have learners say them aloud as
the other students repeat.

Collect word cards, mix them up and randomly distribute them
(along with the punctuation cards) to learners.

Have learners wcrk together to reconstruct the sentences.

Have them read the reconstructed sentences (in question/answer
pairs) aloud.

511
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19.§.

(from ESL/Literacy for Adult Learnera by Wayne Haverson fi JudithHaynes - Prentice Hall Regents, 1982)

Lesson One: M m

Igos.h.tx

1. This is the letter m.

2. This is a man.

3. This is the letter m,

Aglimityaeaggso
1. Print letter m on board.

Learners listen.

2. Show visual. Learners
listen and repeat 3 times.

3. Point to letter m on board.
Learners listen.

4. The sound of the letter m 4. Learners listen.
is /m/ as in the word "man."

5. m-an man, m-iss miss, m-op mop, 5. Teach learners to make the
(much, my) sound /m/. Model sound and

each word separately.
Learners listen and repeat
3 times.

6. What is the sound of the
letter m?

6. Learners respond /m/. If
learners have difficult
with the formation of the
sound /m/, repeat steps
1-6.

7. What is the name of the 7. Point to letter m.
letter?

Learners respond m.
Prompt, if necessary.

8. Listen to some words with
the sound /m/.

9. Listen and repeat.

8. Lsarners listen.

9. Model each word separately.
Learners listen and repeat
three times.

Igaghm_liftmlumt_fame

Have students fill in the blanks with appropriate /m/ words. Forexample:

/m/ My name is
My husband's name is
We come from
I like to bake

. (Maria)
. (Mike)

. (Mississipni)
(muffins)

II1-6
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Total Physical_Responag_LTERI

(For more information about TPR, see Learning Another Language
through Actions: The Complete Teacher's Guidebook, 2nd Edition, by
James J. Asher, Sky Oaks Productions, Los Gatos, CA.)

TPR, somewhat like the game, "Simon Says," has the teacher give
commands which students then perform. Here is an example of how it
works in a beginning activity.

1. Choose vocabulary from the immediate classroom environment --
worc which are important for the student to know.

2. Start this activity by having one or two students volunteer to
participate by coming to the* front of the class and sitting
across from you in chairs.

3 Sit in a chair yourself and say:

"Stand up." (Demonstrate the action by standing up.)
"Sit down." (Demonstrate by sitting down.)

4. Repeat each command and each time motion to the two students
to stand up (by moving your hands, palms up, upwards) and to.
sjt down (using the opposite gesture). [They stand and sit.]

5. Face the entire class from your seat. Stand up. Say °Stand
up" as you motion to the class to stand up. [Everyone
stands.;

6. Sit down and say, "Sit down" as you motion to everyone to sit
down. [Everyone sits.]
Repeat Nos. 5 and 6.

Avoid "barking" the cormands. Instead, use a pleasant tone of
voice, smile, and compliment students ("very good") from time to
time. Through this activity, students learn meaningful sentences
as they internalize the souads of the words. Move from a basic TPR
activity like the one above to gradually more advanced ones such
as: "Open your books to page X." "Stand up. Put your books on
your chairs." Call on individuals: "Turn out the lights in here."
"Close the windows and open the door." Gradually students will
want to try speaking (repeating) the commands themselves. You can
use the sight word card activity above with the command sentences
to help students learn to speak and read them. Finally, they can
practice giving the commands to you and to the other students.



lanuesa_gueruianu_a_Qmilta
(For more information about the Language Experience Approach, seeLanguage Experience Approach to Reading (and Writing): LEA for ESLby C. Dixon and D. Wessel, published by The Alemany Press.)

Language Experience Stories are generated by the learnersthemselves. They can bc as short as two sentences. They can be
simple descriptions of the classroom or the story creator, a life
experience or anything else the student wants to say. 'Stories canbe created by individuals or groups of learners. Follow thesesteps:

1. Ask the student(s) to relate a story out loud as you write it.
Be sure to use the exact vocabulary and structures which aredictated to you.

2. Read the story to the student(s). Point to individual words
from the story as you read it aloud.

3. Have the student(s) read the story aloud.

4. Correct the story with the student(s), reading the elementsaloud which you remove, add, or alter.

5. Read the corrected version aloud.

6. Have the student author(s) read the new version aloud.

7. With permission from the student author(s), write the story onthe board or overhead transparency to share with the class.
Have the class read it aloud. Copy it down on separate paper.

8. Erase the board. Read the new version from your separate
paper aloud (at least twice) as students write it on separate
paper or on the board. Rbview the dictation with the
students.

This is a highly successful method with low level literate adults.
However, discretion must be used when asking students to share
stories with the class. Some students may not feel comfortable
about having their stories read aloud, while others will be eagerto share. Gradually, most students will want to share their
stories. Creating cooperative group stories usually helps to
alleviate student anxiety about sharing stories.

At a higher level you can reverse the process -- you make up a
story and dictate it to the students.



Fill-ijBJanks

As students recognize simple to more complex parts of sentences,
they can practice writing these parts by filling in blanks which
you create. The blanks can be for small parts such as punctuation
marks up to larger parts such as whole words and even phrases.
Many advocates of the Cloze procedure recommend that a pattern be
repeated such as every seventh or ninth word. However, when
reviewing vocabulary with ESOL students, it is often more effective
to create a pattern in which the student(s) provide vocabulary
which is being reviewed. Here are some examples:

Punctuation Level:

Hi_ How are you_
m fine_ And you_

Letter Level:

T is is a go_d w_y t_ l_ar_ h_w _o sp_l_.

Morpheme or Syllable Level:

Please peat what you start to say earl

Word Level (includes traditional "cloze"):

How you today? just fine, thank

Phrase-Sentence Level:

What do you like to do in your free time?
Well, I

111-9
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agaglateed_A2tivitiel_ from the Handbook for Adult Education -
ESOL:(The Handbook was compiled by

Sheila Acevedo for Orange County
Public Schools):

Action Oriented:

Dialogs (teacher written, Waldent written:
Role Plays (teacher written, student written)
Interviews
Demonstrations (cooing repair, building, sports, etc.)
Pantomime
Oral reports (news, weather, cultural events, etc.)
Discussions
Games
Singing
Jazz Chants
Creating advertisements
Scavenger huLts

Skills Oriented:

Listening to stories followed by exercises (question/answer and
discussion)

Opei&-ended stories (students complete orally or in writing)
Cloze activities
Language experience stories
Minimal pairs, words, phrases, and sentence repetition
Crossword puzzles
Wori searches
Reading advertisements
Silent sustained reading
Collecting information for an action activity
Copying
Unscrambling words or sentences
Dictation
Proofreading
Multiple choice activities
Matching
Fill-in-the-blank exercises
Conversions and restatements (oral and written)
Sentence combining
Sentence expansion
Summarization
Sentence construction
Paragraph construction
Composition
Letter writing
Dictionary skills exercisea
Typing (word processing)
Layout (students may develop class newsletters, newspaper, or

year book)

III-10



TEACHER

DATE

SCHOOL BOARD or PALM REACH COUNTYDEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Deborah Harris

N=11MINIMMIIIMINIINIIIMMENMe

ESOL LESSON PLAN

Limn ESOL Literacy posTER/yzAR III 1991

CLASS 134.11/1=1

COMPETENCY0 5.1
..2122Anizes basic foods ( and roups )

AIN.11111111MMMEImmr Amin,

Cultural focus:

Food differences - color,
Cooking methods
National dishes

Procelure:
L S Introduce vocabulary w/visuals

- names
1 model repeat

- groups j

S Ask/answer questions regarding food
- color

- group - fruit/vegetable/meat/fish/dairy
R Read/spell food words and match to pictures
W Write names

* L W Dictation

TEXT/MATERIALS

Structural focus:
1. Short answers/articles

It's a..../They're....

2. Staring likes/dislikes

I like/I don't like
He/She likes/He/She doesn't like

EVALUATION

English For Adult Competency I
Longman Photo Dictionary
Magazine Pictures
Play Food

pp 36 & 37
pp 15 & 16

Students name foods correctly
Matching game
Sort foods according to group



AINNIN
onbla %

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN

TEACHER LEVEL

DATE
CLASS #

111111111111111111MIMNIMINIII,

COMPETENCY#

aillE0111111111.

MESTER/YEAR

eak-

oh.

Cultural focus:

Procedure:

TEXT/MATERIALS

Structural focus:

EVALUATION

5

tgi



Attachment C

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVXSION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) Curriculum

PBSD ESOL Literacy Competencies
MELT SPL 0-II

DUE

NAME BEGINNING DATE

SKI S*

L S

W

L S

L S

W

L $

W

L S R W

W

L S

L S R W

L S R

L S R

L S R

W

R W

L S R W

R W

TEACHER PROMOTION DATE

1.0 PERSONAL SKILLS

1.1 States vocabulary for name
(Name: first, middle and last)

1.2 Prints full name legibly

1.3 States address: number and street

1.4 States full address: number,
street, city, state and zip code

1.5 Prints full address

1.6 States area code and telephone number

1.7 Writes own telephone number
including area code

1.8 Knows numbers 1 - 100

1.9 Writes social security number

1.10 Recognizes "A" number (where applicable)

1.11 Identifies and writes date of birth

1.12 Recognizes basic shapes

1.13 Recognizes basic colors

1.14 Recognizes left to right progression
in reading English

1.15 Correctly holds writing utensil

1.16 Traces shapes, letters, and numbers

1.17 Knows number:. 111-1000 (numerical values)

1.18 Prints letters of alphabet within context

**SKILL
ACHIEM

411101INMINI MNOINIIIO

1101111. 1/0

1

01111111116

MO1110111S

=111111.11111M1111,

4111111MNIMMINO

=s0P aw.....

wElawrooMiallat00
11.11111,

41011111.10

IMIIIIM=1.0

samisiroMmill11.=

alls

0.1

of vocabulary (manuscript)

* LListening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. UF3 the Palm Beaeh Code list.



Actacnmenc 6

ESOL Literacy
Page 2

BRILLS* 2.0 COMMUNITY SKILLS **SKILL

L S R 2.1 Identifies titles for use with names

L S

L S R

L S R

L S R

L S R

L S R

L S

L S R

L S

2.2 Demonstrates ability to perform various
types of informal greetings

2.3 Knows and can identify important
emergency vocabulary (911, fire,
accident, rescue, ambulance, etc.)

2.4 Recognizes governmental agencies and
offices (post office, police station,
INS, HRS, IRS, etc.)

2.5 Identifies basic survival signs (enter,
exit, stop, caution, men, ladies, etc.)

2.6 Knows directions (left/right, straight
ahead, behind, in front of, etc.)

2.7 Understands stamps (first class,
airmail, postcard, overseas, etc.)

2.8 Understands currency denominations and
change

2.9 Recognizes parts of an address on an
envelope

2.10 Uses vocabulary for seeking
simple directions

L S 2.11 Understands basic legal rights (Miranda)

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

AQULEAD D4TE

1611.111.111111.1

,...

/M....

IiMLIMMIND d.
MMINEb

1111,I00010

INIrIN .1M1=40.111,

4.111 11111.110.



Attachment C

ESOL Literacy
Page 3

SKILT4* 3.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R 3.1 Identifies the U.S. on a world map 011=
L S R 3.2 Identifies Florida on a map of the U.S.

11/1010....

L S R 3.3 Recognizes the U.S. flag
0110NIMIIMOYM.

L S 3.4 Names the colors of the U.S. flag

L S 3.5 Names the current president of the U.S.

L S 3.6 Knows the name of the current governor of
Florida

L S R 3.7 Identifies the capital of the U.S.
and its location on a map .1111

Emu! 4.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT **SKILL
ACHIEVED pas

L S R 4.1 Tells time (analog and digital clock)

L S R 4.2 Names the days of the week

L S R 4.3 Names the months of the year
1110.1.0110111,

L S R 4.4 Understands the use of a calendar

L S R 4.5 Understands the concept of temperature

.1011140111111

L S R 4.6 Understands the concept of linear
measurement (inches, feet, yards and miles) 7 immemos.osIMIO

L S R 4.7 Identifies different types of animals 01390

SKILLS* 5.0 NUTRITION SKILLS **SKILL
AMMER DAZE.'

L S 5.1 Recognizes basic foods

L S R 5.2 States the cost of food items

43111MYNNENO e.....111

L S R 5.3 Understands food expiration dates

amarairille1 P.12.01

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



A66464.1WCWA. W

ESOL Literacy
Page 4

BRILLS* 6.0 SHOPPING SKILLS **SKILL
&HUM DATEL S R 6.1 Recognizes .ypes of wtores

L S R 6.2 IdencAiies cif:lining items
ft.110WWWInftft11.1111.

L S R 6.3 flAerstards ;(,,nk.:epts of American clothing
and shoe ezas M11.011040

L S R .4 Recognizes depaVments in a store
0.111Mftl. IMWS.111.1.111ftft

L S R 6.5 Pecogni7zas symbr)ls relating to money
(dollat sIgn, cent sign and decimal point)

L S R f.6 TInderst :difences among cash,
chw;;,: anri orpd. payments

11.11MM

L 6 R 6.7 Understands concapt of state sales tax

L S 6.8 ite,..;ognizeN t!zzakde and non taxable items

$ 6,9 Identifies °amount due" on bill

5EAL6± 7.0 HOUS'KNG SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED PATE

L S R 1.1 Idan'zifies types of housing (apartments,
duplexes, houses, mobile homes, etc.)

MMUMWIIIM

L S R W 7.2 Determines cash amount for payment of bills

S R W 7.3 Demonstrates ability to purchase.a money

Ona.

ovder !an1111.1.1

7.6 R 7.4 Understands means of locating affordable
housing by using available resources

aaftft lams

(advertisements, real estate agencies,
agency referrals, etc.)

s 7.5 Can provide simple explanation wten
seeking assistance for repairs (leaking
faucet, broken toilet, etc.)

* L=Lfstening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**Writ the code(s) which best define the manner ia whinb the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code lint.

TIX-16



ESOL Literacy
Page 5

SKILLS* 8.0

L S R 8.1

L S R 8.2

L S R 8.3

L S 8.4

L S 8.5

Attachment C

HEALTH SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEME2 DATE

Identifies principal body parts
011011111=1/1=111

Recognizes basIc vocabulary relating to
illness/accidents (aches, pains, cuts, burns, etc.)

Recognizes basic vocabulary relating
to health personnel (doctor, nurse,
technician, pediatrician, etc.)

Provides simple explanation of a medical
problem

Recognizes procedures for making a
medical appointment at
a. doctor's office
b. clinics
c. hospitals

L S 8.6 Understands the importance of
medical appointments

L S 8.7 Understands oral directions for taking
medication

111111.1

111111011111MM aNwImall=1110

410

411111ISED

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



AC tacnment

ESOL Literacy
Page 6

SKILLS* 9.0 EMPLOYABILITY SKT:S **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S 9.1 Demonstrates procedures for greeting
co-workers and supervisors

L $ 9.2 Understands procedures for applying
for a job

L S 9.3 Identifies entry level job positions
in a variety of business/industries

Understands the importance of safety
rules at work

L S R 9.4

L S R 9.5

L S 9.6

L S 9.7

L S R W 9.8

Understanus the importance of safety
clothing at work (aprons, gloves, goggles,
hard hats, ear plugs, etc.)

Demonstrates ability to ask for help on
the job

Demonstrates ability to ask for
clarification of oral instructions

Identifies basic tools and equipment
associated with the following:

a. carpentry (hammer, saw, screwdriver, pliers, etc.)
b. household maintenance (vacuum cleaner, mop, broom,

dust pan, iron, ironing board, dishwasher, washing
machine, dryer, etc.)

c. agricultural vocabulary (shovel, hoe, pitch fork, lawn
mower, tractor, sprayers, forklift, etc.)

d. factory vocabulary ( as applicable)

L S 9.9 Understands concept of benefits at work
(life and health insurance, vtiremente
vacation, emergency leave, etc.)

/.../M1

1111111111111 01MINZNIIIMM.MM

=.11 IIMINNIO.MOD

MOIIIMMINNOM

.1111111

L R W 9.10 Completes a basic job application form

L SRW 9411 Completes (with assistance) a simplified
resume (one page) which can be carried
in a wallet

dimme.111,11 =

N O,

.11001IMMI =roommt

ag...lasm 11.1111141

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the stlIdeht
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

. 65
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Attachment C

ESOL Literacy
Page 7

gums* 10.0 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL SKILLS **SKILL
4CHIEVED DATE

L S R 10.1 Identifies basic traffic signs
(stop, yield, slhool, speed limits,
railroad etc.)

L S 10.2 Understands the basic legal requirementig,
for driving in this state

L S 10.3 Understands the types of valid driverPs
licenses within the state

L S 10.4 Understands the ,...orrect.proceluro to
follow when stox)ed by a police officer

L S 10.5 Understands the procedure for payment
of traffic ci.tion or court appearance

L S 10.6 Understandr basic types of auto insurance
legally rE4dired wit:Ain the state

0.11111.

.0111.1

ea/Mmeaseim .11MIND

Eismult 11.0 PARENTIMG SKILLS **SKILL .

ACHIFSED DATE

L S R 11.1 Understand* br.zic vocabulary relating
to parents and children
(mothe/0 flther, daughter and son)

L S 11.2 Ur...i,vsteds mandatory school-age attendance
eN: ccept of free public education

L S R 11 3 Ree'ognizes procedures for enrolling a child
school (registration, immunization,

ithysical, birth certificate, etc.) -

L S '1.4 Recognizes importance of a child's regular
attendance at school

11.5 Demonstrates knowledge of child abuse and
legal consequences of abuse

011.111.M011, 11111100

1111.11MIMMINNIO

* L=Listeninge S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code ]*st.



Ccacci enc

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)

STUDENT SKILL ACHIEVEMENT CODE LIST

Listening_Skills

CH - Checklist

DEM - Demonstration

DIALG - Dialogue

GM - Game

MO - Manipulation/Operation

PUZ - Puzzle

S & T - Show and Tell

TPR - Total Phydi3. Response

OTH - Other

figmaing_ailla

CBA - Community Based Activities

DTALG - Dialogue

IN - Interview

MD - Mini-Drama

OP - (Short) Oral Presentation

PL - Plays

RP - Role Play

SGI - Small Group Interaction

SP - (Formal) Speech

SIC - Student Initiated Conversation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversation

OTH - Other

111-20 67



At tachment C
Reading skills

LEA - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OBR - Oral Book Report

RCH - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

RGM - Reading Game

SIR - Student Initiated Reading

SUM - Summary

SURV - Survey

WHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skills

CLZ Clozc Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

FC - Form Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - Process Writing

RW - Report Writing

SDMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WDIALG - Written.Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

OTH - Other
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TEACHING ESOL SURVIVAL/COPING SKILLS

A GUIDE FOR TEACHERS OF ADULTS

Background

Both the United States and Florida have been affected by high
immigration levels in the last decade. Today, the United States
accepts to its shores more immigrants than the rest of the world
combined! In 1990, Palm Beach County showed a 135.3% increase over
the number of Hispanics residing in the county in 1980. Whuther
Haitian, Soviet Jew, Nicaraguan, French Canadian, Afghani, or Pole,
the waves of newcomers affect the educational., systems of each
county, each state, and the nation as a whole.

Profile of the Adult Learner

Unlike kindergarten teachers who often have some sense of what
their students know, the adult educator is often faced with a room
full of learners representing a broad range of ages, goals, and
skills. The range in English language abilities may be somewhat
co..ttrolled by °leveling" the students, i.e. beginner, intermediate,
or advanced. However, adult learners will also have differing
academic abilities in reading, writing and math. Consequently, the
adult ESOL teacher is faced with building survival/life coping
skills in a number of areas, not jmst English language proficiency.

Although thP adult learner can be more focused on language learning
and may present fewer disciplinary problems, the adult can be
subject to absenteeism and sudden program departures due to the
everyday demands of work and family. Personal problems can
interfere with the adult laarner's commitment to an ESOL program.
A teacher can motivate students by offering such relevant, high
interest material that they make every effort to attend ESOL
classes.

AdultriJOIL.5.5.MMgLIALUMAae_Accruisition

Both teacher and student need to set realistic language learning
goals. There is ample evidence that after puberty, people have a
great deal of difficulty in achieving native-like pronunciation in
a second language. After adolescence, certain language abilities
do not appear to develop fully in the aduAt second language
learner.

Since virtually all the learners in adult SC are post-puberty and
since much of what is taught in introductory ESOL relates to
pronunciation and spoken forms, both student and teacher ;teed to
have realistic expectations in terms of English pronunciation.
Several hundred vlscles must be controlled to articulate human
speech, so a realistic goal for both teacher and learner may be
accepting intelligible approximations of English speech and not
native-like pronunciation.



In the competency-based adult ESOL class, the teacher is a
facilitator of learning. The student assumes greater
responsibility for the learnincy task. This practice is consistent
with androgogy, the adult education philosophy of adult learner
participation in the direction of his/her learning. In the
androgogical approach, teacher and students share decision making
on classroom management and curriculum. A simple needs assessment
c:ontributes to the opportun.Vv to provide input. This can be as
basic as a chalkboard list of what students feel they need to
learn.

Paulo Freire has suggested that adult learners be empowered through
the classroom to take active leadership roles in the directions of
ther lives. He suggests a problem posing curriculum rather than
a 11..nking one to stimulate personal growth in learners. In banking
curriculum, a teacher "deposits" information into students who
dutifully attempt to absorb it. In problem posing curriculum,
adult learners participate in determining the direction and
boundaries of their learning. The teacher foridulates questions to
encourage students to think critically about their social
situation. "The problem posing method draws out students' shared
experiences of society" (Wallerstein, pp. 196-197).

If some ESOL teachers find that their students feel most
comfortable with structured classroom management, they may need to
give these adult learners time to experience the value of open.
discussions and sharcd decision making. They can help make the
transition easier through cooperative learning activities or the
enjoyment of music and games in the classroom. Incorporate these
activities gradually - beginning with 10 or 15 minutes during a
class session. Latev the time can be increased and other
activities added. Ilicamately this type of activity will enable
studerts to take mora responsibility fjr their learning and make
changes that they will act upon in their personal lives.

Through games, music, paired activities, or drama, tlachers can
create a non-threatening, enjoyable learning environment and
alleviate some of the anxieties commonly experienced by adult
learners., Such a non-threatening atmosphere lowers the inhibitions
and discourages learners from taking a more active role in the
direction of their learning and their lives1

Thg_isagemoLimuning_hosthes_kanwan
As mentioned earlier, in mastering pronunciation, adult learners
appear to be affected by age. Although mature learners bring to
the language learning task a great deal of understanding of how
language works, they seem to go through some ot the same stages
children do in acquiring both a first and a second language.

Second language learners are perceived as passing through the
following production stages:

1) a silent period

IV-2



2) one word r two word expression

3) chunks or phrases

4) sentences and extended discourse.

The silent period is that time when a learner of a new language is
reluctant to speak and will understand more than what is indicated
by their silence. In the silent period, a student puzzles out
his/her stream of language attempting to determine meaning from
facial and body gestures, voice intensity, and oral production.
The silent period may last from six weeks to three months or
longer, depending on the student. The sensitive teacher is aware
of this and will not force a student to speak but will ask for
gestural responses to indicate understanding. Total tlysical
Response (TPR), or James Asher's use of command foists, elps to
build student confidPnce for mastering the English language. TPR
regLires the student to process messages then produce the
appropriate action or oral response. Pantomime, mimicry and mime
are all consistent activities for the silent period. Learners mime
jobs, mimic amotions or pantomime problems encountered in their
daily lives.

The key in this confidence building stage is to provide the student
with non-threatening, success-oriented activities to perform. As
the student sees over and over that s/he understands and can follow
simple commands or directions, his/he: confidence level rises and
s/he feels increasingly capable of a; Iking English. Give plenty.
of encouragement and positive feedbac but do not force students
to speak during their silent period. Aany students have left ESOL
classes, never to return, because a teacher, unaware of their
silent period, forced them to speak prematurely.

When tentative oral production comes, it may only be a word or two.
Thus, yes/no and either/or questions are appropriate during this
time. Research shows that Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills
(Cummin's BICS or the casual forms of language) take from one and
a half to two years to master. Do not be disappointed by thee
length of time it takes second language learners to speak'
intelligibly. Have patience and be supportive of ALL efforts.
Your students will sense this and appreciate you more for it.

H. Douglas Brown suggests the following stages of inter-language
development:

1) random errors

2) emergent stage

3) systematic stac,e

4) stabilization

During the random error stage, Brown notes that the learner is not
really aware of the structure of the target language.
Inconsistencies will occur such as "Paul shouldA go, too."

IV-3



In the emergent stage, the learners develop more solid production
and a consistency in their output. Brown observes that some
"backsliding" to old errors can occur in this stage.

During the systematic stage the student has a grasp of the order
of the target language and approximates more accurately the true
rules of the target language.

In the final stage, stabilization, the student conveys meaning
systematically and with fluency. Unfortunately, there is some risk
that during the stabilization stage when the student has achieved
a certain linguistic competency, that certain errors will fossilize
in the students' production. When an ermr "fossilizes" it bacomes
part of a learner's everyday speech. Some fossilized errors often
seem beyond correction unless a learner works hard to change the
habit.

With this in m:.nd, in the early stages, teachers are encouraged to
"model" correct pronunciation and grammar, but refrain from
systematically correcting EVERY mispronounced word or incorrect
sentence. The prime objecti7e is communication. If the message
was understood, model back the correct form and continue the
communication. Correction will be more appropriate and effective
in the later states of language acquisition.

Ba e ew

Adults attending ESOL classes have very immediate goals and .

specific needs for learning English. English learning often means
access to better employment or to community acceptance. Certainly
they have experienced the frustration of miscommunication.
Consequently, adult ESOL programs offered by the School Board of
Palm Beach County organize English instruction around competencies
rnlated to basic life skills topics which then spirdl through the
d:Iferent levels of the program. Topics such as housing,
employment, personal information, and community resources provide
learners with relevant information that they can use immediately.
The language taught is competency-driven and relates to a basic
life skill or other pertinent community information. Sample lesson
plans (see Attachment A), a blank lesson plan sheet (see Attachment
B) and the studeLt competency (check sheets (see Attachment C) are
included in this guide.

Teachers are encouraged to do an informal needs assessment on tha
chalkboard to determine in what order students would like to cover
the various topics listed. Individuals give examples of what they
want to learn and the class prioritizes the order in which they
will learn the information.

IdentifYing_atUdkat_Egeda

Preirean philosophy and androgogy urge instructors of adult
learners to cultivate a partnership with student, in the learning
process. In such a relationship students' input is validated
through shared decision making.



A teacher can begin the empowerment process by listing on the
chalkboard the competency areas or topics for the target ESOL
level. Ask students to decide silently or pairs their
priorities for learning. Poll the class for their preferences asto which topics or competency areas should be covered end in what
order. Such shared decision-making adds immediacy and rele-al :e
to what will be covered in class for the students and will better
meet studen* needs. It is more likely that learners will continue
in an ESOL program that gives them what they want.

The adult iAOL curriculum is written so that each topic or
competency area is self-contained. Teachers can reorder topics to
match learner interests. Lessons are taught holistically with
topic and language integrated into a meaningful vhole. Although
teachers can Ixplain grammatical and vocabulary-related points,
they should teach language around life skills topics. Language
learning is made more meaningful because it is tied to a survival
competency.

ft.tes earnina Environment

Certain basic strategies are proposed as a means for enhancing
shared learning and communication. Recognizing that many students
come from countries where they are used to highly structured
classes, the ESOL teacher begins with a "new" group using
relatively structured behaviors to establish the credibility and
seriousness of the program. With open entry/open exit programs at
the adult level, it is possible that students would leave a program.
they perceive as too informal or not involving "serious" learning.
For some studen....i "serious learning" means memorization tasks and
very formal teacher behaviors. Students in this mode are thinking
of themselves as receptacles for the teacher's brilliance (Freire's
"banking" philosophy).

Experienced teachers can move students into a more empowering mode
by using classroom management 41chniques in which mutual teacher-
student respect is fostered. By sharing both experiences and
eventually the direction of the class, a teacher can lead students
to assume a more active role in what they learn.

Classroom management is a critical component of holistic adult
ESOL. Teachers are encouraged to incorporate Freirean principles
including education as a two-way process, critical thinking, and
problem posing. Teachers facilitate learning and form cooperative
educational partnerships with their adult learners in the process.

Shared decision-making on topics, skills focus, classroom
procedures, and even evaluation issues contributes to student
growth. Students grow by learning through cooperative classroom
management how to assume greater responsibility for the direction
of their immediate lives.
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Teacher Strategies

The following teaching strategies can form a reliable core for
adult ESOL educators. They include:

1) Total Physical Response

2) Multisensory Language Instruction

3) Cooperative Learning

4) The Language Experience Approach

5) Journal Writing

6) Sustained Silent Reading

7) Music and Games

8) Whole Language

DIALJOIVOAaLAIN.WIMLIERI

James Asher believes that the Total Physical Response (TPR) method
complements the natural stages of language acquisition experienced
by children or adults. TPR recognizes the "silent period" in
second language acquisition by incorporating a stage in which
second language learners simply respond to commands such as "stand .

up," "sit down," or "hop on one foot." Teachers of beginning level
students would plan activities which elicit non-verbal responses
such as pointing to or touching items found in the classroom,
performing simple classroom tasks ("Erase the blackboard.") Or
moving certain body parts ("Shake your shoulders.") Visuals of
community locations, occupations, or food items can also be used
to elicit TPR responses such as: "Touch the strawberries." "Point
to the fireman." "Walk to the supermarket."

Teachers can extend TPR activities to follow a short series of
directions such as making a simple origami object, sandwich, or
paper plane. It is possible to incorporate map activities or game
formats which include TPR exercises. Groups of students can be
asked to mime an action such as playing baseball, football, or
tennis. The other students have to guess the leisure activity
being mimed. A declu of cards made up of visuals of leisure
activities can help determine which group does what.

Riatigensory Language Instruction

Total Physical Response is only one possible expression of
multisensory language instruction. Teache4s of potentially English
proficient adults should incorporate wherever possible visuals,
real world objects (realia), demonstrations, and hands-on
activities. In so doing, students are provides sensory
opportunities ..1,o capture the meaning of language as well as to
anchor it into memory through multisensory experiences. Students
treated to a demonstration of how to make Cuban coffee will not.



forget the aromatic smells wafting from the open can of coffee, the
sweet sugar, the rich colors of the grounds or the stases in
assembling the Cuban coffee maker.

Such multisensory interaction with the process of Cuban coffee-
making creates a holistic, meaningful experience for amesbering
language. In addition to using hands-on activities, demonstrations
and realia, teachers are encouraged to develop picture files.
Picture files organize visuals by categoriest food items,
clothing, furniture, leisure activities, housing options and so on.
Students can be assigned to look for pictures of faods, clothing
etc. to contribute to the class picture file.

Since many part-time adult ESOL teachers must use the trunks of
their cars to store instructional materials, picture files are a
highly portable, compact resource for adding visual representations
to the meaning of the English being \Aught.

Cooperative Learning

rsoperative learning gives potentlally English proficient students
the opportunity to rehearse and to c satively use English.
Students work in pairs or small groups to practice skills or
brainstorm ideas. Teachers are urged to begin cooperative learning
with students using high consensus paired activities. A high
consensus activity is one in which there is only one answer or one
way to do the pair or group work. For example, learners select a
partner and review vocabulary using picture cards. High consensus
cooperative activities produce specific outcomes. Learners might
work together to complete a worksheet or to memorize a dialogue.
Essentially, the partnere lu the cooperative learning activity have
a clearly defined task to complete.

As students become comfortable with such limited responsibility for
their learning, a teacher might introduce group activities
involving three or fosr students. Such assignments should include
roles or functions within the group for each group member to
perform. Each partner should have a role in a dialogue or each
member should have a task to contribute towards the completion of
a project. By delegating roles or responsibilities in the group
activity, the teacher essures the involvement of each member of
the group. Teachers sik among the groups or pairs coaching
responses and faeilitating the development of the assignment.

Gradually, teachers should accustom students to brainstorming or
the sharing of personal perspectives about topics. Eventually, the
learners c:an be brought to a level of discussion where the
participants analyze social issues and suggest solutions. A
Freirean outcome would be to have group members define personal
roles iv bringing about change in their lives or the life of their
community.

Teachers shoull be prepared to raorganize classrooms, moving
furniture to sdapt to the paired or group tasks to be completed.
During pais or group work, the teacher should be in constant motion
among the v,A.4.11; or groups to coach language usage and promote
Ideas.



Cooperative learning can also include peer-tutoring where a more
competent student teaches a classmate who has missed sessions or
is having difficulty with aspects of a lesson. Such one-on-one
tutoring frees the teacher to move about and work with other
students.

Ie_Anggla_ge_rapperience_Appip_gba

The Language Experience Approach (LEA) uses the latest thinking on
schema theory (relating new information back to student's knowledge
or life experiences) and the association of meaning to teach
reading skills. Teachers frequently stage a shared experience.
In the Language Experience Approach students relate to the teacher
their recollections of the experience they have shared. This could
be a simple recounting of the steps in making Cuban coffee as
mentioned earlier or a reaction to a public health film on AIDS.
The teacher transcribes the students' words exactly as they are
spoken on to the chalkboard or chart paper. The learners can read
the text as a group or individually. Some students like to copy
the text for later practice. Initially, teachers should not
correct the text. However, as language rules are explained,
corrections can be made to bring the written expression closer to
the appropriate forms.

Among the advantages to using the Language Experience Approach in
teaching English reading is learner control over the topics of the
LEA reading. By using the language students have produced to
create the LEA text, the teacher knows the forms of English the
students are able to control. In staging an experience for
students to later share in writing, teachers can deliberately
introduce and review vocabulary using realia and demonstrations.
The text produced by students will reflect the language acquired
through the shared experience. Writing down the experience helps
the student conceptualize the meantng of the event and retain the
language used to express the experience,

Bustained_ailent Reading

Another strategy is sustained silent rading which encourages
students to select and read a text of their choice at their own
speed. During sustained silent reading everyone in class reads for
a given period of time. This activity helps to build reader
confidence.

To encourage reading in English, teachers should plan sessions of
sustained silent reading where students read newspaper articles,
magazines, or structured texts of their interest for fifteen or
twenty minutes. Students can be asked to share what they have read
as a means of encouraging discussion. Sustained Silent Reading
builds confidence to read in English while also building recepti
vocabulary. Adult comics or magazines are good beginning materials
since they contain visuals to enhance meaning. Allow fifteen
minutes in the beginning and extend the activity to twenty five
ninutes as students become comfortable with the activity, Follow
this activity with discussion when appropriate.



Journal Writing

Once students are able to produce and read an English text,teachers can introduce journal writing on a regular basis.
Students develop individual journals in which they dialogue throughwriting with the teacher. Again, the purpose is to build
confidence, in this case, to write.

Teachers can begin the activity by writing a personal message or
question in a student's journal. The student reads the message orquestion and writes a response which could include any questionsof their own. Teachers should not correct the student's writings.
Rather, teachers should model the correct forms by repeating theinformation in their response. A teacher can even underline thecorrections in the teacher's responses so learners can pick up on
the correct forms.

Since journal writing requires teachers to write personal responsezto each student, teachers should schedule this activity carefully.One possible format is to set out the journals on Wednesday orThursday for students to write that day. Teachers collect the
journals and return them with responses in the first class session
of the following week.

Music and Games

Adults may be taken aback at English learning through music andgames, but during extended class sessions it is a resource forteachers to relieve the tension and stress of learning a newlanguage. If a teacher has trouble carrying a tune, audiocassettescan be used for a sing-a-long or a dictation activity. Jazzchanges are popular with all age groups. Songs using a cloze
format can be used with a recording for dictation. Some songlyrics lend themselves to discussions or explanations of culturalelements. Games can include TPR-type activities or board gamesthat elicit language. Bingo activities, language based card games
such as Go Fish, and board games that require speaking enhance the
language learning opportunities.

Ao1_,_e_igurwman

Competency-based ESOL fits neatly into the philosophy of Whole
Language... Ken Goodman has said, "Language learning is easy when
it's whole, real, and relevant; when it makes sense and it's
functional; when it's encountered in the context of its use; whenthe learner chooses to use it." He further notes that language ispersonal and social and through its development it empowers thelearner through ownership of the process. Goodman says, "In aword, language development is a holistic personal-socialachievemevt."

Competency-based ESOL builds on this view by teaching the languagerelated to mastery of a life skill or competency. Competency-based ESOL is holistic in that vocabulary, grammar, and cultural
information are' integratad into the life skill content to belearned. The language/competency/culture package is taught as a
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unit. Hence, teachers tNmfortable with using whole language
strategies in other instrtional environments will appreciate the
partnership in learning between the teacher and adult students in
acquiring language And life skills.

AszesAmentaf_Stm,Opat Progr-AA

If competency-he.se ESOL is taught holistically, then it can only
be assessed holisiically. Learners must be evaluated in terms of
how they demcnsTrate competency as it relates to target life
skills. Assess ant mechanisms should include opportunities for
learners to l./a .3bserved demonstrating competency. Students are
evaluated in L!.!"Als of the successful demonstration of language and
the target ski".1. Alternative assessment strategies are listed at
the end of elAch competency checklist, ESOL Literacy - Level IV,
under the heading "Student Skill Achievement Code List."

Multicu].vjlisrn j_t_ he l_tC_Aturagm

As teac, and learners interact in the learning process, teachers
should alidate the different students' zultural backgrounds by
incorpc.cating discussions of experiences, customs, or procedures
from their respective native lands. Proper business attire varies
from country to country. Filipinos wear barong tagologs, loose
embroidered shirts, to the office and formal events. Venezuelans
can wear the liqui liqui. Wedding customs and gift giving, food
shopping and other common topics provide other opportunities to
coapare ant_ contrast cultures.

Such cross-cultural comparison and contrast of workplace habits,
courtesies at social events, or even the process of making a
complaint, give learners from other countries the opportunity to
share how things were done in their native lands and to compare
them to how .they are done here. This comparison and contrast
technique affords everyone a chance to learn about each other's
culture while learning how to function in American culture.

Teachers should avoid, at all costs, ethnocentric, judgmental
statements and should create an atmosphere of honest acceptance and
sharing during this important opportunity to learn about each
other.

ClAAAMP.M...MAllagement

Multilevels of English proficiency, as well as multilevels of
reading and writing skills in students, help to make whole class
teaching difficult. Compound the issue with open entry/open exit
classes and teachers must be skillful managers of groups and group
activities, mini-centers, as well as the selective assignment of
tasks.

Teachers can develop a repertoire of strategies to use with adults
which builds on their abilities to work independently or in small
groups to learn.. Centers can be as simple as file folcOrs. Paired
work can be based on role play, practice activities and
discussions. Groups can work on projects o2 mutual interest.



Emaguaz

The old "drill and kill" days of audiolingualism are over. The
competency-based adult ESOL classroom should be a high energy,
activity-oriented language learning experience centered onimparting meaningful information to the students. The teacher acts
as a partner and a facilitator in taking student feedback on theirneeds and converting it to opportunities to learn English in a waythat is both relevant and meaningful for the learner. In short,
competency-based ESOL is a holistic, multisensory, lifeskillsapproach to teaching English to adults in the most efficient and
relevant manner possible.



USING THE PALM BEACH COUNTY ADULT LESSOO PLAN
DEVELOPING COMPETENCY-BASED ESOL LESS1NS

A key part of a competency-based curricula is the individual
teacher's development of lesson plans based on learner needs. As
teachers get to know their adult learners and their goals, they
should tailor class activities to what will be most meaningful for
their students.

Steps in planning a competency-based lesson:

1) Identify learner needs.

2) Identify those co-?etencies which best meet learner
needs.

3) Select a cluster of competencies which could integrate
well in a lesson. Example: Students often have to take
relatives to doctors. The teacher should target
competencies involving body parts, common illnesses, and
medical instructions.

4) The teacher snould take every opportunity to validate the
adult learners' home cultures. In a lesson on medical
visits, the teacher may ask students to share information
on medical practices in their own homelands, including .
discussion of herbal or folk medicine practices. By
asking for such cross-cultural contributions, the teacher
acknowledges the importance of these previous experiences
as they relate to going to a doctor in the U.S. Cultural
objectives should be reflected in the Cultursthiosul
section of the lesson plan.

4) The teacher should next identify the Structural Focus.
For responses to such typical medical questions as "What
hurts?", a learner should practice "My
hurts" etc.

6) Under Procedurea, teachers should list review activities
and the steps involved in developing the class.

7) Under Text/Materials, teachers should list any visuals
of body parts, realia such as bandages, or any texts
needed to implement the lesson.

8) Finally under koluation, teachers should describe a
competency-based or holistic means of evaluating student
progress. In our medical example, it could be an
observation of learners successfully role playing a
dialogue of a visit to the doctor.



After the review, introduce new material with visuals or role play.Accentuate the elements in the Structural Focus by modeling themmore slowly.

Whenever possible get students to participate in the activitiesusing appropriate gestures and comments. Encourage talk andparticipation even if the class is noisier than usual for adults.The noise masks mistakes and encourages students to try to uselanguage forms since no one appears to be listening.

When doing cooperative learning activities, be sure to walk amonggroups, coaching language and focusing activities. Be generouswith praise. Positive, supportive comments encourage continuedefforts to learn English.

Any lesson planning should include reflection on the day'ssuccesses and failures with the teacher making note of anyvariations that they might incorporate in the future. The mostimportant elements can be reviewed in the following class.

Canglwilas_figmarla

As the adult ESOL professionals guiding and facilitatingpotentially English proficient adults, teachers must use theirpersonal sensitivity, intelligence, and perception to tailorlearning activities to student goals and growth. Without.participatory or collaborative input from the learners, theeffectiveness of the adult ESOL program is diluted. As adult ESOLeducators, we are in a wonderful position to facilitate personalas well as linguistic growth in the potentially English proficientadult learner. Teachers should not be tentative in theirapproaches. They should be creative, energetic, and active inpromoting language and cultural learning.

s: .
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TEACHER

DATE

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN

Judy Langelier

2/7/90

LEVEL I HESTER/YEAR 3 90

CLASS 707

COMPETENCYII 6.1 Completes a check or money_order

11111111101V

Cultural focus: Elicit from students the types of payments Structural focus:
generally made by checks (rent, utilities, groceries, etc.)
as well as the types of payments not generally made by check.
Then, discuss cross-culturally to soe if cheek usage is the same
Procedure: or different here and in the countries of your students.

Review numbers - dictations, reading

Listening discrimination 13 - 30 ,

Read numbers4 epelling

Review months & days using abbr. & numbers

Demonstrate writing a check on overhead

Go over the Jteps using action series

Hand out copies of check, have students work ir pairs
giving commands and writing .checks.

TEXT/MATERIALS
MeV

Teacher - made handouts

Basic Vocabulary Builder - Os

Action Sequence Stories: Act II

AMINO

COMMANDS: Tell me your nar.t.

Tell me your bi,chdate, etc.
Write your name.
Sign your name.
Write your birthdate.
Show me your name.
Show me your birthdate
(Florida ID).

Show me your driver's license
(Florida ID), etc.

EVALUATION

1) Students fill out check

2) Same exercise will appear
two weeks later on quiz
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ATTACHMENT A
Name

Date

Teacher
Norawimalla
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8,000,000
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. C Naiional Textbook Company



Name
ATTACHMENT A

Directions: Listen and circle the number that you hear.

1. 13 30

2. 14 40

3. 15 50

4. 16 60

5, 17 70

6. 18 80

19 no



1

(

Name

Directions: Listen and circle the number that you hear.

we

ATTACHMENT A

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

14 40

19 90

15 50

18 80

13 30

16 60

17 70



1 one

2 two

3 three

4 four

5 five

6 six

7 seven

8 eight

9 nine

10 ten

11 eleven

12 twelve

13 thirteen

14 fourteen

15 fifteen

16 sixteen

17 seventeen

18 eighteen

19 nineteen

20 twenty

25 twenty-five

30 thirty

40 forty

50 fifty

60 sixty

70 seventy

80 eighty

90 ninety

100 one hundred

217 two hundred seventeen

476 four hundred seventy-six

1000 one thousadd

5425 five thousand four hundred twenty-five

NUMB8RS Has.

111.11.11111..111.10,

..

12,599 twelve thousand five hundred ninety-nine



1 Jan:

ATTACHMENT A

MONTHS AND DATES Name

Write tbe date using numbers.

2 Feb. Jan. 16

3 Mar. Feb. 28

4 Apr. Mar. 7

5 May Apr. 4
14.14MINIMMT1101.111.11

6 June May 31

7 July June 29

8 Aug. July 15

9 Sept. Aug. 9 __--__---

10 Oct. Sept. 17

11 Nov. Oct. 22

12 Dec. Nov. 30

Dec. 25

Write the date using abbreviations.

.M11.161=.............11M alma

6/14 9/3 5/5 e11.1610101.116.

2/26 Imii 12/1 1/30

4/15 3/4 7/8

8/17 1C/29 11/10te.lima.m....mremein



2.

3.

4.

5.

b.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

p11.

Ism

Dictation Name

ATTACHMENT A

aMINI111.1....,.Imn.711a,

IiI,MENMIIMM11.1111

u/..x.. ismaar MMIMAMME=11....

verOOMIlm.mmwm.mmureammalmwMmomrmillikomm....../....wewnwm. miliwilmwsmmmOmumGemimmommal

mpppom.Im.xaw..I.V1amowem...

AIIMIEINKAIMION1.11011111I
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PAY TO THE
'ORDER OF

JUDITH LANG
1109 DOGWOOD AVENUE

TAMPA, FL 33813

-4
722

1g_ 0831512831

CREDIT UNIONam RoarMaws Tamps, Honda r$20

1.1=01111IIIIMMENNIMM

DOLLARS
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ATTACHMENT A

PAY TO TNT
01011 Of

JUDITH LANG
1100 DOGWOOD AVENUE

TA1APA, FL AU

722

ENIMAIN

sn

IMMO

Wit IIMERAL
aiDirWON

MI MN Mom 1110., Amils 111111
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JUDITH LANG
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Pow\

=OMR Deborah Harris

DATE

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT or ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN

LEVEL 2 NESTER/TEAR III 1991

CLAss 136

.111111111111.1=1/

COMPETENCIN 5.3 5.4 6 5.5

MEM. MMINI
Describe use of cooking utensils, discuss meal habits, give instructionsfor coo in rocess.

Cultural facUsi

Compare meal Eabits in USA/other countries
National dishes

Procedures

L S Introduce/discuss vocabulary
- recipe words

- measuring/cooking utensils & uses
- ingredients/seasonings

1

L R S Read/discuss recipe and favorite recipes
- cooking process
- utensils

L W Dictations
W Write recipes for simple favorite dishes

TEXT/MATERIALS

Real Life English 2 pp 53, 54, 55
RLE Workbook pp 25 & 27
English For Adult Competency pp 35 & 99

Structural focus:

I. Commands w/cooking words
- cut, chop, fry

2. Ordering actions
- cooking steps

3. State preferences/favorites
- my favorite dish is
- I like

EVALUATION

... 1
Students write recipes for simple/favorite dishes.

L't)



rfts

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN

TEACHER LEVEL MESTER/YEAR

DATE CLASS #

COMPETENCY#

Cultural focus:

Procedure:

TEXT/MATERIALS

Structural focus:

EVALUATION

9



SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BFACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Survival/Coping Curriculum
PBSD Level I Competencies

MELT SPL I-II

NAME

TEACHER

Attachment C

BEGINNING DATE

PROMOTION DATE

SKILLS! 1.0 PERSONAL SKILLS **Skill
ACHIEVED DATE

R W 1.1 Writes full name legibly

R W 1.2 Writes full addres6 legibly

L S R 1.3 Identifies family members

L S 1.4 Describes self and others (physical
characteristics and personal traits)

L S R W 1.5 Formulates a short term educational and
work goal

L S R W 1.6 Writes basic personal data
(date of birth, age, sex, race, education
levs,l, country of origin, etc.)

R W 1.7 Writes number 1-1000 in manuscript

R W 1.8 Writes letters of the alphabet within
context of vity:abulary words

R W 1.9 Addresses an envelope

Of IMMININIIII

101110111111111

01/0110101111

la* 2=111

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

IV-26



ESOL Level I
Page 2

SEILLE1 2.0 COMMUNITY SKILLS

L S R W 2.1 Identifies basic directions (north, south,east and west). For example, using map skills
L S 2.2 Asks for and understands simple oral

directions

L S R 2.3 Demonstrates ability to use a telephone
(public, touch tone, rotary)

L S 2.4 Uses operator assistance for long distance(0, 00)

L S 2.5 Uses local telephone information system(411)

L S 2.6 Understands differences between 1 (800)
and 1 - (900) numbers (uses, cost)

L S R 2.7 Locates governmental and community
agencies and businesses in local areas
(school, hospital, post office, police
station, fire station, churches,
clinics, etc.)

L S R 2.8 Differentiates among business, personal
"junk mail"

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

Attachment C

**Skill
AcHIEYED DATE

INIMANIMM

0.1MMOMMI

10111.101111.1MI

saimewl .1011

AMID

IV-27



ESOL Level I
Page 3

SKILLS* 3.0

L S R 3.1

L S 3.2

L S 3.3

L S 3.4

L S 3.5

L S R W 3.6

KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY

Recognizes basic citizenship vocabulary:
a. president b. congress
c. cabinet d. supreme court
e. law f. rights
g. constitution h. citizenship
i. responsibility (civic)

Recites the "Pledge of Allegiance"

Understands the concept of democracy

Recognizes "The Star Spangled Banner"
as the national anthem

Understands the history and traditions
of American Holidays (Thanksgiving,
President's Day, Memorial Day, etc.)

Completes a simple registration form

Attachment

**Skill
ACHIEVED

C

pAn

OMMINNs

imel111

11fli

IIII11.011

toorms

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing

**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



Attachmeht C

ESOL Level I
Page 4

SKILLS* 4.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT **SKILL
ACHIEVED PATE

L R W 4.1 Writes the days of the week

L R W 4.2 Writes the months of the year

L S R 4.3 Tells time

L S R 4.4 Recognizes basic vocabulary related to
weather
a. seasons (summer, autumn, winter, spring)
b. storm c. rain
d. hurricane e. tornado
f. lightning g. thunder
h. hail i. snow
J. clouds k. fog
1. smog m. hot/cold/warm/cool
n. breeze o. wind
p. tide q. earthquake
r. storm watch s. storm warning

L S 4.5 Understands procedures for preparing for
a storm

L S R

L S 4.7 Understands local procedures for waste/
trash disposal

L S

4.6 Understands evacuation procedures in case
of natural disasters

4.8 Understands regulations concerning litter
including fines

'WO

MIMMINVOIMO

01101111011/

AINI111111MMOINOI1

0=11011101121

1.111111

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing

**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



ESOL Level /
Page 5

Attachment C

SKILLS* 5.0 NUTRITION SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R 5.1 Identifies and uses standard cooking
measurements

moommlimMilli

L S R 5.2 Reads a simple restaurant menu

L S R 5.3 Orders a meal from a Lenu

L S R 5.4 Demonstrates the use of simple recipes

.1.11.1111111=1.

L S R 5.5 Recognizes nutrition vocabulary including:

Mas10MIXIIMINIUMNIMMIM

a. vitamins b. minerals
c. protein d. carbohydrates
e. fats f. calories
g. cholesterol h. sugar
i. seasonings j. condiments

1111.

SKILLS* 6.0 SHOPPING SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R W 6.1 Writes a check and money order

L S R 6.2 Compares prices

L S 6.3 Explains differences among kinds
of stores

L S R 6.4 Uses shopping terms (such as sale, 11111=11111. 1110
marked-down, reduced, special) .

* EA=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing

**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



ESOL Level I
Page 6

smiLs* 7.0

L S R 7.1

L S R 7.2

Aczacomene

HOUSING SKILLS
**SKILL
AMMO DATE

Uses term! related to renting
or buying a residence (lease, purchase,
down payment, first and last, etc.)

Reads a utility company bill

L S 7.3 Identifies and explains common household
problems and solutions

Asks for assistance in the repair of
household problems

HEALTH SKILLS

L S R 7.4

SFILLS* 8.0

L S R W 8.1

L S R 8.2

L S 8.3

L S R 8.4

Completes simplified patient history form

Reads a thermometer
(Understands normal/high temp.)

Understands procedures for filling a
prescription

Reads and understands directions for
medication (external/internal)

L S 8.5 Understands importance of medical
instructions (bed rest, drink fluids,
avoid dairy products, don't mix with alcohol, etc.)

L S 8.6 Understands and discusses dangers of
substance abuse (alcohol, drug, etc.)

**SKILL
AqHIEVED Raz

,M110=ONION

almINswalo WymirM

=wam 0.1.00malomM

WIRMII101 =.11i

OilmsuMile11111

* LaListening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, WWriting
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Co4e list.

1 J 4

IV-31



Accacament

ESOL Level I
. Page 7

slams* 9.0 EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEV1D QATE

L S R W 9.1 Understands job titles __.. ....._,..

L $ 9.2 Demonstrates how to phone in sick
--.... ......._

L S R W 9.3 Understands work schedules, time
clocks and time sheets (including punctuality)

L S R 9.4 Identifies paycheck information _
(gross/net pay, deductions, etc.)

L S R 9.5 Understands emergency safety procedures _
(fire, accident, etc.)

L S 9.6 Demonstrates safe procedure for lifting
....._

objects

L S R 9.7 Understands concept of W-4/W-2 forms and
income taxes

L S 9.8 Receives ari delivers simple oral
messages

L $ R 9.9 Understands concept of job reviews and
evaluations and their importance to
promotions and/or retention

L S 9.10 Demonstrates an awareness of employee
assistance programs for substance abuse
(drug testing as an employment qualification)

01111111MIVII

.1111111=1111MIIIIM

aswIlIMMWAIMMIO

MINIM11111111IMP

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing

**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



racacnihent

( ESOL Level
Page 8

MIMI

L S R W

L S

L S R

L S

L S R

L S R

10.0 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL SKILLS

10.1 Identifies basic vocabulary relating toautomobile (parts)

10.2 Understands need for proper maintenanceof an automobile
(turn signals, lights,

brakes, scheduled maintenance, etc.)

10.3 Identifies and can use forms of public
transportation (buss tri-rail,
railroadv etc.)

10.4 Understands consequences of driving underthe influence of alcohol, medications or
illegal substances

10.5 Identifies locations and types of driving
classes or schools (community schools,
vocational, and private)

10.6 Discusses defensive drivirg techniques

**SKILL
ACHUVVD pATE

=11Mas "MI/

1.70.01111111MMEN,

111

10YINMII

MIONININOMLUNIO

smug! 11.0 PARENTING SKILLS

L S R

L S

L S

11.1 Recognizes importance of communicating withchild's school (meetings conferences withteacher, parent nights etc.)

11.2 Recognizes and responds to critical
medical situations involving child

11.3 Recognizes importance of adequate super-
vision of children (toddlers, pre-school,
school-age, teenage-latchkey)

L S 11.4 Demonstrates support of child's academicefforts in school

L S 11.5 Demonstrates support of child's
extracurricular activities at school

**SKILL
ACHIEYKO

4.1.1.10.1.010

PAIL

4.71/.1111111.0M Ot11.111

0/001111

* L*Listening, SwSpeaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which beat define ths nanner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

f;
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Attachment C

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)

STUDENT SKILL ACHIEVEMENT CODE LIST

IIPAgning_fikilia

CH - Checklist

DEM - Demonstration

DIALG - Dialogue

GM - Game

MO - manipulation/operation

PUZ - Puzzle

S 6 T - Show and Tell

TPR - Total Physical Response

OTH - Other

arampking Skills

CBA - Community Based Activities

DIALG - Dialogue

IN - Interview

MD - Mini-Drama

OP - (Short) Oral Presentation

PL Plays

RP - Role Play

SGI - Small Group Interaction

SP - (Formal) Speech

SIC - Studeat Initiated Conversation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversation

OTH - Other

IV-34



Beading skills

LEA - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OBR - Oral Book Report

RCH - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

RGM - heading Game

SIR - Student Initiated Reading

SUM - Summary

SURV - Survey

WHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skills

CLZ - Cloze Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

PC - Form Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - Process Writing

RW - Report Writing

SDMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WDIALG - Written,Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

OTH - Other

rq-35
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CHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEAcn COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

AENT OF ADULT AND COM1UNIT7 EDUCATION
English for Speakars of Other Languages (ESOL)

Survival/Coping curriculum
PBSD Level II Competencies

MELT SPL II-III

NAME

TEACHER

Attachment C

BEGINNING DATE

PROMOTION DATE

SKILLS* 1.0 PERSONAL SKILLS

L S R W 1.1 Identifies familial relationships

L S R w 1. 7, Describes basic physical types and
characteristics

L S 1.3 Relates language background information

L S R W 1.4 Provides personal identification
Wormation

L S R W 1.5 Identifies marital status

L S R W 1.6 Fills out a simple form

**SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

..11

.1
11

ommemmomINO

5KILLS4 2.0 COMMUNITY SKILLd **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R W 2.1 Understands banking procedures (checking,
savings)

L S R W 2.2 Understands purpose and use of safety
deposit boxes

dsL S R W 2.3 Understan personal loans (including
the concept of interest rates)

L S W 2.4 Demonstratis the ability to mail packages
at the post office (including how to insure)

L S R W 2.5 Differentiates among air mail, certified
and registered mail

L d R W 2.6 Demonstrates the ability to send a
certified registered letter

*L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

=lo

11111110110.0

11111011011111111

1000MMO .11IINAMIN

110011Mill 10.111WINWO
L S R W 2.7 Completes change of address form (postal)



Actachthent

ESOL Level II
Page 2

SKILLS* 3.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY
**SKILL
ACHIEVED pal

L S R W 3.1 Reads aad recites the Pledge of Allegiance
L S R W 3.2 Identifies 3 major branches of U.S.

Govfanment

L $ R 3.3 Demonstrates knowledge of requirements forU.S. Citizenship

L S R W 3.4 Understands the early colonial history
L R W 3.5 Knowa the 13 original colonies

L S 3.6 Discusseo the concept of freedom
(government, religious, personal)

L S R W 3.7 Knows basic facts concerning the
Revolutionary War including
dates, causes and results

L S R W 3.8 Identifies George Washington as Commander
in Chief cf the American army and
the first president

L S R W 3.9 Understands.the concepts in the Declaration
of Independence

L S R W 3.10 Identifies Thomas Jefferson as the author
of the Declaration of Independence and
third president

.

L S R W 3.11 Identifies major signers of the
Declaration of /ndependence

L S R W 3.12 Understands the concepts of the Bill of
Rights and the Constitution of the
United States

0111111

1111011INIMM

01111M21=111.11=1

1.
OMMINIENO.010.

1111111111

11111=111.

4001111111101111111111D

.111.111MMIM =111110111,

wwwwmges

MONIC011111

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



Attachment C

ESOL Level II
Page 3

=La! 4.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR EN7IROLIENT **SKILL
ACHIEvED PATE

L S R W 4.1 Describes general environmental terms
(coasts, mountains, plains, etc.)

L S R 4.2 Compares area in which student lives to
a former environment .11M=1INIIIM

L S R 4.3 Reads a simple weather map

L S R W 4.4 Reports weather conditions based on a TV

*11111

or radio forecast .1111111M

L S R W 4.5 Recognizes bodies of water (oceans,
rivers, lakes, etc.)

...1

L S R W 4.6 Describes an environmental problem and
solution (pollution, oil spills, etc.)

IIMINemi

BuLlie 5.0 NUTRITION SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DAIK

L S R W 5.1 Reads grocery ads 1110

L S R W 5.2 Demonstrates the use of food coupons

L S R W 5.3 Describes the use of cooking utensils

ommoommom.

0111.

L S R W 5.4 Discusses meal habits (t'Aose of the United
States and home country)

L S R W 5.5 Gives instructions for a cooking
process which will aid nutrition

11111111111111,

SKILLS* 64 SHOPPING SKILLS **SKILL
AcHIEVEQ DATE

L S W 5.1 Inquires about and transacts refunds

L S R W 6.2 Interprets clothing care labels

L S R W 6,3 Understands credit card procedures

L S R W 6.4 Requests and completes a loan application

* LmListening, S..Speaking, Risreading, W=Writing
**List the code(s)'which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



ESOL Level II
Page 4

SKILLS* 7.0 HOUSING SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S 7.1 Requests information about available
community services relative to housing
areas

1
L S R 7.2 Uses the newspaper to locate housing

information WOMNIIINNIO

L S R W 7.3 Makes oral and written housing agreements

SKILLS* 8.0 HEALTH SKILLS

OPIONNIOMM

**SKILL

OINNMIMMI

ACHIEVED DATE

L S R W 8.1 Recognizes major organs of the body
and their functions =11M1al==.0.1MEM

L S 8.2 Describes physical ailments to medical
personnel 1

L S R W 8.3 Identifies common diseases in the U.S.
(cancer, heart condition, stroke, pneumonia,
diabetes, AIDS, etc.)

L S R W 8.4 Identifies areas of medical specialization =maIll
L S 8.5 Inquires about the health of an individual

ONIIIMNIONIM11110

R W 8.6 Completes a personal medical history form

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner An which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

112

IV-:49



Attachment C

ESOL Level II
Page 5

BK/LLS* 9.0 EMPLOYMENT **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S 9.1 Role plays a job interview

L S R W 9.2 Describes environmental working conditions

L S R W 9.3 Develops (or updates) simplified resume
(one page)

L S R W 9.4 Identifies and completes Social Security
card application

L S R W 9.5 Applies company policies and procedures
regarding illnesses and leaves of absence

L S 9.6 Describes work abilities and related skills

L $ 9.7 Expresses dissatisfaction at work in a
constructive manner

L S 9.8 Expresses duties and responsibiliti.a at
the workplace

L S 9.9 Demonstrates an understanding of the
"American work ethic"

L S 9.10 Understands general procedures for job
advancements or promotion

L S R W 9.11 Sets a short term employment goal
(up to one year) 4

.11=111M

VENN =1=INEIMMINI1

osOnsoomp

411=1

mmlnaglM 10

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



At tachment a

ESOL Level II
Page 6

SICILIA* 10.0 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED pATEL S R 10.1 Role plays self-service gas station
--- _--procedures

L S 10.2 Understands the purpose of travel agencies --L S R 10.3 Interprets a basic road map
L S 10.4 Discusses vacation options including travel _L S 10.5 Discusses beaches, parks and recreational

---areas

L $ R W 10.6 Plans a car trip
wirlinMalb

mawalarsmOMMID

=ILE! 11.0 PARENTING SKILLS
**SKILL
ACHIEVED DATEL $ 11.1 Demonstrates ability to discuss child'shealth (including preventative measures)

L S R W 11.2 Recognizes importance of good nutritionfor proper growth development of child
L S 11.3 Recognizes importance of promoting educationthrough involvement with child in completinghomework

L S

L S

11.4 Recognizes importance of active involvementin child's after-school activities(including after-school child care)

11.5 Recognizes importance of reading in child'sacademic development

I111011110=1.

wori

.11011.1.1= OIMIX1111

e1011

ONIONWIIMINO INWIMMIO

* LmListening, SmSpeaking, RmReading, WmWriting**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



At tachment C

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
D/VISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OP ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)

STUDENT SKILL ACHIEVEMENT CODE LIST

Witanimakilla

CH - Checklist

DEM - Demonstration

DIALG - Dialogue

GM - Game

MO - Manipulation/Operation

ptJZ - Puzzle

S & T - Show and Tell

TPR - Total Physical Response

OTH - Other

Speaking_Skills

CBA - Community Based Activities

DIALG - Dialogue

IN - Interview

MD - Mini-Drama

OP - (Short) Oral Presentation

PL Plays

RP - Role Play

SGI - Small Group Interaction

SP - (Formal) Speech

SIC - Student Initiated Conversation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversation

OTH - Other



Buding_akilla

LEA - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OBR - Oral Book Report

RCH - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

RGM - Reading Ciime

SIR - Student Initiated Reading

SUM - Summary

SURV - Survey

WEL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skills

CLZ Cloze Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

FC - Form Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - Process Writinv

RW ReportWriting

SDMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WDIALG - Written Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary 11t;

OTH - Other

IV-43



At tachment C

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATYON
ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)

SURVIVAL/COPING CURRICULUM
PBSD Level III Competencies

MELT SPL III-rv

pa=

NAME BEGINNING DATE

SKILLS*

L S R W

R W

R W

TEACHER PROMOTION DATE

1.0 PERSONAL SKILLS

1.1 Describes a planned vacation (trip
itinerary)

1.2 Writes simple description of self/others

1.3 Writes preferences for activities
and/or items

**SKILL
ACHIEVED

onom =11111.01

...maarrem

R W 1.4 Demonstrates ability to classify
information into logical categories

awwrIiI

L S 1.5 Identifies means of self-education
(reading newspapers, magazines, books,
personal computers, radio, TV, etc.)

aNIMIIMIMMO

L S 1.6 Discusses TV, movies, and/or theater

MILLS! 2.0 COMMUNITY **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R W 2.1 Locates significant places on a city map

R W 2.2 Uses a telephone directory to locate

.1111.111011MI

information
=1 =m1111111

L S R W 2.3 Identifies locations by-address

L S R W 2.4 Completes community information on a chart
snerirme

(agencies and services)
L S R W 2.5 Reads a telephone bill

IkliamINIONIMOND

R W 2.6 Reads simple newspapers articles
amin1111

R W 2.7 Writes simple letter to the editor of a 11101IMnewspaper

* losListening, S=Speaking, RigReading, Ws:Writing
** List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student .

demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

IV-4 1 7



Attrieatnent C

ESOL Level III
Page 2

5KILLS* 3.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY
**SKILL
ACHIEVED DAT:

L S R W 3.1 Describes the Civil War including
dates, causes, and results. IiiIIMM

L S R W 3.2 Identifies major leaders of the
.11011.Civil War

L S R W 3.3 Identifies Abraham Lincoln including
his presidency and accomplishments
(Gettysburg Address, Emancipation
Proclamation)

L S R W 3.4 Recognizes national monuments (The
Lincoln Memorial, The Washington
Monument, etc.)

L $ R W 3.5 Recognizes the White House
=101116

L S R W 3.6 Understands the requirements for the
presidency and vice-presidency of the
United States

L S R W 3.7 Understands the following:
a. election
b. vote (voter, voting)
c. poll
d. precinct
e. campaign
f. elected official
g. popular vote -
h. electoral college
i. term of office
j. cabinet (including individual members:

Secretary of Defense, Treasury, State AttorneyGeneral, etc.)

* LaList.aning, S-Speaking RasReading, W=Writing** List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



ESOL Level III
Page 3

SKILLS* 400

L S Rti 4.1

L S R W 4.2

L S R W 4.3

5KILLS* 5.0

L S R W 5.1

L S R. W 5.2

L S R W 5.3

L S R 5.4

L S 5.5

L S 5.6

KNOWLEDGE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT

Uses vocabulary concerning environment
(climate, temperature, atmosphere, etc.)

Describes potential solutions to
environmental problems

Understands chart and graphs relating to
the environment

Attachment C

**SKILL
ACHIEVED PATE

NUTRITION SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED gaz,

Compares and contrasts ethnic and
American foods

Identifies foods that are nutritious

Interprets menus for nutrition and cost

Orders food in a restaurant

Suggests what or where to eat

Discusses values of specialized diets

mull& 6.0 SHOPPING SKILLS

L S R W 6.1 Identifies,
(furniture,
appliances,

R W 6.2

R W 6.3

describes, and categorizes
household, clothing,
etc.)

Uses the newspaper to locate merchandise

Demonstrates the ability to purchase
items from a catalogue.

L S 6.4 Makes suggestions about the purchase
of items

AMMOIMMIN.1.

11MINIMP

MININIMIWINNO

01.10E11111.111=1

II11111011111

**SKILLS
ACHIEVEQ UTZ

1111

aMONNENO

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
** List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

11111.1O.111111101111M



AttAchment C.'

ESOL Level III
Page 4

SKILLS* 7.0 HOUSING SKILLS
**SKILL
ACHIEVED IRATK

L S 7.1 Understands household duties

L S R 7.. discusses cleaning equipment/products
L S 7.3 Requests/restates instructions for

household repairs

L $ R W 7.4 Reads cleaning product labels

L S 7.5 Describes methods of moving household goods

IMMINIIM11111.

..11111011M010

11110

w
IMEINEIMMEIMI

MILLE 8.0 HEALTH SKILLS
**SKILL
AMEX= WI

L S R W 8.1 Completes accident report forms

L S W 8.2 Understands medical procedures for major
emergencies

L S R W 8.3 Understands health insurance options

SEiLLSI 9.0 EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

L S R W 9.1 Uses a variety of resources to locate jobs
M

R W 9.2 Completes a job cpplication

L S R W 9.3 Describes level of training/education
needed for various jobs

L S 9.4 Compares job tas:::

L S R W 9.5 Understands a performance review
M

L S R W 9.6 Sets long-term goals for employment

* L=Listening, S=Speakinge R=Reading, W=Writing** List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

11111=011.0

416.:

**SKILL
aolum
4121.1.1111

sym

OEM SMNIID

IMIMMINIM

IV-47

DAZE

MImMEIMMONI,



Attachment C

ESOL Level III
Page 5

SKILLS* 10.0 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R W 10.1 Describes various forms of
M

transportation and expresses preference

L S R W 10.2 Requests information about airline travel

L S R W 10.3 Compares air fares

L S R W 10.4 Selects and arranges for an airline flight

L S R 10.5 Understands frequent flyer programs

L S R W 10.6 Reads bus/train schedules
01.0111IM

4IMINIMNIONINO

owomeImowMO

.00/0

SKILLS* 11.0 PARENTING SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L SRW 11.1 Demonstrates the ability to discuss
consequelces of substance abuse with child
(at appropriate level for age of child)

L S R W 11.2 Unesrstands benefits of presentin4 a
positive role model for children through
establishment of educational goals

L S R W 11.3 Recognizes the importance of providing
accurate information to middle and high
school age children about the consequences
of teenage pregnancy -

L S R W 11.4 Demonstrates the ability to respond to
child's educational needs through
initiation of contact with teacher,
counselor, principal, etc...

S R 11.5 Demonstrates the importance of literacy
by reading at home

* L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
** List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievemoRnt. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

aw=111

10

031110.11

IIIMMMI111111111



Attachment C

SCHOUL BOARD CF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONDEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATIONENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)

STUDENT SKILL ACHIEVEMENT CODE LIST

Listening Skills.

CH - Checklist

DEM - Demonstration

DIALG - Dialogue

GM - Game

MO - Manipulation/Operation

PUZ - Puzzle

S & T - Show and Tell

TPR - Total Physical Response

OTH - Other

Speaking S ills

CEA - Community Based Activities

DIALG - Dialogue

IN - Interview

MD - Mini-Drama

OP - (Short) Oral Presentation

PL - Plays

RP - Role Play

SGI - Small Group Interaction

SP - (Formal) SpeeCh

SIC - Student Initiated Conversation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversation
OTH - Other

IV-49



Attachment C
EnAdino

IA - Language Experience Approach

LATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OBR - Oral Book Report

RCH - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

RGM - F tding Game

SIR - Student Initiated Reading

SUM - Summary

SURV - Survey

wHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skills

CLZ - Cloze Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

7S - Form Completion

LW - Letter Wri*4ng

PW - Process Writing

RW - Report Writing

SDMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WD/A.L.G Written.Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

OTH - Other

IV-50 1



SCHOOL BOARD OF PALK BEACH COUNTY
DrVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATIONENGLISH IOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)
SURVIVAL/COPING CURRICULUM
PBSD Level /V Competencies

MELT SPL IV

SKILLS*

L S

LSRW

L S

SKILLS*

L S

NAME

TEACHER

LSRW 2.6

1.0

L S R W 1.1

L S 1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

L S R W 2.1

2.2

LSRW 2.3

L S R W 2.4

L S R W 2.5

2.0

M
*LIBListening,
**List the c
demonstrated

PERSONAL SKILLS

BEGINNING

PROMOTION

DATE

DATE

Relates social intentions clearly

Demonstrates the ability to make suggestionsto friends and/or family

Demonstrates the ability to give personaladvice to friends and/or family

Expresses feelings verbally (happincss,sadness, appreciation, sympathy, regrets,etc.) in a culturally acceptable manner

States preferences clearly for social

1. 4 a u. ti* to..

**SKILL
ACNIEVED DATE

1011/.0

Ilm111101111NIM

...AMMI11110

interaction (activities, foods, work, etc.)

=2IMIND

COMMUNITY SKILLS
**SKILL
ACHIEVED DUI

Requests information from a community
organization or business

Discusses alternative solutions to a
community problem (environmental, social
educational, etc.)

Describes types of banks (savings and
loan, credit unions, etc.)

Understands cavings plans and types of
investments such as savings accounts, bonds,certificates of deposit, annuities, etc...

Role plays the use of an automatic tellermachine

Completes an application for a credit card

SmSpeiking, R=Reading, *Writing

wramwealmow.

41111011111110011

0111111M11.1*

1111111.

11.10110

MONIMMIIIIMIONO

swIasenale

ode(s) which best define the manner in which the studentskill achievement. Use the Pala Beach Code list.

IV-51
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ESOL Level IV
Pago 2

MULLS* 3.0

L S R W 3.1

L S R W 3.2

L S R W

L S R W 3.4

L S R W 3.5

L $ R W 3.6

L S R W 3.7

KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY

Locates information about educational
services for self and/or family

Completes a Home Language Survey form
and/or sample census form

Discusses means of protection for self and
f4mily (smoke detectors, alarms, etc.)

Understands the rights and responsibilities
of owning a gun (including penalties for
owners of guns which injure or kill minors)

Understands trial by a jury

Identifies persons in a court of law
(judge, jury, lawyers, etc.)

Understands and discusses major concepts of
U.S. history from the Civil War to the
present including the following:

a. Westward exonsion
b. Immigration (1821-1910)
c. World War
d. The League of Nations
e. World War II
f. The United Nations
g. The Korean War
h. The Vietnam War

At tachment C

**SKILL
ACHIEVEL DA,S

11 IIMEME1111111

i. The Industrial Revolution.
(electricity, telephones,
assembly lines, unionization,
child labor laws)

j. The Cold War
k. The Minimum Wage Law
1. Current Political Events

L S R W 3.8 Understands the way in which a bill becomes
a law

L S R W 3.9 Know the qualifications and terms of
for the following:
a. President and Vice President
b. Supreme Court Judges
c. Senators and Representatives

*L=Listening, S=Speakinge R=Reading, W=Writing

**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

office

=1.

.1.111111111111.



Attachtaent

ESOL Level IV
Page 3

5KILLS* 3.0 (CONT'D)
**SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

L S R W 3.10 Understands rights of succession to
presidency

L S R W 3.11 Understands the concept of a "veto"

L S R W 3.12 Relates the difference between state
and federal law

L $ R W 3.13 Knows procedure for adding an amendment
to the Constitution

L S R W 3.14 Knows the number of amendments
and their purposes

L S R W 3.15 Reviews the Presidents of the United States
L S aw 3.16 Reviews the states dnd their capitals

L S R W 3.17 Reviews the basic 100 questions established

.0.11M1111111
.1.1111110.11111

0111MIN. .1110111.

VIIIIIMMO =1,

ea 1
111111110111=11Mi

010.110111011M

for nitizenship examination

slaus* 4.0 KNOWLEDGE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT **SKILL
ACHIEVED Dag

L S R W 4.1 Knows the effects of pollution
..,M1111M sisi1

L S R W 4.2 Knows about solid wastes and recycling

L S R W 4.3 Knows about uses and dangers of pesticides

01111.1111MM
MININIIMI.110111110

L $ R W 4.4 Examines and evaluates current
environmental issues am...moor

MLLE 5.0 NUTRITION/VOCABULARY SKILLS **SKILL
ACEIEVED

L S R W 5.1 Recognizes types of food relative to
their packing (canned, fresh, frozen, etc.)

.11.11M1111

L S R W 5.2 Contrasts food labels

LSRW 5.3 Knows how to do comparison Clopping
WIMMIG.1

LSRW 5.4 Understands the differences between
nutritious food and junk food

*L=Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing**List the code(s) which best define the manner in vhich the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Pala Beach Code list.

IV-53



cacamenc

ESOL Level IV
Page 4

SKILLS* 6.0 SHOPPING SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

LSRW 6.1 Describes shopping options
Ithrift stores, resale stores, factory
outlets, garage sales, etc.)

LSRW 6.2 Understands and interprets warranty
information

LSRW 6.5 Utilizes mass media to analyze
purchasing information

=11111 .11=NIMMla

SK/LLS* 7.0 HOUSING SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED DATE

LSRW 7.1 Relates and analyzes home safety
problems

IIININIMMOOMM

Ft If 7.2 Knows how to write a short letter
of complaint

4.01111MOINV11

LSRW 7.3 Knows r0out subletting a leased home

LSRW 7.4 Understands information related to
purchasing a home (down payment, mortgages,
insurance, etc.)

$KILLS* 8.0 HEALTH SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED PAIL

L S R W 8.1 Understands types of insurance plans .1
L S R W 8.2 Fills out a medical insurance claim forms

L S R W 8.3 Knows about nutrients
.11M111111111111 .111111111111111=

(vitamins, minerals, protein, etc.)
contained in foods

L S R W 8.4 Knows about the importance of
exercise relative to health and aging

MINIONIMINO .1111110

LSRW 8.5 Knows the steps in applying CPR
emINOMMIew

*L*Listening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



Attachment 0

ESOL Level IV
Page 5

MULLS! 9.0 EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS **SKILL
AQEEVED RAIZ

L S R W 9.1 Communicates with supervisor and
c'...)-workers regarding work related
tasks and problems

L S 9.2 Understands job tasks

L $ R W 9.3 Knows how to complete self-evaluation
after an interview

L S a W 9.4 Understands work performance evaIaations
L S R W 9.5 Inderstands the concept of job advancementincluding job postings and vacant listings

R W 9.6 Completes a resume which includes references
L S R W 9.7 Understands the "Right to Know" Law
L S R W 9.8 Discusses worker's rights

(compensation, unionization,
right to work, etc.)

10116

01.1111111

imams...M=11M

fignIdat 10.0 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL SKILLS **SKILL
ACHIEVED TE

L S 10.1 Asks questions relating to local
driving directions

L S R W 10.2 Knows how to obtain car maintenance
and repairs

L S R W 10.3 Knows the steps in applying for
and obtaining a driver's license

LSRW 10.4 Completes an application form for auto
insurance

L S R W 10.5 Plans a vacation for self, family, or group

Olmnawniam =
Yr NI= WIMMON0111

ommw110111

aulMOOMOIMI101

*IonListening, SmSpeaking, RaReading, Ws:Writing**List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the studentdemonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.

'L
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Artacment (.;

ESOL Level IV
! Page 6

SULU! 11.0 PARENTING SKILLS **SKILLAmu= DATE

L S R W 11.1 Understands the responsibilities of
parenting (supervision, involvement
with educational program, health, etc.)

L S R W 11.2 Understands the importance of and maintains
positive communication with child(ren)

.111110111111

L S R W 11.3 Supports child's effort in school through
setting of educational goals, communication
with school personnel and assistance
with homework

L S R W 11.4 Compares child rearing practices in U.S.
with those in student's former country

.01011110

L S 11.5 Discusses solutions to cross-generational
differences among parents, grandparents
and childrel

*L=1;istening, S=Speaking, R=Reading, W=Writing
*List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Beach Code list.



SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
OrVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATIONENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)

STUDENT SKILL ACHIEVEMENT CODE LIST

Listening Skills

CH - Checklist

DEM - Demonstration

DIALG - Dialogue

GM - Game

MO - Manipulation/Operation

PUZ - Puzzle

S & T - Show and Tell

TPR - Total Physical Response

OTH - Other

speaking Skills

CBA - Community Based Activities

DIALG - Dialogue

IN - Interview

MD - Mini-Drama

OP - (Short) Oral Presentltion

PL - Plays

RP - Role Play

SGI - Small Group Interaction

SP - (Formal) Speech

SIC - Student Initiated Conversation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversation

OTH - Other

130
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Beading OMB

LEA. - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OBR - Oral Book Report

RCH - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

RGM - Reading Game

SIR - Student Initiated ReadirrY

SUM - Summary

SURV - Survey

WEL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Witing Skills

CLZ - Cloze Activity

CMP Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

FC - Form Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - Frocesx titing

RW - Report Writing

SDMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WDIALG - Written Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

OTH - Other

1 3 1
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ESOL Pre-GED Curriculum Overview

The ultimate goal of an adult education program is to assist
students to master both the survival/life coping skills and the
cognitive academic proficiency skills necessary to function
successfully in society. The ESOL Literacy and ESOL
Survival/Coping Skills Programs prepare students to meet their
basic needs in daily life including such areas as finding and
maintaining a job, shopping, banking, driving, and participating
in the education of their children. These survival/coping skills
are referred to as Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (HICS).

The ESOL Pre-GED Curriculum is designed to assist students to make
a successful transition from the ESOL Survival/Coping Skills
progran or BICS to the cognitive academic skills necessary to pass
the General Educational Development (GED) Test and receive a State
of Florida High School Diploma. The goal of the ESOL Pre-GED
Curriculum is to assist students in developing Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency (CALP) by familiarizing them with the terms,
concepts and skills needed to participate in a GED preparation
program with native speakers of English.

The ESOL Pre-GED Curriculum Levels V and VI focus on general
academic language skills. They equate roughly to the competencies
of the E level of the Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE). An
academic focus is introduced in the skill areas of listening, .

speaking, reading and writing in both the social and academic areas
with the infusion of culture throughout the curriculum. Each skill
is reviewed and expanded with the level of difficulty increasing
as the student progresses through the levels. Higher level skills
including critical thinking are taught throughout the ESOL Pre-GED
Curriculum (and rot saved until Level VIII) in order to fully and
continually develop Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency.

The ESOL Pre-GED Curriculum Levels VII and VIII focus on content
area academic language skills and equate roughly to the
competencies of the M Level of the TABE. The skill areas are the
same as Levels V and VI and include listening, speakingl.reading
and writing in both social and academic settings with the infusion
of culture throughout the curriculum. However, at these levels
the skills focus on the content areas which include literature,
social studies, science and mathematics. Levels VII and VIII are
designed to develop basic vocabulary and concepts specific to the
content areas in preparation for participation in the regular GED
program with native speakers of English.

Similar curriculum competencies were written across the curriculum
with the level of difficulty increasing as students progress
through the levels. This is done to provide consistency by
constantly reviewing and building skills. Thus, a spiraling effect
is achieved. A Level V sample lesson plan (see Attachment A), a
blank lesson plan form (see Attachment B) and student competency
check sheets (see Attachment C) are included in this section.



Level V is currently being piloted (FY 91). As students progressthrough the curriculump Levels VI, VII and VIII will be added tothe pilot. It is intended that information specific to the contentarea topics be added for Levels VII and VIII as these levels arepiloted. This will include the infusion of basic terms andconcepts to be addressed in literature, social studies, scienceand mathematics

The ESOL Pre-GED Curriculum does not supplant or replaceparticipation in a GED preparation program for ESOL students.Rather, it prepares ESOL students to successfully participate inthe GED preparation program by providing the academic skillsnecessary to make the transition using ESOL teaching strategies ina familiar ESOL classzoom setting rather than an Adult BasicEducation (ABE) self-study laboratory setting. Thus the ESOL Pre-GED Curriculum assists students to develop functional literacyskills and academic language proficiency.

1'3
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TEACHER Don Durfee

DATE

COMPETENCY i 1.2

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN

LEVEL

CLASS I

V

'41*

MESTER/YEAR 1 / 1991

Listens to an adapted conversation/oral passage and answers yes/no, true/false, andns

COMPETENCYI 2J.19.--2212_critical thinkin skills to ex ress ideas.

Cultural focus:
Similarities and differencesin plays, movies and soap operas in other cultures.All people have traditional themes and

popular themes for plays, movies, and
soap operas.
Procedure:

1. Listening:
2. Comprehension:
3. Discussion:
4. Writing:
5. Small Croup:
6. Vocabulary:

Taped dialog
Oral/Written
Drama in different cultures
Dictation/Cloze
Create Melodrama
Practice new words

ITUCT/MWMNMRIAJA New Perspectives Intermediate English I
11...ealua.MMINIMEMIRsonese

Structural focus:

The student should be ble to use: Relative
pronouns. If + past perfect (with present
results). If + past perfect (with past
results). Past perfect (review). Be -
supposed to 4- verb (review).

The student should be able to: State
generalizations. Respond unsympathetically.
Express what might have been different.

EVALUAT /ON

Tape recorder, props for melodrama,
paper, pencils, overhead projector,
VCR (examples of soaps).

135

101%.

Teacher observation of student prepared
melodrama. Teacher prepared written and
oral reviews of concepts and vocabulary.

1



001%\

TEACHER

DATE

e's
eL

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSCN PLAN

LEVEL MESTER/YEAR

CLASS I

COMPETENCY*
: Ivit

Cultural focus:

Procedure:

TEXT/MATERIALS

13/

Structural focus:
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Attachment C
SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BRACH COUNTY

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AAD COMMUNITY EDUCATION

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
Pre-GED Curriculum

PBSD Level V
MELT SPL V FTKA

NAME

TEACHER

1.0 Listening Skills - uses listening skills
in a variety of social and academic
settings.

BEGINNING DATE

PROMOTION . DATE

1.1 Listens to a short adapted conversation
and/or oral passage and answers yes/no,
true/false, and wh-information questions
(approximately 1-2 mirutes).

1.2 Listens to a short adapted conversation
and/or oral passage and summarizes the main
idea using critical thinking skills
(approximately 1-2 minutes).

1.3 Listens to a short adapted conversation
and/or oral passage and draws conclusions
using critical thinking skills
(approximately 1-2 minutes).

1.4 Follows a two to three step series of simple
directions/commands in proper sequence.

1.5 Listens to and writes a dictation based
on appropriate Level V materials.

1.6 Comprehends vocabulary in context based
on appropriate Level V materials.

1.7 Comprehends commonly used idiomatic expressions
in conversation.

1.8 Listens to and interprets a short adapted radio
or televiJion segment (approximately 1-2 minutes).

1.9 Recognizes stress and intonation patterns.

1.10 Identifies tora and mood in conversation.

Date Skill
nHIEVED



Level V
Page 2

q1/4 2.0 Speaking Skills - participates in formal andinformal speaking activities in a va.s.iety of socialand academic settings.

2.1 Demonstrates use of necessary strategies to maintainconversational flow (tag questions).
2.2 Expresses lack of understanding of spoken Englishand asks for clarification.

Attachment' C

2.3 Demonstrates usage of basic standard English grammar.
2.4 Demonstrates appropriate body language in bothformal and informal situations using eye contactand facial expressions.

2.5 Demonstrates the use of approprtate pronunciationof endings for plurals (/s/fz/diz/), past tense(/t/fd/did/), and number endings (16 vs 60).
2.6 Increases and develops use of vocabulary toexpress ideas appropriate to Level V.
2.7 Demonstrates the appropriate use of common idiomaticexpressions in informal conversations.
2.9 Discusses contents of a short adapted newspaperor magazine article.

2.9 Discusses contents of a short adapted radio ortelevision segment l to 2 minutes).
2.10 Uses critical thinking skills to express ideas.
2.11 Delivers a short speech to inform

(approximately 1 to 2 minutes).
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Level V
Page 3

3.0 Reading Skills - applies literal, inferential
and evaluative reading comprehension skills in a
variety of social and academic settings.

3.1 Identifies the main idea in a short adapted reading
passage.

3.2 Identifies details in a short adapted reading passage.

3.3 Recognizes the sequence of events in a short
adapted reading passage.

3.4 Identifies the topic sentence in a cqading passage.

3.5 Identifies the characteristics of the main
characters in a short adapted reading passage.

3.6 Distinguishes fact from opinion in a short adapted
reading passage.

3.7 Makes conclusions using critical thinking about a
short adapted reading passage.

3.8 Understands and applies written instructic.ns for
academic study and testing.

3.9 Demonstrates ability to read in phrases co
increase speed and comprehension.

3.10 Demonstrates ability to skim and scan for information.

3.11 Understands vocabulary meanings in context
including word forms, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms,
prefixes, suffixes and roots appropriate to Level V.

At tachment C
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3.12 Recognizes and understands *he use of basic idiomatic
expressions in selected readings.

3.13 Reads and understands short adapted newspapers and
magazines.

3.14 Reads and understands basic graphs and charts
appropriate to Level V.



Level V
Page 4

4.0 Writing Skills - uses fundamental writing skillsin a variety of social and academic settings.

4.1 Uses appropriate headings, indentation and margins.
4.2 Uses appropriate capitalization and puncuation.
4.3 Lamonstrates usage of standard English spelling rules.
4.4 Demonstrates usage of standard English grammar inwritten English.

4.; Plans and organizes ideas for a descriptive paragraph.
4.6 Writes a topic sentence.

4.7 Uses specific details to support topic sentencewith correct sequencing.

4.8 Writes a concluding sentence.

4.9 Demonstrates ability to edit and revise.

4.10 Answers short essay questions using a complete
sentence.

4.11 Demonstrates ability to summarize a short adaptednewspaper or magazine article.

4.12 Wites a short summary of a segment from radio ortelevision (1 to 2 minutes).

4.13 Uses appropriate vocabulary to express written ideas.
4.14 Recognizes end uses basic idiomatic expressions inappropriate written context.

4.15 Uses critical thinking skills to express written ideas.
4.16 Demonstrates proper usage of an adapted English

dictionary.
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Attachment C
SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Pre-GED Curriculum
PBSD Level VI
MELT SPL VI

NAME

TEACHER

D AF1
BEGINNING DATE

PROMOTION DATE

1.0 Listening Skills - uses listening skills in a Date Skill
variety of social and academic settings. ACHIEVED

1.1 Listens to an adapted conversation and/or oral
passage and answers yes/no, true/false and
wh-information questions (approximately 2-4 minutes).

1.2 Listens to an adapted conversation and/or
oral passage and summarizes the main idea using
critical thinking skills (approximately 2-4 minutes).

1.3 Listens to an adapted conversation and/or oral
passage and draws conclusions using critical thinking
skills (approximately 2-4 minutes).

1.4 Follows a three to four step series of simple
directions/commands in proper sequence.

1.5 Listens to and writes a dictation based on
appropriate Level VI materials.

1.6 Comprehends vocabulary in context based on appropriate
Level VI. .

1.7 Comprehends commonly used idiomatic exptessions and
slang in conversation.

1.8 Listens to and interprets an adapted radio or
television segment (approxumately 2-4 minutes).

1.9 Recognizes stress, intonation and reduction patterns.

1.10 Identifies tone, mood and register in conversation.

GO



Level VI
Page 2

2.0 Speaking Skills - participates in formal andinformal speaking activities in a variety ofsocial and academic settings.

2.1 Demonstrates use of necessary strategies to maintainconversational flow.

2.2 Expresses lack of understanding of spoken Englishand asks for clarification or redirection.

Attachment C

2.3 Demonstrates usage of basic standard English grammar.
2.4 Demonstrates appropriate body language in both formaland informal situations using eye contact, facialexpressions and gestures.

2.5 Demonstrates the use of appropriatepronunciation (vowels, consonants, stress, intonationand reductions).

2.6 Increases and develops use of vocabulary toexpress ideas appropriate to Level VI.
2.7 Demonstrates the appropriate use of idiomaticexpressions and slang in informal conversations.
2.8 Discusses contents of an adapted newspaper or magazinearticle.

2.9 Discusses contents of an adapted radio or televisionsegment (2-4 minutes).

2.10 Uses critical thinking skills to express ideas.
2.11 Delivers a short speech to inform or entertain(approximately 2-4 minutes).

14i
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Atnuthment C
Level VI
Page 3

3.0 Reading Skills - applies literal, inferential
and evaluative reading comprehension skills in a
variety of social and academic settings.

3.1 Identifies the main idea in an adapted reading
passage.

3.2 Identifies details in an adapted reading passage.

3.3 Recognizes the sequence of events in an adapted
reading passage.

Identifies the topic sentence in a reading passage.3.4

3.5 Identifies the role of the main characters in an
adapted reading passage.

3.6 Distinguishes fact from opinion in an adapted reading
passage.

3.7 Makes conclusions using critical thinking about an
adapted reading passage.

3.8 Understands and applies written instructions for
academic study and testing.

3.9 Demonstrates ability to read in phrases to
increase speed and comp.-Tehension.

3.10 Demonstrates ability to skim and scan for information.

3.11 Understands vocabulary meanings in context
(word forms, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, prefixes,
suffixes and roots) appropriate to Level VI.

3.12 Recognizes and understands the use of idiomatic
expressions and slang in selected readings.

3.13 Reads and understands adapted newspapers and
magazines.

3.14 Reads and understands graphs and charts appropriate to
Level VI.

AFT
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Level VI
Page 4

4.0 Writing Skills - uses fundamental
writing skillsin a variety of social and academic settings.

4.1 Uses appropriate headings, indentation, and margins.
4.2 Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation.
4.3 Demonstrates usage of basic standard Englishspelling rules.

4.4 Demonstrates usage of standard English grammar inwritten English with special emphasis on conjunctionsand transitions for paragraph flow.
4.5 Plans, organizes, and writes a paragraph to compareand contrast.

4.6 Demonstrates ability to write a simple paragraphusing a topic sentence, supporting details andconclusion for a short narrative.

Attachment C

4.7 Demonstrates ability to write a business letter.
4.8 Demonstrates ability to write an outline.
4.9 Demonstrates ability to edit ari revise.
4.10 Answers short essay questions using a completesentence.

4.11 Demonstrates ability to write a summary of an adaptednewspaper or magazine article.

4.12 Demonstrates ability to write a summary of a segmentfrom radio or television (2-4 minutes)..
4.13 Uses appropriate vocabulary to express written ideas.
4.14 Recognizes and uses selected idiomatic expressions inappropriate written context.

5.15 Uses critical thinking skills to express writtenideas.

5.16 Demonstrates usagt.. of an adapted
English dictionary.

146
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Attachment C
SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY

DrvIsIoN OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTNENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
Pre-GED Curriculum

PBSD Level VII
MELT SPL vII DRAFT

NAYX BEGINNING DATE

TEACHER PROMOTION

1.0 Listening Skills - uses listening skills
in a variety of social and academic settings.

1.1 Listens to a short unadapted conversation and/or
lecture in the content areas and answers
yes/no, true/false, and wh-information questions
and multiple choice questions
(approximately 3-5 minutes).

1.2 Listens to a short unadapted conversation
and/or lecture and summarizes the main idea
using critical thinking skills in the content areas
(approximately 3-5 minutes).

1.3 Listens to a short unadapted conversation and/or
lecture and draws conclusions using critical
thinking skills in the content areas
(approximately 3-5 minutes).

1.4 Follows a two to three step series of simple
directions/command in proper sequence in a
science experiment or mathematics problem.

1.5 Listens to a short unadapted conversation and/or
lecture in the content areas and takes written notes
(approximately 3-5 minutes).

1.6 Comprehends vocabulary in context based on
appropriate Level VII content area materials.

1.7 Comprehends commonly used idiomatic expressions,
slang and common jargon for the content areas in
conversation and/or lecture.

1.8 Listens to and interprets a short unadapted radio
or television segment relating to content areas
(3-5 minutes).

1.9 Identifies tone and mood in poetry, prose and drama.

1.10 Identifies .communicative purpose (to inform,
persuade and entertain).

DATE

Date Skill
ACHIEVED

00



Level VII
Page 2

2.0 Speaking Skills - participates in formal andinformal speaking activities in a variety ofsocial and academic settings.

2.1 Demonstrates use of necessary strategies to maintainconversational flow.

r1...44.44.411CLIG %.

DRAF1

2.2 Expresses lack of understanding of social andacademic terms and asks for clarification of materialpresented by paraphrasing or reiterating.
2.3 Demonstrates usage of standard English grammar.
2.4 Dwlonstrates appropriate body language in bothformal and informal situations using eye contact,facial expressions, gestures and time concepts.
2.5 Demonstrates the use of appropriatepronunciation (vowels, consonants, stress, intonationand reductions).

2.6 Increases and develops use of vocabulary toexpress ideas appropriate to Level VII content areas.
2.7 Demonstrates the appropriate use of idiomaticexpressions, slang and common jargon for the contentareas in a variety of conversational settings.
2.8 Discusses contents of a short unadapted newspaperor magazine article relating to local, national andworld events, health, economics, etc.

2.9 Discusses and interprets contents of a shortunadapted radio or television segment relating to acontent area subject (approximately 3-5.minutes).
2.10 Uses critical thinking skills to express ideasrelevant to the content areas.

2.11 Delivers a speech to inform, entertain or persuade(approximately 3-5 minutes).

V-I4



Level VII
Page 3

3.0 Reading Skills - applies literal, inferential
and evaluative reading comprehension skills in a
variety of social and academic settings.

3.1 Identifies a stated main idea in a reading
selection from the content areas.

3.2 Identifies details in a reading selection from the
content areas.

3.3 Recognizes the sequence of events as it occurs in
time, place, in the content areas.

3.4 Identifies topic sentence of a reading selection in
the content areas.

Attachment C
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3.5 Identifies the relationship between the main
characters in a reading selection in the content areas.

3.6 Distinguishes fact from opinion in a reading
selection from the content areas.

3.7 Makes conclusions and inferences about a reading
selection in the content areas using critical thinking.

3.8 Understands and applies written instructions in the
content areas for academic study and testing.

3.9 Demonstrates ability to read in phrases to
increase speed and comprehension.

3.10 Demonstrates ability to skim and scan for information.

3.11 Understands vocabulary meaning in context in ttm
content areas (word form!, synonyms, antonyms,
homonyms, prefixes, suffixes and roots)
appropriate to Level VII.

3.12 Recognizes and understands the use and connotation
of idiomatic expressions, slang and common jargon
for the content areas in selected readings.

3.13 Understands and interprets short unadapted newspaper
and magazine articles relating to content areas.

3.14 Reads and understands graphs and charts in the
content areas appropriate to Level VII.

'VV.)
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Attachment CLevel VII
Page 4

DR Fl4.0 Writing Skills - uses fundamental
writing skillsIn a variety of social and academic settings.

4.1 Demonstrates ability to use the mechanics of English(indentation, capitalization, punctuation andspelling).

4.2 Demonstrates usage of standard English grammar inwritten English.

4.3 Demonstrates ability to plan, organize and writea paragraph including a topic sentence,supporting details and conclusion.

4.4 Demonstrates the ability to prepare and use anoutline.

4.5 Demonstrates ability to write an essay ofcause and effect including NI introduction, body andconclusion.

4.6 DemonstrateF, ability to write a persuasive essayincluding an introdaction, body and conclusion.
4.7 Demonstratea ability to edit and revise.
4.8 Answers essay questions using two or more completesentences.

4.9 Demonstrates ability to take notes - academicmini-lectures and revise for clarity.

4.10 Writes a short summary of a short unadapted newspaperor magazine article.

4.11 Writes a summary of a (5-10 minute ) segmentfrom radio or television relating to content areas.
4.12 Uses appropriate vocabulary to express written ideasrelating to the content areas.

4.13 Uses idiomatic expressions, slang and common jargonfor the content areas in appropriate written context.
4.14 Uses critical thinking skills to express writtenidea3.

4.15 Demonstrates usage of an unadapted English dictionary.
4.16 Demonstrates the ability to recognize elements ofstandardized tests inducting data collectionformats, directions and types of questions.

V-16



At tachment C
SCHOOL BOARD OP PALM BEACH COUNTY

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Plish for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL

Pre-GED Curriculum
PBSD Level VIII
MELT SPL VIII RAF1

NAME BEGINNIKG

TEACHER

DATE

PROMOTION DATE

1.0 Listen...ng Skills - uses listening skills Date Skill
in a variety of social and academic settings. ACHIEVED

1.1 Listens to an unadapted conversation and/or
oral lecture in the content areas and answers
yes/no, true/false, wh-informition questions and
multiple choice questions
kapproximately 5-7 minutes).

1.2 Listens to an unadapted conversation and/or
lecture and summarizes the main idea using
critical thinking skills in the content areas
(approximately 5-7 minutes).

1.3 Listens to an unadapted conversation and/or
lecture and draws conclusions using critical
thinking skills in the content areas
(approximately 5-7 minutes).

1.4 Follows a four or more step series of
directions/commands in proper sequence in a
science experiment or mathematics problem.

1.5 Listens to an unadapted conversation and/or lecture
in the content areas, takes written notes and refers
to notes for discussion (approximately 5-7 minutes).

1.6 Comprehends vocabulary in context based on
appropriate Level VIII content area materials.

1.7 Comprehends commonly used idiomatic expressions,
slang, common jargon for the content areas and
basic dialectal differences.

1.8 Listens to and interpets a unadapted radio or
television segment relating to the content areas
(app:oximately 5-7 miLutes).

1.9 Identifies tone and mood in poetry, prose, drama and
commentary.

1.10 Identifies communicative purpose (to inform, persuade,
entertain).

Immal11



Level VIII
Page 2

2.0 Speaking Skills - participates in formal andinformal speaking activities in a variety ofsocial and academic settings.

2.1 Demonstrates use of necessary strategies to maintainconversational flow.

c tacnmenr. C
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2.2 Expresses lack of understanding of social andacademic terms and asks for clarification ofmaterial presented by paraphrasing or.reiterating.
2.3 Demonstrates correct usage of standard English grammar.
2.4 Demonstrates appropriate body language in both formaland informal situations using eye contact, facialexpressions, gestures, time concepts and spacial

relationships.

2.5 Demonstrates the use of appropriate pionunciation(vowels, consonants, stress, intonation
LAnd reductions).

2.6 Increases and develops use of vocabulary toexpress ideas appropriate to Level VIII content areas
2.7 Demonstrates the appropriate use of idiomatic

expressions, slang, common jargon for the contentareas and colloquial expressions.

2.8 Discusses contents of a unadapted newspaper ormagazine article relating to local, national andworld events, health, economic, commentaries, etc.
2.9 Discusses and interprets contents of an unadaptedradio or television segment relating to a contentarea subject (approximately 5-7 minutes).
2.10 Uses critical thinking skills to express ideasrelevant to the content areas.

2.11 Delivers a speech to inform, entertain,persuade or defend (approximately 5-7 minutes).

15.2
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Attachment C
Level VIII
Page 3

3.0 Reading Skills - applies literal, inferential
and evaluative reading comfrehension skills in a
variety of social and academic settings.

3.1 Identifies a stated or implied main idea, in a
reading selection from the content areas.

3.2 Identifies details, tone and mood in a reading
selection from the content areas.

3.3 Recognizes the sequence of events as it occurs in
time, place, ideas or events in ths content areas.

3.4 Identifies topic sentence of reading selection in
the content areas.

3.5 Identifies the relationship between the main
characters and the minor characters in a reading
selection in the content areas.

3.6 Distinguishes fact from opinion a reading
selection from the content areas.

3.7 Mahes conclusions, inferences and predictions
about a reading selection in the content areas using
critical thinking.

3.8 Understands and applies written instructions in the
content areas for academic study and testing.

3.9 Demonstrates ability to read in phrases to increase
speed and comprehension.

3.10 Demonstrates ability to skim and scan for information.

3.11 Understands vocabulary meaning in cont lct in the
content areas (word forms, synonyms, antonyms,
homonyms, prefixes, suffixes and roots) appropriate to
Level VIII.

3.12 Recognizes and understands the use and connotation
of idiomatic expressions, slang, c, non jargon for
the content areas and basic dialectical differences.

3.13 Understands and interprets unadapted newspapers
and magazines relating to content areas.

3.14 Reads and interprets graphs and charts in the content
content areas appropriate to Level VIII.

V-I9
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Attachment C
Level VTII
Page 4

4.0 Writing Skills - uses fundamental writing skillsin a variety of social and academic settings.
4.1 Demotstrates ability to use the mechanics of English(indeAtation, capitalization, punctuation and spelling).
4.2 Demonstrates usage of standard Fnglish grammar inwritten English.

4.3 Demonstrates ability to plan, organize and writea paragraph including a topic sentence, supportingdetails and conclusion.

4.4 Demonstrates ability to write an essay of opposingviewpoints (pro/con including introduction, body andconclusion.

4.5 Demonstrates ability to write a resume and coverletter.

4.6 Demonstrates ability to write a report based onselected readings.

4.7 Demonstrates ability to edit and revise.

4.8 Answers essay questions using a,complete paragraph.
4.9 Demonstrat-is ability to take notes from academiclectures 1 revise for clarity.

4.10 Writes a summary of an unadapted newpaper or magazinearticle.

4.11 Writes a summary of a segment from radio ortelevision (10-15 minutes).

RAF
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4.12 Uses appropriate vocabulary to express written ideasrelating to the content areas.

4.13 Uses idiomatic expressions, slarg, common jargon forthe content areas and basic dialectical differencesin appropriate written context.

4.14 Uses critical thinking skills to express written ideas.
4.15 Demonstrates usage of an unadapted dictionary andthesaurus.

4.16 Demonstrates ability to take standardized testsincluding multiple choice formats and essay.

15 t
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ESOL AT THE WORKPLACE

Introduction

The national trend regarding literacy skills at the workplaceidentifies the need for more advanced skills due to technology,automation, and the increased usage of computers. Since the early1970's, productivity has decreased while the required literacylevel for the workforce has increased. The loss to the nation interms of dollars has been estimated at between $200 - $240 billionannually. Many factors contribute to this trend, including achange in the workforce, increased technology, and internationalcompetition in the world market. Entry level jobs which requirelow-level skills are being eliminated. New jobs are requiring highschool and college level skills.

The workforce is changing to include more women, eleerly, andminorities, including immigrants. Barriers at the workplace whichthis population faces include the need for basic skills,technological training, and English language skills. The majorityof the workforce for the year 2000 are currently employed. Ofthese, it is estimated that 20 to 30 milI.on have basic skills .deficiencies which affect their jobs and/or personal lives.

In order to meet the needs of the workforce, workplace educationis strongly advocated at the national, state, and local levels bybusiness and industry, educational institucions and literacyorganizations. Workplace education permits adults to attendclasses at the worksite, preferably during working hours.Workplace classes reduce transportation and child care problems,
encourage attendance through company incentives, promote a positiveand supportive working environment and reduce the cost of trainingand lost productivity due to poor basic skills.

Programs are developed as partnerships between the adult educationprovider and the employer. Workplace programs must be carefullydesigned in order to meet the needs of the students, employer, andprovider. It is necessary to spend time and energy initially inorder to develop a successful program. Workplace programs arecustom-designed to meet the needs of the students. Successfulprograms do not transplant a prepared curriculum to a workplace.



Program Development Model

There are several guides available which provide information
regarding the development of workplace programs and which will
assist in the development programs. Recommended resources include:

Acevedo, S.D. and Dovel, F. (1987). A_andbook_of_thg
j_gh=altaingjjah_praiags. Columbus, Ohio: ERIC
Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and Vocational Education.
(ERIC Documunt Reproduction No. ED 288058)

Business Council for Effective Literacy. (1987, June).
or planners of

employee programs. (DCEL Bulletin, 2) New York, N.Y.:
BCEL. (ERIC Document Reproduction No. ED 285974.

Drew, R.A. & others. (1988). figy_t_g_makALAnsic.1...s.1921v
a t isls for basic skills

instructiM. (A practitioner's guide. The work-education
bridge.] Bloomington: Indiana University, Bloomington
School of Education. (ERIC Document Reproduction No. ED
297160)

Guglielmino, L.M. and Bryan, V.C. (1990). Workplace
literacy: A reso rce book. Boca Raton, FL.: Department
of Educational Leadership, Florida Atlantic University.

Philippi, J. (1991). Lits_r_i_u_a_tWw.:119...)
program_developers. New York: National Business Alliance.
Simon & Schuster Workplace Resources.

The bottom_ line: Basic skills in the worXplace. (1988).
Washington, D.C.: Department of Education and Labor.
(ERIC Document Reproduction No. ED 291922.)

k e k e o - . Alexandria,
VA: American Society for Training and Development.

National Workplace Projects

There are national workplace projects which have been funded
throughout the United States. Information regarding national
projects may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Siducation,
Office of Vocational & Adult Education, Mary E. Switzer Building,
Room 4512, 330 C Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20202-7242. The
telephone number is (202) 732-2269. Several projects were funded
in Florida for 1991-1992, including a project between Northern
Telecom Electronics and the School Board of Palm Beach County.
The U.S. Department of Education can provide additional listings.



Personnel Training

It is recommended that personnel receive training prior tobeginning program development from a consultant who is experiencedin designing and implementing workplace programs. Consultants areavailable through private contract, associations or organizationssuch as Teachers of English for Speakers of Other Languages,International (TESOL) in Alexandria, VA, the Center for AppliedLinguistics (CAL) in Washington, DC, or the Business Council forEffective Literacy (BCEL) in New York, NY. Networking with existingsuccessful workplace programs may also access personnel trainingor program development re5ources.

Program Components

The following components are included in successful programs:
Program planning and implementation team selection(Educational Provider)

Provram planning and implementation team training(Educational Provider/Consultant(s))

Program marketing and outreach development and .implementation (Educational Provider/Consultant(s))

Program planning and implementation team selection(Business Partner)

Program planning and implementation team training(Business Partner)

Joint program training and planning (Educational
Provider/Consultant(s) /Business Partner)

Partnership agreement development (EducationalProvider/Business Partner)

Literacy audit (Educational Provider/Business Partner)

Program objectives (Educational Provider/BusinessPartner)

Teacher and other educational staff (e.g., counselors,volunteers) selection and training (Educational Provider)

CulTiculum design (Educational Provider with assistancefrom the Business Partner)

l 5
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Internal marketirg of the program (Business Partner)

Participant rocruitment and selectior (Business
Partner/Educational Partner)

StudeAt petesti,ng/screening (Educational Provider)

Pr:igram del.laTy (Educational Provider)

Forraatie program evaluation (Outside Evaluator)

Student formati,o evaluation and feedback (Educational
Pvider)

Student post-sY..ing and feedback (Educational Provider)

StertmL.I.ve provJa evaluation (Outside Evaluator)

Prcgram fcledloa, to Partners (Outside Evaluator)

For furthar infor,:ein regarding workplace progrem design,
implementation and avaluation, please contact the district
spncialist. A hard:book will be developed and disseminated to the
Florida 1Xpartmenc of Education for distribution upon completion
of the Natio%al Wo.,:kplace Literacy Project between Northern Telecom
Elect.2-opics and the School Board of Palm Beach County.
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1. INTRODUCTION

VOCATIONAL ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

PROWONG ACCESS TO JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS
AND THE 'WORLD OF WOW'

Adult students with limited English proficiency find it necessary to
acquire "real world" language competencies in employability and
vocational skills to participate fully and productively in national
life. These adults of our society need irnprovcA access to the
culture, language and skills of the "world of wo:k" in Florida. The
Florida Bureau of Labor Market (Octaer, I PO) has projected a
complex and vibrant economy for Florda in the immediate years
ahead. The State's labor market is and wili continue to be a mix of
high-salary, high-skill, lovi-wage, ±ow-ski'led occupations and many
falling somewhere betweiln The School Board of Palm Beach County
is presently working v; prov'de continued assistance in preparing
limited English proficient (LEP) adults in the local community for
"the world of worV at all pfoi!ity and skill levels.

New educatior,lal progra4v., now include bridging the basic skills gap
between what the b3ineg:;1; community needs and the qualifications
of the workers or potential workers presently available. Employers
are practically unanimous in their concern that competencies of
entry level workers, including those with limited English ability, are
deficient, T biness community has identified deficiencies Ii the
following sidlls:.

1.) reading and writing
2.) mathematics
3.) communication
4.) flexibility and adaptability
5.) problem-solving
6.) self-direction and initiative
7.) attitudes, and
8.) work habits.

(Source. auilding_A_Clany_EldifarseL Joint Incentive of U.S.
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Education,
and the U.S. Department of Commerce, 1988).

These deficiencies reflect a clear lack of both langudge skills and
cultural information for language minority adults. This is where use



of the knowledge, sensitivity, abilities and talents of the ESOLteacher, in collaboration with vocational teachers, is essential.

The teaching of Vocational English to Speakers of Other Languages(VESOL) provides access and opportunity for LEP students toparticipate fully in job training programs and the giworld of work",and to become productive citizens of our society. This guideprovides practical information, ideas and techniques to effectivelyteach ESOL with vocational content to adult learners of English.

PURPOSE OF THE GUIDE

Upon successful completion of this guide, you will be able to:
1. Explain the basic terms, program models, principles andpractices related to vocational instruction for LEP individuals.
2. Identify cross-cultural aspects in vocational education asrelated to LEP vocational students.

3. Use new ESOL methods or approaches to teach VESOL to LEPstudents.

4. Describe strategies for successful collaboration between ESOLteachers and vocational instructors.

5. Cite examples of vocational content which can beappropriately taught in the home language.

6. Evaluate the accessibility of vocational materials for LEPstudents using objective criteria.

7. Modify vocational materials for appropriate use with LEPstudents.

8. Identify alternative testing techniques for LEP vocational
students.

9. Develop comprehensive VESOL lesson plans.

10. Identify effective resources for use with adult LEP students invocational training programs.
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2. TERMS, PROGRAM MODELS, PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICES IN VOCATIONAL ESOL PROGRAMS

COMING TO TERMS WITH
VOCATIONAL ESOL TERMINOLOGY

The integration of vocational education and bilingual/ESOL education
to improve services to the LEP adults of our nation has brought about
development of new instructional practices and, as a result, new
terminology. Some of the follow terms are new; some are not. Being
familiar with these terms, however, will assist ESOL teachers in
more effective communication and collaboration with vocational
teachers and other ESOL professionals.

1. Bilingual Education the use of the first and second
language in instruction

2. Transitional Bilingual instruction is given using the
Education home language, as needed, while

learning English

3. Maintenance Bilingual instruction is given in two
Education languages so that the home

language is maintained

4. OSHA Occupational Safety & Health Act
- Federal safety guidelines for the
workplate

5. DM' Dictionary of Occupational Titles
includes exact job titles for

occupations to be analyzed

6. VESL or VESOL specific language instruction;
curricula designed for specific
vocational programs

7. Voc Ed Vocational Education



8. Carl D. Perkins Act

9. CBVE

10. BVE

11. OBEMLA

12. OVAE

13. AVA

14. NABE

15, TESOL

Federal Legislation which
provides funds for serving LEP
students in vocational education

Competency-Based Vocational
Education - vocational curricula
organized by specific outcomes
and student performance
objectives

Bilingual Vocational Education -
vocational instruction ucing both
the first and second language

Office of Bilingual Education and
Minority Language Affairs -
provides funds to establish
bilingual and ESOL programs

Office of Vocational and Adult
Education in Washington, D.C.

American Vocational Association
national association for

vocational educators

National Association of Bilingual
Education organization for
professional bilingual educators

Teachers' of English for Speakers
of Other Languages - national
organization for ESOL
professionals
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BASIC VESOL PROGRAM MODELS

VESOL programs across the nation are implemented using various
program models according to the specific needs and available
resources of a school district. Outlined below are three basic VESOL
program models, some more effective than others, which are
generally implemented to support and enhance vocational instruction
for LEP students.

Less Effective <

I. Supplementation

STAFF: Bilingual
teacher aide assists
vocational instructor

IBAINIMG: Role of
aides, instructional
techniques/resources
materials adaptation

WEBILULUM: No
major changes, uses
home language when
needed

Adapted from:

H. Modification

STAFF: Vocational
teacher with ESOL
skills and cultural
sensitivity or
bilingual vocational
teacher or vocational
teacher with
bilingual teacher aide
and/or vocational
ESOL teacher

> More Effective

ID. Innovation

STAFF: Same as
modification model
plus a VESOL teacher
to teach VESOL
component

TRAINING: Extensive IBANN.Q:
materills adaptation, Curriculum
team teaching design/development,
techniques, ESOL joint lesson planning,
techniques team teaching

techniques, extensive
materials adaptation

CURRICULUM:
Vocational language
competencies and
cultural differences
are added to existiry
curriculum

CU RPIGULUM: Design
cf specific
vocational cou:se
geared to needs of
LEP students

Jeanne Lopez-Valadez. Bilingual Vocational
Education Project. Arlington, Illinois, 1982.



VOCATIONAL ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

1. VESOL instruction includes the following student performancestandards:

a. Understand the English language content and skills for
vocational education training.

b. Understand and identify career opportunities and
requirements.

c. Understand and follow specific vocational processesand procedures.
d. Understand and identify appropriate use of tools.
e. Understand and apply safety langwage and codes.f. CG,nmunicate specific vocational related language.g. Complete specific vocational forms.
h. Perform specific vocational measurements and/or

calculations.
I. Analyze and solve vocational problems.j. Recognize and engage in appropriate social add

cultural interactions for a vocation.

2. The justification for provision of VESOL services is to providethe LEP student vocational training if he/she already hasvocational interests, needs immediate employment andtraining to survive, and/or is seeking upward mobility.

3. Learning English is a process; the LEP aduit learner willcontinue to learn the language all of his/her life, constantlypicking up new vocabulary, sounds, and grammar and graduallyinternalizing them.

4. VESOL instruction provides immediate relevant language, butin a controlled settiny.

5. VESOL requires the integration of vocational and linguisticobjectives and emphasizes occupational lanjuage demands.

6. VESOL instruction provides needed repetition andreinforcement of the new language.

/
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7. VESOL is asit General ESOL. Major distinctions are:

VOCATIONAL ESOL

Grammar is presented
according to fasuenra_a_tagi

YssalionaLsaatent_mantas

GENERAL Esa.

Grammar is usually
presented in urder of
d if f

(simple--complex)

ESOL instructor is free to
the ESOL instructor. choose/mongol con`snt.

Literacy Skills are specifiG
to a vocation (Ex. Auto Body--
Crash Estimating Guides, work
orders, stockroom orders, etc.)

Listening Comprehension
(Safety information, directions/
procedures) is the priority skit'.

LEP student jmmediately_ jam
language skills acquired.

few texts and/or curricula
are readily and commercially
available.

Each VESOL class is "custom-
designad" and has distinct
gompetencies according to
the vocational program each
supports.

Communication and collabora-
tion with vocational staff is
required, as vocational ESOL
instruction provides direct
support to a specific
vocational program.

V11-7

Literacy skills are ganera(
(bus schedules, bills, road
signs, etc.)

No priority skills. all
(listening comprehension,
speaking, reading, writing)
given equal emphasis.

LEP student may or may not
immediately gm language
skills acquired.

Many texts and curricula are
readily and commercially
available.

ESOL classes often share
similar competencies using
existing program designs.

Adult ESOL instruction often
stands alone and provides
jndirect siumat to other
programs,



8. VESOL instruction provides an outlet for relevant questionsconcerning cultural information, language, and the school sitein genera in a comfortable, non-threatening setting.

9. VESOL instruction provides systematic practice of isolated
language so that specialized second language learning canOccur.

10. Language requirements are different for different vocationalprograms. Examples:

Auto Body

a. little speaking required'
b. high level of understanding required
c. reading/writing necessary in terms of:

1) work orders
2) safety signs
3) estimate forms
4) labels
5) Crash Estimating Guides

However;

Nursing Assistant

a) very accurate speaking skills required (dealing with
health, medicine, directions, etc.)

b) reading/writing necessary in terms of.
1) card files
2) patient care instructions
3) graphing charts
4) paragraph reports (complete sentences).
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3. CROSS-CULTURAL ASPECTS OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CULTURAL INFLUENCES IN THE
AMERICAN WORLD OF WORK

The Amelcan work force is a subculture all its own, characterized by acceptable and
unacceptable behaviors and unwritten laws. Frequently, probation or termination may
be the result of not adhering to such well-established norms. Subcultural
characteristics and expectations influence behavior in vocational training, while job
hunting and Interviewing, and certainly once the LEP trainee is employed.

On arrival, few immigrants are immediately aware that American life is fragmented into
segments of time and that ever. a lapse of seconds can be crucial. The importance of
punctuality is difficult for many to grasp and may be even more difficult to apply.
Often, LEP students demonstrate ignorance of this value by inconsistent attendance or
tardiness. The concept of hours of training instead of competencies acquired to complete
training programs successfully can also bewilder and frustrate LEP vocational students.

In addition, it is important for the adult learner to overcome cultural obstacles In
job-seeking skills, such as reading, interpreting, and responding to classified ads
for employment. These obstacles often hinder program completers from securing
gainful employment. Terms such as training, top salary, benefits, advancements,
aggressive self-starter, and employment agency may baffle those immigrants seeking
jobs. These concepts carry cultural connotations unique to individual societies. One
example is the arm aggressive, which to Americans may denote ii positive attribute in
the workplace. In other societies, however, it may represent an undesirable or negative
trait. Most importantly, the idea of job seeking is very new for many individuals who in
the past have had family or government support for this endeavor.

American cultural characteristics found throughout Job applications, can be
troublesome for the LEP individual. For example, the date of filing the application is
usually requested. Many societies rite the date in the sequence of day/month/year,
whereas American culture requires the sequence of month/day/year. Multiple names
and unusual spellings of the foreign born tend to confuse employers. Abbreviations used
on application forms may be unknown or unfamiliar to the applicant. Furthermore,
educational backgrounds differ from country to country (I.e., primary schools may
extend to eighth or ninth grade in some countrie Professional titles related to
previous employment may signify less formal training, less pay, or less technical
know-how than those same careers in the United States.

Survival and success in Job Interviews depend on intensive training In important
American cultural behaviors such as directness and informality in speech, clear and
confident responses to interview questions, preparation of appropriately planned
questions, going to the Job interview alone, and use of direct eye contact as an important
.ommunicative device. Both Haitian and Asian cultures often avoid eye contact and bow
their heath to signify respect. Features of the job interview unique to American society
require extinsive practice for immigrants to master them successfully.

Unfortunately, once an LEP individual obtains employment, native and American
cultural values , continue to conflict. American values in the world o; work
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4.

demand such behaviors as punctuality, prior notification of absence, maintenance ofsurface relationships in the form of small talk, and following directions precisely.Employees must also know how to ask employers appropriate and important questions,especially concerning salary, days off, absence, insurance, rules, safety, hierarchy ofauthority, and directions and procedures. Without knowledge or regard for such workrules, LEP individuals find themselves frequently unemployed (Lee, 1984).
Conflict also arises In the areas of loyalties and priorities. When new immigrantsare faced with decisions concerning work, such as advancing in the company by way ofrelocating, they often choose to remain near their families and friends. Standards ofhygiene may also present a problem. Immigrants from rural societies may have lackedsufficient plumbing or electricity to develop American standards of hygieile; therefore,they find the cleanliness and daily baths of American people strange.
From an (tarty age, American employees are taught to get along with others by viewingthem In terms of their roles, rather than as a total personality. In this way, anindividual may sometimes respect the position of an ernplcyrir 9Althout respecting theperson. Immigrants have often been taught to view people grid react to them in terms ofthe total personality. It is not uncommon to flew of immigrant workers walking off thejob because of words or actions that cause them to lose respect for a co-worker or anemployer.

Since cultural values are learned, it is important to directly and deliberately teach newcultural characteristics of the target culture. Vocational and/or ESOL teachers may wishto use the following activities to effectively teach new cultural values and behaviors, andto assist in the process of cultural adjustment.

Role play two or three different job interviews or on-the-job situations, twoinappropriately and one correctly. Have two students "rate" situations andidentify the appropriate/inappropriate behaviors (Ford, Silverman, and Haines,1983). An example of a role play involves a person greeting a group of people heor she has met before but does not know well. Appropriate and inappropriatebehaviors used in this example include shaking hands, greeting each otherverbally, embracing each other, and bowing slightly to each other.

Set aside one day each week or month as "Job Interview Dress Day". Havethe students dress as they would for a job interview.

Have the students bring in photos of their family members and identify anddiscuss the relationships. Then transfer the information to the relative and/orreference sections of a sample Job interview.
Have students listen to or read a job Interview or on.the-jobconversations. Isolate the individual comments. Allow the students to identifyeacii speaker employer, employee, customer). Discuss the tone,' register,and vocabulary ustferences and the reasons for them.

Provide students with tours of vocational training centers or Industryto increase awareness of local career opportunities and requirements.

Develop exercises matching sample interlew questions with appropriateresponses; this technique may also be developed as a multiple-cholce exercise.

Develop exercises matching job application language with appropriateresponses;.this technique may also be developed as a multiple-choice exercise.

I i's).
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Develop slides or videotapes showing appropriate and inasoropriate
employability behaviors. Use them for classroom discussion and critic,se

Give the students a short description of a problem situation on lhe job,
followed by several possible solutions. Have the students choose sne solution and
their reasons for selecting it (Olsen, 1981).

In her book, Encuentros Culture les: Cross Cultural Mlnl-Drarnas, Barbara Snyder
(1979) describes an effective technique, similar to that suggested by Olsen (1981), for
teaching cultural items and interference. Snyder suggests using role play in brief
episodes that contain one or more examples of miscommunication. The exact cause of
the misunderstanding described is not apparent until the last few tines of the dialogue.
Questions are then asked that lead to discussion of the false assumptions and conclusions
often made by LEP adults. Role playing may aiso be employed In mini-dramas that
provide short descriptions of problem situations, each followed by several possible
appropriate reactions. After several students dramatize the situations, others determine
what might be the most appropriate solutions. Use of these techniques will assist in the
process of cultural adjustment for LEP adults.

Employers and educators of limited English-proficient indMduals may find It necessary
to identify and examine their own professional valuer snd accepted behaviors on the job
and in the classroom. It is also helpful to develsp a system for teaching acceptable
behaviors and values to the LEP Individuals with whom they are in contact. Fellow
employees should also become aware of the most distinct cultural
differences between them and their culturally different co.workers, as
well as steps in the process of cultural adjustment. Such education and
understanding will facilitate the adjustment process during this difficult and awkward
time.

With a thorough understanding of the manner in which cultural values affect language,
education, and the wond of work, vocational and ESOL educators may respond
knowledgeably and sensitively to LEP students' needs. With such knowledge, vocational
and F.SOL teachers, educators, employers, and other service providers of LEP
populations can successfully assist during cultural adjustment arid play a major role in
assisting LEP individuals to become self-sufficient in America and eventually to become
functioning and productive members of society.

8( urge: Nancy Lee Lucas, "Cultural Adjustment°, jmmigrant Workers and the
s_ ca_ltork

1985.
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AMERICAN CULTURAL ASPECTS IN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: A SNAPSHOT

FOR TEACHING LEP ADULTS

Although it is important for teachers to be familiar with the specific culturalcharacteristics of LEP adult students, it is equally important to identify and teach thecultural values of the American "world of work". The following list outlines nallentfeatures of the American work force for special consideration in the vocational orvocational ESOL classroom. These particular features contrast sharply with the culturalvalues of many of the LEP adult learners of English in vocational training programs, andtherefore, need to be directly and deliberately taught.

In the Voce Hanel Classic=

Importance of
1, asking questions.
2. asking for clarification, repetition, simplification or a slower speed whencommunicating in English.
3. possible open/informal relationships with vocational instructors andparaprofessionals.
4. accepting informality of vocational instructors.5. advising instructor of absence, even for a few minutes.6. competitive spirit in the vocational classroom.7 understanding public displays of emotion are usually unacceptable.8. understanding the equality of sexes in the vocational classroom.9. speaking up when a clearly unfair situation has occurred.10. understanding that the vocational advisor/counselor and teacher is simply toadvise and not command.

During the Job interview

Importance of
1. directness and Informality in speech.2. clear, firm responses to interview questions.
3. asking the perspective employer appropriate, planned questions.4, shaking hands firmly when appropriate.5. going to the job intemiew alone.
6. direct eye-to- eye contact.

dtliftilladsplace

Importance of
1. time/time clock.
2., notification of absence.
3. "surface" relationships ("small talk").4. efficient and quick work.
5. eye-to-eye contact.
6. taking good care of property on work site.
7. asking employer appropriate, important questions.8. speaking up when a clearly unfair situation has occurred.9. maintaining good health and hygiene.
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4. ESOL METHODS AND APPROACHES:
WHAT WORKS BEST WITH VOCATIONAL CONTENT

Distinct ESOL methodologies in the past decade have given way to a new, truly eclectic
perspective toward second language teaching and learning. Observing a trained,
effective ESOL teacher in action, one notes that methods are in a constant state of flux,
used for one activity, traded for another in the next. Based on over three decades of
research, TESOL professionals have learned that many different methods,
integrated or used interchangeably, all work effectively to expedite the
process of second language acquisition.

Many of the ESOL methods, traditionally used at the elementary level because of the
experimental "hands-on" approach, are now being "discovered" and adopted by ESOL
teachers of older students. These approaches for young children are exactly what ESOL
teachers of adult learners of English have found to be most effective.

Following is a brief summary of the most prevalent ESOL instructional methods of the
day. Used in an eclectic and integrated fashion, these :!pproaches are especially effectivewhen used in teaching vocational content to adult learners of English. The
methods, definitions and examples that follow reflect clear integration and overlapping
of effective methods for teaching vocational content.

1 ) METHOD:
Audiolingual Method

DESCRIPTION:
Learner repeats patterns until able to produce them spontaneously.

F)(AMPLE:
Substitution Drill: Hand me the ball peen hammer.

Hand me the chisel.
Hand me the flat nosed pliers.

2 ) MET)-10D:

Communicative Approach

DESCRIPTION:
Learners use authentic materials to negotiate meaning with fellow learners; the
goal is to communicate.

EXAMPLE:
A small group of students Jointly answer questions related to a Crash Estimating
Guide in the Auto Body shop.

3 ) METHOD:
Cooperative Learning Approach

DESCRIPTION:
Learners participate in heterogeneous groups of two to six to work through and
complete a shared learning activity. Learners do most of the talking and
interacting. Teacher sets up situations and remains silent.

17,4
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EXAMPLE:
A group of Cosmetology students, each with different home languages and some:tiva npoakers of English, place flashcards which have the steps for "Giving aShampoe ;n correct order.

4 ) METHOD:
Dirt:i Method

DE:i3C.PT!ON:
Lear "Is perceive meaning directly with use of visual aids and pantomime; notro A'ation is used.

4MPLE:
t- Horticulture class, parts of the tractor engine are placed in several LEPitudents' hands. Each musydentity the name of the part before returning it tothe instructor.

(1 METHOD:
4 M a t

DESCRIPTION:
Learners are taught by participating in activities that match particular learningstyles. "Do", "sae", listen" and "read" activities are all used in instruction.

EXAMPLE:
Names of selected tools are introduced in the Auto Mechanics classroom. Somestudents hold the tools and others point to them as they are identified. The namesof the tools are on a poster with corresponding illustrations. A Language Mastercard has the names taped to provide for listening/speaking practice.

6 ) METHOD:
Integrated Approach

DESCRIPTION:
Learners acquire language within a thematic unit that includes learning activitiesusing several content areas and language skills.

EXAMPLE:
In a Clothing Construction class, students learn the following in a unit entitled:"Dressing for the Job":

1 ) Appropriate dress for the job interview.
(includes American culture aspects, listening/speaking skills)

2 ) Appropriate care of the clothing.
(includes listening/speaking skills, reading of labels and directions).

3 ) Steps to sewing clothing for the job.
(includes listening comprehension skills, reading patterns and
directions)

I ;
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7 METHOD:
Language Experience Approach

DESCRIPTION:
Learners experience, discuss, write, read and share the same experience.

EXAMPLE:
In a Machine Trades class, students learn how to operate a drill press. To review:
1 )

2

The students pair up and "interview" each other. Each asks the other"How do you operate the drill press?" The teacher Indicates that at least3 new vocabulary words or terms must be used and underlined in each"article".

Each student writes exactly what the other says and underlines the newwords.

3 ) Each student then reads his/her own words, changes or deletes if desired,and adds a title.

4 ) Each student then checks the understanding of the new terminology usedby the other student by asking for a definition or description for each newwork or phrase.

5 ) If the students know the meaning of the new terms, they can then beunderlined twice.

6 ) Each student is given his/her own "article" and keeps it in a journaland/or notebook to use tor review of processes and/or new technicalterminology.

8 ) METHOD:
Sheltered English Instruction

DESCRIPTION:
Learners study the content area with English as the medium of instruction, notthe object of study; action-oriented; props, visuals, media and body languageused.

EXAMPLE
Students actively practice cutting meat in a Food Production lab. Pantomime,videos and posters are used to reinforce proper body movements and satety.

9 ) METHOD:
Total Physical Response

DESCRIPTION:
Learners begin acquiring listening comprehension skills first: act out teacherscommands.

EXAMPLE:
A Cabinetmaking instructor asks a student to turn on the surfacer/planer. The
teacher then asks the student to set the machine up for cutting a rixe board.



1 0 ) METHOD..

Transitional Bilingual Instruction (Horne Language Support)

DESCRIPTION:
Learners use the home language when necessary while learning the second
language.

EXAMPLE:
In a Typing class, the bilingual teacher aide describes the steps and practical uses
for correctly setting a tab using the home language of the LEP students.

1 1 ) METHOD:
Whole Language Approach

DESCRIPTION:
Learners acquire languadb that focuses on communication and expression of
meaning rather than form using real-life materials and/or realia. This
approach is Wobal in perspective.

EXAMPLE:
In an Electronics class, a student is asked to name the parts of a starting circuit
for a series D motor. The student points to the resistance coils and says, "This
are coils de resistance". The teacher accepts this answer and praises the student
for being able to identify the part.
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5. COLLABORATING WITH THE VOCATIONAL
TEACHER

HINTS FOR ADULT ESOL TEACHERS

1. Make frequent vocational classroom visits with the approval of
the instructor.

2. Keep in mind that the vocational instructor is a technician, an
expert in his/her field.

3. Begin visiting those vocational instructors who are already
cooperative (especially if the job market is reasonably good in
that area).

4. Assist in placing LEP's into vocational classrooms SLOWLY and
in small numbers. Make sure those placed in the classrooms
are motivated (probably those with immediate vocational goals
are most appropriate).

5. Use the cassette recorder frequently in the vocational
classroom with the approval of the instructor.

6. Coordinate what is taught in the VESOL classroom with the
vocational instructor.

7. Consider the vocational instructes input about VESOL
curriculum and content. He/she can provide invaluable
direction.

8. Jointly evaluate LEP student progress in both language and
vocational skills.

9. Ask the vocational instructor to review whatever
commercially-made or teacher-made materials you plan to use
in the VESOL class. The instructor will indicate priority
information.



10. Attempt to reach individual vocational instructors first. Thenarrange to present yourself at staff meetings and facultymeetings.

11.. Learn as much of the various vocational terminologies aspossible for use when visiting vocational instructors.

12. Avoid telling the instructor what you plan to teach in theVESOL class. Ask what the LEP students need to learn.

13. If avaHable, provide whatever home language materials areneeded and requested.

14. Negotiate with the vocational instructors for the use ofalternative teaching/testing strategies in the vocationalclass.

15. Share audio-visuals with vocational instructors if requested.
16. When providing the vocational instructor with supplementalinstructional materials for the LEP, explain and/ordemonstrate the most effective utilization of materials.
17. Hold firmly to linguistic principles and your languagebackground and experience, should questions arise concerningaspects °of second language acquisition.

18. Keep an open line of communication with the vocational;nstructor. Cooperation and collaboration will lead toeffective VESOL !nstruction,
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QUESTIONS TO ASK THE VOCATIONAL TEACHER

We all agree that it is necessary and desirable for VESOL staff
members to establish a good working relationship with vocational
instructors. How smoothly this runs will depend upon the particular
arrangement of the respective programs, and the institution and
personalities involved.

Coordination is particularly important in developing VESOL
curriculum and adapting vocational materials. It generally falls to
the VESOL staff as initiators of a "new" program, to take the lead in
making specific requests for the types of information needed to
assist the LEP students. After exchanging general descriptions of
your program, students to be served, and the aspects of vocational
course, you need to get down to specific points. The following list
presents some key questions which might help you identify the
vocational content and the related language to be learned.

1. What must the student be able to do after successfully
completing your course? What (level of) skills must he/she
demonstrate?

2. What (level of) math skills are required in your course?

3. What kinds of tests or other evaluations are done and how
often are they done?

4. May I have a copy of your course outline or syllabus? Would
you go over it with me?

5. What materials or textbooks are used?

6. What major content areas are taught, in what order, at what
pace?

7. Do you go through this text chapter-by-chapter or do you skip
around? (Again the order of content areas.)

6. Could you give me an idea of how closely you follow the test,
and what you expect your students to be able to do with it?



9. About how much time do you spend on each chapter or major
topic? (Again the pace of ',!le course.)

10. How can \ I tell what is most important for the students tolearnU -Would you select for me 10 of the most important
conceOs in each unit/chapter?

11. How are classroom lectures and hand-on activities scheduled?

12. What kind of homework assignments do you give, and howoften?

13 What other supplementary written material do you use ( e.g.,lists of tools, processes, machine parts, safety rules)? May Ihave copies?

14. What supplementary audio-visual aids do you use?

15. May I sit in on your class now and then, to get an idea of howyou structure it, what kinds of activities you have thestudents do, and what kind of language you use?

16. Could we get together periodically to talk over things like
eventual changes in the course outline, progress of the LEP
students, and problems you see them having?

ol.

Source: Jeanne Lopez-Valadez. Bilingual Vocational Education
Project. Arlington, Illinois, 1981.
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VOCATIONAL/VESOL INSTRUCTOR
SAMPLE

VOCATIONAL PROGRAM: Food Production

COLLABORATION

WEEK OF:

VOCATIONAL OBJECTIVE: Knows ingredients and methods for making sauces, roux and stocks.

VOCATIONAL TASK
ANALYSIS

VOCATIONAL MATERIALS
TO BE USED

VOCATIONAL TEACHING
STRATEGIES TO BE USED

VOCATIONAL
EVALUATION

SAFETY
INFORMATION

1. Sauces
a. cream

Recipe cards Lecture Discussion Use of burners
and ovenb. veloute

c. brown

Roux

Student notes

Actual tools and
equipment i

Demonstration

Work; dets

Written
(short answer,
listing)

Oral identification
Stocks
a. chicken
b. beef

Filmstrip

Transparencies

4. Rice Pilaf HOME LANGUAGE
MATERIALS

5. Measurement
Conversions Aide assistance

Student notes

............._ aa....v..tet..1S2
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6. EFFECTIVE USE OF THE HOME LANGUAGE
IN THE VOCATIONAL CLASSROOM

Adult LEP students who are provided home language assistance and instructionduring vocational training tend to learn English and complete programs as quickly as
native speakers of English if the home language is used appropriately. Instruction in thehome language may be provided by a bilingual vocational teachers a bilingualteacher aide, and/or through use of vocational materials and information translated inthe home language. With whatever means are used to provide classroom assistance in thehome language, there are some areas of vocational Instruction that need notbe learned in English, but should be simply understood and conceptualizedto succeed in vocational classes. For this reason, the home language Is anappropriate vehicle for instruction in these areas. The following chart and examples
reflect how the home language of LEP students may be appropriately and effectively
utilized In the vocational classroom.

LI ONLY BEGIN 1:1 TARGET t2
INS FRUCTIONAL AMA (Home Language) (English)

Course objectives/goals X

Names tools and equipment X

Safety concepts X

Safety signs/warnings X X

Processes X X

Explanations of concepts X

Informal counseling function X

Explanations of American culture X

Liaison between teachers and
school X

Introduction of new material X X

Evaluation of material understood X X
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The following are examples of vocational information and in which
language these topics can be most effActively taught.

Key: L1 an Ho 3 Language; L2 NI English

I. Introducing a unit on "How to Wax a Floor". (L')

2. Identifying types of clamps. (L2)

3. Explaining the importance of punctuality. (L1)

4. Explaining why the chuck should not be tightened. (L1)

5. Explaining that the chuck should not be tightened. (L1->L2)

6. Identifying procedures for "How to Use a Drill Press". (L1-A2)

7. Explaining importance of eye-to-eye contact. (L1)

8. Identifying types of vacuum cleaners. (L2)

9. Explaining how to get aid from a social program. (L1)

10. Explaining the overall objective of Electronics class. (L1)

Adapted from:
Ejanning,ilmjanctuag1Sanganajartl, Austin,
Texas: Consortium C, Education Service Center IV,
1977
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TEAMING WITH THE BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TEACHER AIDE

COLLABORATION TECHNIQUES

When a bilingual vocational teacher aide is utilized in the vocationaland/or vocational ESOL classroom, use of the followingcollaboration techniques will provide maximum support in the homelanguage for LEP adults:

The Bilingual Teacher Aide can:

share important cultural aspects of LEP vocational students with instructorswhen necessary.

provide input to LEP vocational students on cultural aspects of American society,safety information and other important information by way of oral translation,hand-outs or tape recordings in the home language.

facilitate learning by knowing and presenting the objectives, the goals and theexpectations of the lessons in the home language.

report feedback as to the progress of LEP students to vocational ESOL and/orvocational instructors (ex., skill area(s) the students may have trouble:listening, speaking, reading, writing, problems with time allotted for practiceand review in the classroom).

serve as a model for student action in the following areas: appearance, attenrianceand punctuality, attitude, speech, knowledge, general conduct and self-disi Aine.
work with the vocational instrjctor to understand lesson plans, objectives,teaching methodologies, and various areas of the vocational curriculum to betterprovide needed support in the home language.

assist in strengthening school and community relations by effectivelycommunicating with families of LEP students in the home language.

assist teachers in identifying and adapting vocational instructional materials forLEP students.
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EFFECTIVE USE OF THE HOME LANGUAGE IN VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION

TEAM ORGANIZATION

The vocational teacher. vocational ESOL teacher and/or bilingual vocational teacher aide canprovide coordinated and integrated instruction to enhance learning for adult LEP vocationalstudents. The following flow chart reflects examples of such coordinated efforts:

VESOL Teacher

Supplemental VESOL
Instruction

(language emphasis)

Grammar
Pronunciation
Reading
Writing
Listening Comprehension
Conversation (dia;ogues)
Cultural Information

s ?

Bilingual Vocational
Teachew Aide

Supplemental Vocational
Instruction
(vocational & cultural
emphasis in home
language)

Flashcards
Language Master Cards
Transparencies
Worksheets
Cassette Tapes
Posters/charts
Slides

Definitions
Safety Information
Concepts
Directions/Procedures
Introductions
Assessment
Cultural Information

lbs



7. EVALUATING VOCATIONAL MATERIALS

VOCATIONAL MATERIALS EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Evaluate the accessibility of vocational materials for LEP students by completing thisform. CIVe your choice.

HARDLII

DOES THE TEXT UTILIZE:

SOMETIMES OFTEN CONSISTENTLY

Sr,iterce 1. Short sentences? 3 4Structure 2. Limited number of multi-
clause sentences? 1. 2 3 4

3. Simple Verb tenses? 1 2 3 4

Vocabulary 4. Commonly used
terminology? 1 2 3 4

5. Consistent use of
terminology? 1 2 3 46. Avoid slang/idiv a 1 2 3 47. Key terms defined? 1 2 3 4

Content/ 8. Logical order of
Organization presentation? 1 2 3 4

9. Examples and/or
applications of concepts? 1 2 3 410. Free of unnwAssary
details? 1 2 3 4

11. Preview and reviews
sections? 1 2 3 412. Activities for
practice? 1 2 3 4

Physical
Appearance

13. Informative
illustrations, charts,
photos, etc.? 1 2 3 4

14. HeadIngs/subheadings? 1 2 3 4
15. HighlighIng? 1 2 3 4
16. Clearly readable print? 1 2 3 4
17. Enough open space on

the page? 1 2 3 4

Bias 18. Multiethnic/multi-
cultural representation? 1 2 3 4

19. Free of cultural
stereotyping? 1 2 3 4

20. Multicultural
earning activities? 1 2 3 4
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THE CLOZE MCI-MOUE

The doze technique was developed by John Bormuth and is described in the article `The Cloze
Readability Procedure' (Elementary English, April, 1968: 429-436). The doze technique
serves as a quick method of estimating whether students can read the printed material to be
used in the vocational classroom. The doze technique makes it rrrich easier for you to make
reasonable estimates of readability levels of vocational instructional materials for LEP
students.

The Modified Technique:

Select a representative passage from the printed vocational material you wish to use. The
passage should be about 250 words in length.

1. Leave the first sentence of the selected passage as is,
2. Delete every seventh word in the remainder of the passage.
3. Place a blank line in the space where each word is deleted.
4. Have student read the passage and fill in the blanks.
5. If students can successfully fill in 60% of the blanks with appropriate words, it is

reasonable to assume that they understand what they are reading.

CHILD CARE CLOZE TEST
SAMPLE

Most parents-to-be wonder whether they will be able to take good care of their child.
Considering all the different ideas about and parenting they have
probably heard, is no wonder. Even the most
mothers and fathers worry about doing right thing.

While they are waiting the baby to be born is good
time for expectant parents to more about children and parenting.
Books articles can provide current infornution. Family
and friends with children can offer about what worked for them
and problems to watch out for.

A should discuss their ideas about parenting
with each other before the baby born. Of course, they cannot

plan they will do in every possible . And as they
become experienced at some of their early ideas may

. But by agreeing ahead of general philosophies of
avoid conflict later on.raising children, they

Much has written about the problems a new
can cause in a family with children. However, much depends on
the of the family their attitudes and relationships.
who feel loved and accepted are less likely to react negatively to a new baby. But it is normal
for any young child to react with at least some feelings of jealousy or confusion.

Source: Is : Ile I. .10 I. :0 . a
Glencoe Publishing Company, 1988.
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8. ADAPTING VOCATIONAL CONTENT MATERIALS
FOR ADULT LEP STUDENTS

TIPS FOR TEACHERS

One difficulty language minority students who are enrolled in vocational educationclasses often experience is a lack of accessibility to the texts, manuals and other
instructional materials provided in the classroom for learning the content. Vocationalteachers use specialized language that is not easily understood by others outside the field,even by those whose home language is English. In sharp contrast, LEP studentsfrequently have not yet acquired complete fluency in basic survival vocabulary andEnglish language skills when they enroll in vocational training courses.

How can the knowledge and concepts taught in vocational or vocational ESOL classes bemodified or presented in different ways to subcessfully reach LEP students? First, theselected portion of text must be evaluated. This may be done in a brief, butcomprehensive manner by checking the characteristics of the sentence structure,vocabulary, content, organization, physical appearance and possible cultural bias in theselected lesson. The checklist at the end of this section may be used as an effective toolfor text and content evaluation.

As a result of completing the text evaluation, modifications most needed will beidentified. When choosing which adaptations to make, consider the levels of homelanguage literacy and English proficiency the students demonstrate. For lower leveland non-schooled students, translate key concepts, orally for non-schooled youthand written for those with literacy skills in the home language. Surround the studentwith "mane, or as many of the actual objects that are discussed and included in thevocational and/or ESOL lessons as possible. Ask for demonstration of competencies,
concepts and knowledge acquired when appropriate. Add visuals and illustrations toestablish meaning. Use multiple forms of media to present vocational information. Alsoit is important to be alert to how questions are formed when addressing LEP studentswith lower proficiency levels. Ask yes/no, either/cr, or wk questions when possible.

For LEP students who are more proficient in English, make a outline, write asummary, use short, simple sentences and use &mole, active verb forms as much aspossible. Delete unnecessary detail, simplify vocabulary and change narratives to lists.LEP students who are at higher levels of English proficiency still greatly benefit and
learn more content when modification techniques especially appropriate for lower level
students continue to be used.

By adapting and using modified vocational materials to meet both the employability and
language needs of LEP students, the vocational and/or vocational ESOL teacher will playan integral part in assisting their students in successfully learning English and avocational skill.

L i
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VOCATIONAL TEXT MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES CORRELATED
WITH LEVELS OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

FOR LOW LEVEL STUDENTS

translate key concepts (oral and written)

provide "realia"

ask for demonstration(s)

add visuals and illustrations

use yes/no, either/or, and wh- questions (see Questioning
Techniques Chart)

presont same information using multiple media techniques

FOR INTERMEDIATE/HIGH LEVEL STUDENTS

make an outline

write a summary

use short, simple sentences

use simple verb constructions

use active verb constructions

simplify vocabulary

change narratives to lists

highlight important points



"Th

EFFECTIVE VESOL INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

QUESTIOP NG TECHMQUES

r*"'N

Questions are suggested for the vocational ESOL teacher to elicit responses from the emplest to the more complex from LEP vocational students. Thequestions locus upon literal, Interpretative and critical thinking levels utilizing vocational content. This chart illust-ales the art of questbning Indeveloping English language skills.

111/ P4 111 IA
CI 71 L OA Ai

:
I : It : :

# I % I I . I #

TARECTIVE Point io the
micrometer.

Point to where the
chuck Is turned,

Point to the tool
you think should
be used now.

Non-Verbal

YES-NO Are two drill
presses in
the shop?

Will Miguel use the
steel hammer on the

Do you think dogs
should touch chips?

Yes-No

EITHER-OR Are the tap handles
hand or measuring
tools?

Do you turn the chuck
to the right or left?

Do you think Miguel
will discard tool
bits or chips?

One Word

WH. What I. deburrIng? When do you think a
clamp Is used?

When do you think
the operating machines
are dangerous?

Phrase or
Sentenoe



ADAPTING VOCATIONAL CONTENT MATERIALS

SAMPLE MODIFICATIONS

1. ADD VISUALS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

artinal

The projecting part of the ear is known as the pinna, or the
auricle.

Adapted

pinna
or

auricle

2. MAKE AN OUTLINE

Skiainal

The rule for connecting a voltmeter- should always be followed
to avoid an incorrect reading of the meter: a voltmeter is
always connected in parallel. It is placed across a voltage
source or across a resistor.

Adapted

I. Connecting a voltmeter

a. Follow the rule.
b. Avoid an incorrect reading of the meter.
c. Always connect in parallel.
d. Place across voltage source.
e. Or place across a resistor.

15



.. 3. DEVELOP A VOCABULARY/DEFINITION/EXAMPLE LIST

Otainal

Aspirin is primarily a analgesic drug. An analgesic is a drug
that relieves pain without dulling consciousness. An antibioticis an antibacterial substance that is produced by a living
organism and is administered to fight bacterial infections inthe body. Probably the best known of these drugs are the
penicillins and the mycins, which have proved to be moreeffective than penicillins in many cases.

Adapted

yocabulary Definition example

1. analgesic relieves pain without aspirin
dulling consciousness

2. antibiotic fights bacterial infections penicillins,
mycins

4. CHANGE NARRATIVES TO LISTS

Original

Although the terms "growth" and "development" are often used
to mean the same thing, there is a difference. Growth refers
to measurable change in size. Development refers to anincrease in physical, emotional, social or intellectual skills.Growth and development are both rapid during the first year.

Adapted

1. "Growth" is measurable change in size.
2. "Growth" is rapid during the first year.
3. "Development" is increase in physical, emotional, socialor intellectual

skills.
4. vDc:ftsiopment" is rapid during the first year.
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5. USE SIMPLE AND ACTIVE VERB CONSTRUCTIONS

Original

If, however, the humidity is found to be Ism, a great deal of
evaporation is likely ti) ocur, accompanied by considerable
cooling, and the wet bulb willlascuitaerfEl depressed.

Adapted

If the humidity is low, evaporation occurs. Cooling also
occurs. The wet bulb is depressed.

6. SIMPLIFY VOCABULARY

Original AdApted
... are referred to as ... are called
function work
adjust change

7. DELETE UNNECESSARY DETAILS

ariginal

Our modern theory of atomic structure is based upon Dalton's
concepts, which have withstocd the test of time because they
have explained many observed phenomena in nature.

Adapted

The theory of atomic structure is based on Dalton's concepts.

I 97
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APPROPRIATE USE OF AUDIO-VISUALS
FOR VESOL INSTRUCTION

Audio-visuals traditionally used in academic classrooms areespecially effective in vocational classrooms when used to presentcontent information in several different ways. The following audio-visual materials and equipment can be used to reinforce newlanguage and address the various learning styles of LEP adultstudents in vocational training programs.

USES FOR:

NEWSPR1NT/POSTERS

1. Illustrations
2. Vocabulary lists (home language)
3. Forms
4. Procedures (home language)
5. Dialogues
6. Safety information (home language)
7. Measurement charts

FLASHCARDS

1. Illustrations
2. Vocabulary items (tools/equipment, verbs)
3. Procedures (to place in logical order)
4. Safety information (home language)
5. Questions and answers (for matching)
6. Dialogues (to place in logical order)
7. Labels

TRANSPARENCIES

1. Vocabulary items
2. Illustrations
3. Procedures
4. Forms



LANGUAGE MASTER RECORDER

1. Vocabulary items
2. Illustrations
3. Questions and answers (for matching)
4. Dialogues
5. Procedures (to place in logical order)

CASSETTE RECORDER

1. Classroom lectures/explanations
2. Safety information (home language)
3. Course introduction, goals and objectives (home language)
4. Vocabulary items (correlated with worksheets)

.5. Procedures (home language)
6. Cultural information - at work, during the job interview, in the

vocational classroom (home language)

SLIDES

1. Bingo
2. Concentration
3. 'ocabulary items (home language)
4. Illustrations
5. Procedures
6. Safety information

CHALKBOARD

1. Display of charts/posters/illustrations
2. Vocabulary items (home language)
3. Simple exercise (logical order, matching)



ADAPTING VOCATIONAL CONTENT MATERIALS
FOR LEARNERS OF ENGLISH

MODIFICATION CHECKUST

Use the modification techniques below to make vocational texts and other instructionalmaterials more accessihle for learners of English. Check each technique you are able touse.

Translate key concepts into student's home language.

Make an outline.

Write a summary.

Develop a vocabulary/definition/example llst.

_Add visuals and illustrations.

Provide "real' I (real objects being discussed).

Develop questions appropriate to the English proficiency level of the students(ask for demonstration, yes/no, either/or, wh- questions, how/why questions).

Use short, simple sentences.

Use simple verb constructions.

Use active verb constructions.

Add nouns where whey have been impliec, or replaced with pronouns.

Simplify vocabulary.

Standardize vocabulary. -

Change slang and idioms to simpler language.

Change narratives to list forms.

Change order to be logical.

_Delete unnecessary details.

Add supplementary written exercises (matching, fill-in-blank).

_Present same information using multiple forms of media (Language Master,
computer, typewriter, cassette recorder, transparency, flashcards, index cards,newsprint, chalkboard using colored chalk, film strips, slides, videos).

u
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9. ALTERNATIVE TESTING TECHNIQUES
USING VOCATIONAL CONTENT

Alternative testing techniques are important to use when assessing the vocational
knowledge and skills acquired by LEP vocational students. Formal assessment tests
often fall short of their intent. Content, item format and item bias can render such tests
inappropriate and even inaccurate for learners of English, especially those in vocational
training programs.

Informal assessment techniques, however, are designed to be easily incorporated
into classroom routines and learning activities that reflect the LEP student's
performance on particular skills or areas of interfist. Informal assessment strategies
that are somewhat difficult to score and evaluate but actively involve the students are
called unstructured. Assessments which are planned by the teacher more specifically
are structured assessments. In this type, *right* and "wrong* answers are clearly
delineated. The following testing techniques can be used to provide alternative and
appropriate means of assessing the knowledge and vocational skills gained by LEP
students.

UNSTRUCTURED

Writing Samples
Homework
Logs or Journals
Games
Debates
Discussion
Brainstorming
Story Re-Telling
Unstructured Oral Interviews
Observation

STRUCTURED

Checklists
Cloze Tests
Criterion-Referenced Tests
Rating Scales
Questionnaires
Structured Oral Interviews
Self-Evaluation Grids/Graphs
Dictation

j.
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10. DEVELOPING A VOCATIONAL ESOL LESSON

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN
SAMPtE

DATE

LEVEL MESTER/YEAR

COWEVE/CY Cabinetmaking Understand and rise the names of parts and basic procedures for a surfacer/planer

Cultural focus: Convey to students that tools/machinery
are very powerful and can be dangerous.
Also emphasize that asking for clarification
is important, expected and encouraged.

Procedure: Label, orally Idenfify, practice surfacer-
planer parts/procedures (worksheets,
demonstration, oral identification).
Substitute learned procedures with new
terminology; practice (Vocabulary
Expansion Worksheet, demonstration).
Use new language skills In meaningful
communication for the Job (Conversation
Practice Worksheet).

TEXT/MATERIALS: Surfacer/planer
Teacher-made/textbook-adapted worksheets
Cabinetmakinct text
'Labels to place on actual machine parts

Structural Focus:

EVAWATION:

-adjective + noun (planer
parts)

,commands (procedures)
asks/responds to simple
wh-questions (employer/
employee dialogue)

Students identify surfacer-
planer parts and procedures
through oral practice and
writing.
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CABINETMAKING
IDENTIFICATION OF PLANER (SURFACER) PARTS

LISTEN TO THE PARTS OF 11-1E MACHINE AND REPEAT.

FEED ROLL ADJUSTMENTS CHIP GAs!ARD PRESSURE BAR ADJUSTMEM

SAFETY PUSH
BUTTON MAGNETIC

CONTROLS
atit

.4*

DEPTH OF CUT
GAGE

agrut HEAD
MOTOR

FEED MOTOR
HOUSING COVER

VARIABLE SPEED
iEED ROLL CONTROL

-
AL

-a

6

/1

TABLE 11:0 &
UPPER WEDGE

BED IOU
ADJUSTMENT

LOWER vitto

HANDWHEEL LOCK

ELEVAUNG
HANOWHES

WRITE THE NAMES OF THE PARTS.

jo *
m.

b,

2 ;)
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IABINETMAKING
i,r .,TIFICATION OF PLANER (SURFACER) PARTS

SPELLING/FILL IN THE BLANKS

Complete the spelling below:

1. c jp g_ar_ 6.

2. ma_nejc _ont_pl 7.

3. ha_dlo_ 8..01*

4. p_es_ur_ ar 9.

5. b s 10.

ho_s_ng c_v_r

b_d

Led adj_s_men_s

b_d rjl ad_ustment

c_tte_ h _d m_t_r

Fill in the blanks with the correct word(s).
Choose from the list on the right.

1. roll adjustment adjustment

2. cutter, motor bed

3. feed motor housing, head

4. adjustment lower

5. wedge roll

6. wedge upper

7. depth of_gage guard

8. chip cu t

magnetic

10. pressure bar cover

9. controls

2 5
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CABINETMAKING
IDENTIFICATION OF PLANER (SURFACER) PARTS

AND PhOCEDURES

DIRECTIONS: Identify each picture on the left by reading the
procedure on the right.

.

711111114711

gttYi

Turn off the machine.

Adjust the feed.

Adlust the cut.

Adjust the bed.



t CABINETMAKING
IDENTIFICATION OF PLANER (SURFACER) PARTS

AND PROCEDURES

VOCABULARY EXPANSION

Directions: Listen. Repeat. Respond appropriately to each new
procedure.

Adjust the depth of the cut.
Change
Switch

Push the button.
the off button.
the magnetic controls.

Turn off the
machine.

Raise the bed.
Lower
Adjust

Slow down the feed.
it down.
the feed down.

Speed up the feed.
it up.
the feed up.

Adjust .

Change .

Turn the hand wheel up.
down.

Would you ?
Will ?
Can ?
Could ?

_

Sure. Certainly. Of course. Right away.



(

CABINETMAKING
IDENTIFICATION OF PLANER (SURFACER) PARTS

AND PROCEDURES

CONVERSATION PRACTICE

EMPLOYER (boss): Adjust the feed.

EMPLOYEE (worker): How?

EMPLOYER: Slow it down.

EMPLOYEE: Where?

EMPLOYER: Change the feed control

EMPLOYEE: Slow or fast? .

EMPLOYER: Slow.

QUESTION&

1 . What is another word for adjust?

2. Does the boss want the employee to slow the machine down?

3. How does the employee slow the machine down?

4. What is another word for tun?

5. What is another word for 2.01Q421

FILL IN THE BLANKS:

the feed.

it down.

the feed__

-



11. RESOURCE LIBRAR1 OF VOCATIONAL
MATERIALS FOR LEP STUDENTS

AUTO MECHN4ICS

Gaines, James R.
masters. transparencies).
1980.

I IA I . 1 6 - I
Saint Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co.,

Taylor, Ellen and Charles Stewart. Practicing Occupational Reading SkillsAutomotive.
Random House, New York, 1982.

CARPENTRY

Educational Research Council of America. Carpentereal People At Work. St. Paul,
Minnesota: EMC Publishing, 1982.

McConnell, Robert D. WoodworkingTrees. Wood. and the Woodworkina Industry
isiuplicating masters. transparencies). St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken
Publishing Co., 1976.

McConnell, Robert D.
tansparincial. St. Louis, Missouri:

Stewart, Charles and Ellen Taylor.
Random House, New York, 1982.

CLERICAL

Milliken Pi lishing Co., 1976.

I.

Andujar, Maria D. and Jose L. Iglesias. Typing. Spanish Versiort. New York, New York:
Regents Publishing Company, Inc., 1977.

Caton, Joyce J. Word ProcessinaBusiness and Office Edisatiori (duplicating mastersiransparencies). St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co., 1980.

Feuille.Le Chevallier, Carolyn. Tele-VESL Business Telephone Skills (Cassette).
Hayward, California: The Alemany Press, 1983.

Gill, Marilyn and R. Jack Hacikyan. Baste= jnEnalb:::A_Lammunigatize_skias
Approach. New York, New York: Regents Publishing Company, Inc., 1980.

Meza, Barbara Steel de. 1: 6.1 a a. a. New York, NYP:
Regents Publishing Company, Inc. 1973.

Nieves, Enrique.
Western Publishing Company: Cincinnati, Ohio, 1982.

00 01 I 0::, 111.
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Sheff, Donald A. Evatacangllah. New York, New York: Regents Publishing Company,
inc., 1964.

CLOTHING PRODUCTION

Educational Research Council of America. 21 limakaLftelaoaALfisuis. Cleveland,
Ohio: Austin H. Kip linger, 1974.

Richey, Jim. Clothing LanguageA Survival Vocabulary. Hayward, California: James
Book Publishers, 1979.

COMETCLOGY

Collet% Anthony R. Do m otology 1Spanish_translationl. Broadway,
Publicaciones Keystone, 1975.

Educational Research Council of America. Beautician. Real Peoole At Work.
Ohio: Austin H. Kiplinger, 1974.

ELECTRICITY

New York:

Cleveland,

Institute of Modern Languages, Inc. Basic Electricity. Silver Spring, Maryland:
Institute of Modern Languages, Inc., 1975.

ELECTRONICS

Stewart, Charles and Ellen Taylor.
Random House, New York, 1982.

FOOD PRODUCTION

Educational Research Council of America.
Austin H. Kiplinger, 1974.

Richey, Jim.
Janus Book Publishers, 1978.

; :14

I.

Chef. RealPeopkig_ttgds. Cleveland, Ohio:

Hayward, California:

Richey, Jim. awaramarkellansgagg::A_EundylLyarajahlat. Hayward, California:
Janus Book Publishers, 1978.

Shenk, Carol. Measurements_in Cookinz Phoenix, New York: Richards Publishing
Company, Inc., 1983.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Hirschhorn, Howard H. fisidiaaLauide_jgnalistlganialt New York, New York:
Regents PUbli.,hing Company, 1968.
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Richey, Jim. Medical Language-A $urvival yocataulary. Hayward, California: JanusBook Publishers, 1980.

Taylor, Ellen and Charles Stewart.
Random House, New York, 1982.

HOUSEKEEPING

Educational Research Council of America. Executive Housekeeper_ Reat_People At WorkCleveland, Ohio: Austin H. Kip linger, 1974.

MACHINE TRADES

Alpers, Byron J. and Mitchell L. Afrow. Vocational Reading Skills Shoptalk. Metal andMach Inn. Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1978.

Stewart, Charles and Taylor, Ellen. PiaciIcIng_DralgaliginaLftading_Skinuaaranaabga. Random House, New York, 1982.

=LS

Ronan, William.
fihm_analionle_aafelyzAisingliajullagILLert 1 (duplicating masters,Iransparenciesi. St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co., 1975.

Ronan, William. 1100 :is 6.1111: -
a II :transparenciesl. St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co., 1975.

Ronan, William. Shop and Home Safety-Using Power Toots (duplicating masters,iransparencies).. St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co., 1975.

Wells, Russell D. Identification and Features of Tools-Drilling and Boring Tools
St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken

- I S - : 'I
Publishing Co., 1975.

Wells, Russell D. Identification and Features_ of Tools-Ddylng,,Zurning,,31jdnsulatSt. Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co., 1975.

Wells, Russell D. Identification and Features of Tools-Edae Cutting. Scraping.In s . . n .1 St. Louis, Missouri:Milliken Publishing Co., 1975.

Wells, Russell D.
abeaking,_sitydialgglas. St. Louis, Missouri: Milliken Publishing Co., 1975.

:.1 I . I = Is 11- . I 11 : : I.
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UPHOLSTERY

Educational Research Council of America. Eurnilum_MakfuJaeaL221411_ALyisuk.
Cleveland, Ohio: Austin H. Kip linger, 1974.

WELDING

West, Unda L We !din. Hayward, California: The Alemany Press, 1984.

CULTURE

Curt, Judith Nine. Non-Verbal Communication. Cambridge, Massachusetts: National
Assessment and Dissemination Center, 1976.

Curt, Judith Nine. naP
Cambridge, Massachusetts: National Assessment and Dissemination Center,
1976.

II 1 I

Davis, A. L. CultureClass. and Language Variety. Urbana, Illinois: National Council of
Teachers of English, 1973.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent Language. Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1973.

Saville-Troike, Muriel. Foundations for Teaching English _as a Second Language.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976.

Seelye, H. Ned. leaching Culture. Skokie, Illinois: National Textbook Company, 1981.

Snyder, Barbara. Cultural Encounters. Skokie, Illinois: National Textbook Company,
1979.

Spradley, James P. and Michael A. Rynkiewich. The Nacirema-Readings on American
Culture. Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown and Company, 1975.

DICTIONARIES

Dover Publications, Inc. LaralLanagnIencalictonsayanpoken Endt. New Yodt,
New York, 1958.

Indiana University, Creole Institute. hi
Volume I. Bloomington, Indiana, 1981.

- I.

Indiana University, Creole institute. ElaillarLfents212=EngliabLEsnah..121sdionazy..
Molumal. Bloomington, Indiana, 1981.



Malgorn, Guy. QjggjoarkLagnicg_jmasasaaggi. Magailones, 25, Madrid, Spain:
Paraninfo, S.A., 1977.
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41/4 A GUIDE TO TEACHING ESOL CITIZENSHIP,
KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY, AND AMNESTY

INTRODUCTION

The reason for this section of the Guide is to help YOU, thenovice, as well as the experienced adult ESCL instructor,understand: a) your students and the unique experiences theybring to the class, b) the subject to be taught, and c) how tointegrate these into a successful second language experience.At the end of this section you will find several references onthe topic of content-area language instruction, teachingmethodologies and techniques, social studies instruction andadult ESOL. You will find sample lesson plans (see AttachmentA), a blank lesson plan sheet (see Attachment B) and studentcompetency check sheets (see Attachment C) for your use.

This section of the Guide will provide you with facts about allthese areas as well as information on how to go about teachingthe subject matter at hand in a realistic and effective manner.The key to successfully teaching ESOL is really based on knowingwho, what and how, while simultaneously recognizing thateveryday occurrences (a) among your students, (b) in yourclassroom and (c) the community around you, directly andindirectly influence on what you are doing. Flexibility as wellas ongoing evaluation and assessment will go a long way inassisting you ta meet the goals and objectives set for both you -and your students.

"Who are my students? What are their backgrounds?" Allstudents with whom you will be working with have at least onething in common; that is, they were born outside the UnitedStates. During vur tenure in teaching adult ESOL you willprobably have the opportunity to teach students from nearly allthe countries around the world, from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe andall the others in between. They wilr also, in all likelihood,speak a language other than English as their native or firstlanguage. In some cases you might even find yourself teachingstudents whose native countries have English as the formallanguage along with local dialects these students who need tomatch or enhance their form of English with the form of Englishspoken in the United States. Beyond these two facts,similarities or commonalities shared by the group as a whole arefew. The level of educational experiences they bring to classwill range from having no formal education to having postgraduate degrees. Their levels of language proficiency willalso be marked by contrast rather than homogeneity. By this wemean one student may be able to speak everyday English with someor even apparent c''ent proficiency, pronunciation or acceataside, while at t, same time having little or no reading orwriting ability whatsoever. The opposite is also possible withvarious combinations and degrees of proficiency making up themiddle ranges of the continuum of proficiency.



The placement aspects of the program shoul.. mediate some of this
variation but, as with all teaching, you don't always get the
most homogeneous of groupings. This is where knowing your
students and their backgrounds becomes more significant.
Finally, they wili come to you with varying experiences in the
areas of civics, government and the law.

This, as it relates to the area to be taught, is of critical
importance and relevance to you, the instructor. Therefore, it
behooves each of you to try to learn something about not only
who your students are, but also, where they come from and what
their political system is like in comparison to that of the
United States. This information will enable you to adapt your
teaching focus to the erperiences and understanding of your
students. It will also help to explain why they might react in
ways other than those you anticipate.

"What will I be teaching? Is it English or Citizenship? What
about history, government and the law? Isn't HSOL just the
teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages?" As you are
now aware, the entire ESOL program is founded on a competency-
based curriculum and entails a checklist of competencies for
each instructional area to be taught with suggestions as to
which skills or modalities to be emphasized. These include a)
listening (L), b) speaking (S), c) reading (R), and/or d) writ-
ing (W). This section of the Guide is for the area entitled
Knowledge of Our Country, an area that includes citizenship,
history, government and the law. As to whether or not the area
in question is part of ESOL, it needs to be pointed out that
learning a language in isolation results in learning nothing
more than symbols and sounds, an exercise without focus.
Neither this nor any of the other ten areas that make up the
instructional areas centers on grammar or what some might
consider the traditional focus of ESOL. The emphasis is rather
on attaining the outlined competencies and developing as well as
enhancing the students ability to communicate through all of the
skills mentioned above. That is not to suggest that grammar has
no place in the program, rather that it is part of the whole and
not the whole itself. It is integrated in the subject matter as
part of the structural focus of the lesson as well as that of
the cultural focus.

"How do I teach ESOL Citizenship or the section of the
curriculum known as Knowledge of Our Country? Isn't it
something more suited to a teacher trained in methods of social
studies?" The substance of the remainder of this section of the
Guide provides the answer to your first question. As to the
second question, the answer is, not really. It takes someone
who has an awareness of (a) good teaching techniques, (b)
methods of content-area language instruction, and (c) knowledge
of what to teach in tandem with to whom to teach. The first
.won't change much as you go along. As good teachers you do this
all the time, that is expanding your teaching technique
repertoire.
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The second we'll work crs in this Guide and you'll be providedwith further resources to draw upon as you go along in yourteaching. As to the third, each time you get a new student youwill be assessing, observing and evaluating what they know,don't know, need to know and on what you can build. Few, ifany, of your students will come to you as examples of Rousseau';classic "tabula rasa." They are not blank slates. Rather, theyare individuals who come to you with rich backgrounds andexperiences which you will utilize, and build and expand upon tohelp them on their individual roads to bec.iming active membersof their new societies.

Ca ENT ESOL FOR CITIZENSHIP, KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY ANDAMN,.0TY

Population Background
The students who come to you are often newcomers to the UnitedStates. They may have come to the United States as legalimmigrants under the Immigration and Nationality Act and itsamendments, as refugees or they may hold other recognizedimmigration status such as asyleas, public interest orhumanitarian parolees (under the Refugee Act of 3980 and itsamendments). Since 1959, nearly 900,000 Cuban refugees havecome into Florida with nearly 85% staying in the state. In 1980alone over 125,000 Cubans, known as Mariel Cubans or Marielitosfrom the Cuban port from which they embarked, came in a fourmonth period as part of the Freedom Flotilla. During this sameperiod between 30,000 and 40,000 Haitians arrived and were givenrecognized immigration status. Between 1975 and 1991 over200,000 legal refugees have cc to Florida from over 40countries.

Other newcomers may be here as tourists, foreign students,business persons, migrant workers, or spouses, siblings orchildren of all of the above. They may also be H-274. workers(temporary agricultural workers brought in for specific periodsof time to work specific occupations for specific employers--such as the sugar cane industry). Others may have been here formany years but for a variety of reasons they have maintained arelative ir tion that has kept them apart from the mainstreamcommunity At surrounds them.

All of the newcomers listed above could be part of this scenariobut they could in fact be individuals who as a result of meetingcriteria set forth in the Immigration Reform and Control Act of1986 (IRCA) have been granted amnesty for having entered orremained in the United States illegally. IRCA brought sweepingchanges to the entire employment landscape of this county, andto the area of immigration. It was discussed, debated andmodified in Congress for nearly a decade (1979-1986). Itsultimate passage brought forth ehanges that have had an impactln every single one of us, not least of all the foreign bornindividuals who benefitted from some of its provisions.

s.
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As a result of IRCA each American, or, for that matter anyone
seeking employment in this country must complete the Immigration
Natvralization Service (INS) form 1-9 whenever they are hired in
a new job. It requires each of us to prove we have the legal
right to work in this country. For American citi.ens, this
means showing our social security card, passport, birth
certificate or other legally sanctioned identification document.
The foreign born must have an INS issued Employment
Authorization Document (EAD), either a valid I-688A, I-688B or
another INS approved document such as an 1-94 with work
authorization stamped on it.

AMNESTY/LEGALIZATION

Foreigners living in the United States who were able to adjust
their residency status and were given "amnesty" or allowed f.o go
through the "legalization" process because of IRCA fell inf., two
categories. /n Florida, a total of 161,589 applicants (US
Department of Health and Human Services, March 29, 1990) fell
into these categories. Nationally the number came to nearly 3
million. California, Texas, New York, Florida, Illinois,
Arizona, New Jersey, Washington, New Mexico and Oregon account
for 91.9 percent of all Eligible Legalized Aliens (ELAs)
applicants in the United States.

Categorics
The amnesty/legalization categories were: (a) individuals who
were in the United States illegally prior to aanuary 1, 1982 and
met other criteria for admissibility as immigrants (aka: Pre-
82s, 245As or ELAs) or (b) individuals who were employed in
special agricultural work for specified periods of time prior to
1987, and who consequently qualified for legal adjustment of
their residency status (aka: SAWs or 210s). A third group was
authorized by the law but never processed. These were the
replenishment agricultural workers (aka: RAWs or 210As). To
date, there has been no need determified 'for RAWs and none have
been processed. As a result these individuals only retain
their receipt of registration (the INS postcard form 1-803) and
as such have none of the rights of ELAs and SAWs.

Both of the first two categories of individuals have been
required to go through several stag3s prior to attaining
permanent resident alien status which is signified by the
acquisition of the INS issued "Green Card"--a plastic coated
picture ID card which isn't really green anymore but is either
white with faint blue wavy stripes ur the newer version which
have faint rose wavy stripes. Both the blue and rose versions
carry the INS document form number I-551. Earlier versions of
the card were in fact typified by hues of green with wavy
stripes and carried the INS document form number I-151.
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Processes for Residency
The processes differed somewhat for the two groups, but both
processes were to have ultimately led to acquisition of the"Green Card". The Pre-82s were able to apply to adjust theirstatus to lawful temporary resident within a year of May 5,1987. They had to apply to adjust from temporary status tolawful permanent status during the 12 months followingcompletion of 18 months of temporary residence. Because ofproblems in processing applications, delays in adjudication ofapplicants and irregular approval issuance dates noted on the
applicants' INS documentation, /NS found itself in the positionof having to issue additional regulations. These regulations
extended the period during which the applicant could apply forpermanent residency status beginning at the time the status wasgranted and not when he/she applied for legalization. When thePre-82s apply for permanent residency they must prove English
langk..age and US Civics competency comparable to the current
naturalization requirements. This competency may bc proventhrough an INS interview, an INS standardized test. or aCertificate of Satisfactory pursuit issued by a recognized andINS approved education program. At the end of the initialapplication period, May 4, 1988, 49,440 individuals or 30% of
Florida's total IRCA population applied for the first phase of
legalization.

The SAWs were illegal alien agricultural workers who had doneat least 90 man-days of qualifying agricultural work between May'1, 1985 and May 1, 1986. They were given from June 1, 1987 to
November 30, 1988 to apply for initial status adjustment. Theirrequired period of adjustment was shorter than that of Pre-82s
and had no la^guage or civics competency requirement to meet toqualify for permanent residency. Rather, permanent residencywas to be automatically granted to those applying on eitherDecember 1, 1989 or December 1, 1990. The difference in thedates revolved on the period of work they used to qualify for
inclusion in the application process.- The earlier date was for
Group I SAWs who worked 90 man-days during three consecutiveyears ending with May 1, 1986, while the later date was for
Group II SAWs who had to have worked 90 days in the yeak endingon May 1, 1986. At the end of the period of initial SAW
application, 112,149 individuals or 70% of the state's total
IRCA population had applied.

The individuals who qualified under I'M were collectively
called Eligible Legalized Aliens or ELAs. They had to apply for
their IRCA status and provide adequate documentation to support
their claims.. INS gave each applicant a receipt for their
application with an Alien Registration number that began with
the letter "A" and was followed by an 9 million series number.This number was to stay with them throughout the entire
adjustment process. Following this, INS was to have interviewed
each individual in a timely fashion and to then have issued them
a time limited plastic coated picture and fingerprint bearing
INS document card, the first of two prior to qualifying for the
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issuance of their permaneWc resident alien card. This first
card or the I-688A gave them Employment Authorization, thus
allowing them to legally work in the United States. After INS
completed their review of each applicants documentation, a
process initially thought to take no more than 6 months during
which time the applicants were in "pending" status, they were to
be granted Temporary Resident Status and issued another INS card
similar to the first, differing only in title and INS form
number, in this instance 1-688, or be denied status at which
point they would once again revert to illegal status and become
deportable.

ELAs must apply for permanent residence status. If they do not
their residency status will revert to that of illegal alien and
they will once again become deportable. For SAWs it is less
complicated in that they are automatically granted the status on
the dates referenced earlier as long as their initial legaliza-
tion applications aren't denied by the INS. Furthermore, the
INS sent them notices to get their "Green Cards". For Pre-82s
it requires the full application pg..ocess and INS has been less
successful at reaching them, Once both groups are permanent
residents, after five years, they have the right to apply for
naturalization which if given makes them citizens and accords
them all the rights of persons born in the United States. One
exception is that they cannot run for Y..esident:

Regardless of 1RCA requirements, both legalized groups need to
learn the language as well as the facts and practices that will
enable them to become effective, active members of their
immediate community as well as citizens of the U.S.A. It goes
without saying that the same holds true for all foreigners who
now make their home in the United States. They may be Mexican
farm migrants, Haitian refugees, Soviet emigres, Vietnamese
Amerasians, former political detainees, Nicaraguans, Cubans,
Rumanians, Libyans, Ethiopians, Italians, French, Burundi or
individuals from any country around-the world. They may be
farmers, fishermen, housewives, doctors, statesmen and women,

4 lawyers or tribal shamans. The list ip as long as the potential
number of students you will serve. Regardless of where they
come from or who they are, without these areas of competency and
the relevant information needed, these individuals are destined
to remain on the periphery of their community and of society as
a whole, unable to actively participate in the very fabric of
their adopted nountry.

Content ESOL Instruction for Citizenship, Knowledge of Our
Country and Amnesty

The subject matter to be taught should be of relevance and
importance to your students. Both you and your students must be
active participants in the process, focusing on their abilities,
experiences and needs relative to this area. The goal must be
to have them comprehend the relevance of the subject as well as
to understand the facts that encompass the area.

)1
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For lower level students, language instruction emphasis is onusing everyday situations that necessitate basic survivallistening, speaking and recognition skills (e.g. recognizing theAmerican flag, naming the current president). The higher levelstudents are given language instruction that focuses on U.S.history, government and the law (e.g. understands the way a billbecomes a law, understands and discusses major concepts of U.S.history through the present), The Palm Beach Adult ESOLcurriculum area is structured in such a way as to assist all theaforementioned groups through the various instructional levelsso that they may learn the basics required to participate intheir community and greater society as effective and activemembers.

The methods and techniques a teacher can employ are numerous.The checklist for each competency provides a listing ofsuggestions one can utilize in the classroom to facilitate themastery of language through the content area of civics. Thereference portion of this section provides other sources forfurther reading. Use of these methods is dictated by suchfactors as how much language your students possess as well aswhat it is you intend to teach. The Language ExperienceApproach, Total Physical Response, Shared Reading, SustainedSilent Reading, Manipulation/Operation, Drama/Role Play, as wellas Discusslon/Interview, Cloze usage, Journal production andSinging are but a few of the methods and techniques one mayemploy.

Content ESOL instruction requires the integration of languagedevelopment skills with instruction in the content or subjectarea (ESL/Civics Integration, 1990). One avenue is to use thesequence of competencies as they are listed. Another is tochoose key competencies and then prioritize them from either theteachers viewpoint or better yet the students collectiveviewpoint. A third avenue is to use it merely as a point ofreference and modify it according to the students' assessed oridentified needs. In the instructional area known us Knnwledgeof your country, the content area is citizenship, U.S. history,government and the law, and of course, amnesty. The ESOLprogram assesses students' needs, determines on what to baseinstruction utilizing the competencies and the studentassessment, and evaluates on both a formative and summativebasis whether or not the student has successfway mastered theinstructional content.

To successfully teach concepts and skills in a language otherthan one's native language depends on (English as a SecondIMMO., 1990):

1) the levels of comprehensible language teachers providein learning situations that are geared to foster anatmosphere of minimal or low-anxiety

and
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2) the student's level of literacy and knowledge.

An important point that needs to be noted is that adult ESOL
teachers should strive to:

1)

2) adjust the language employed to that of a
nonnative level,

3) adopt a sequence that follows the lixtening,
reading and writing order, thus helping
cognitively process the information,

adjust the content to parallel the students' background
in the content area,

and

4)

native to

speaking,
students

evaluate the student's understanding of the material or
competencies studied by interacting with, asking
questions of and speaking with the student.

Content-Area Language Learning Techniques

Adapting one's speech does not mean merely slowing down one's
rate of speech, or worse, raising one's voice (English as a
Second Language, 1990). Rather, it entails utilizing several
proven techniques, such as:

1) repeating and paraphrasing as well as finding synonyms
for key words or phrases,

2) utilizing careful pronunciation as well as slowing
down one's speech speed,

3) assessing students' oral/aural literacy or proficiency
levels and accordingly adjusting one's volabulary, use
of idiomatic expressions and sentence structure--this
does not mean talking down to students, instead it
means saying it in different ways appropriate to the
comprehension and developmental levels of the
students,

4) using realia, visual aids, pantomime and body
language,

5) employing intonational variations appropriate to
sentence content--try to avoid speaking in a monotone
or sing song fashion: Students can often comprehend a
sentences meaning by way of intonation and recognition
of parts of the sentence,

2
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6)

and

7)

using concrete examples, ones they can relate to as
well as explanations that use different words or
phrases,

being flexible and tenacious--keep trying to get the
message across by being.ready to try different means.

A content-area language lesson has within it a large number of
new vocabulary items, content and/or structures. Examples of
each of these for the area of Knowledge of Our Country can be
found in the prescribed texts utilized by the Palm Beach Adult
ESOL Program as well as in other subject specific adult ESOL
materials. Examples of specific vocabulary under this area
include but are obviously not limited to such things as

1) U.S. flag 22) amendments
2) stars and stripes 23) taxation without
3) President and Vice-President representation
4) Washington, DC 24) Tallahassee,Florida
5) White House 25) adjudication
6) Statute of Liberty 26) deportation
7) nation 27) detention
8) state 28) state & federal laws
9) governor 29) county(ies)
10) national anthem 30) citizen
11) veto 31) permanent resident
12) secession 32) United Nations
13) amnesty 33) sheriff
14) naturalization 34) state trooper
15) Congress 35) national guard
16) Supreme Court 36) police
17) misdemeanor and felony 37) security guard
18) Declaration of Independence 38) registration
19) immigration -39) Georje Washington
20) discrimination 40) penalties and fines
21) inalienable rights 41) visa

Because there will always be new vocabulary, content and/or
structures, instructors need to employ a variety of techniques
to convey the lessons' intent and meaning. As mentioned
earlier, the key to success revolves around comprehensible
English input, a concept that is not too difficult to
comprehend. If you understand or can grasp what you hear from
clues around you, then you will be in a better position to
comprehend what is meant and thereby be able to speak, read and
ultimately write what you want. Conversely, the more foreign,
abstract or unknown the content is with minimal clues or
knowledge from which to draw on, the more difficult and anxiety
producing the task of comprehension becomes. This is where
knawledge about your students' literacy on the subject or
content- area as well as their language proficiency is crucial.
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Under the rubric or title of social studies which includes but
is not limited to the areas of citizenship, amnesty, government,
history and the law, most students have an awareness of their
native countries' history, government and social system. This
awareness enables instructors to use their experiences to
parallel or make comparisons to those of the United States.

At the most fundamental level (Hartoonian, 1990), students need
to be able to conceptualize the people, setting, story or
context of the subject. This requires that students be able to
develop a story, definition, model, picture or description of
the concept, one that identifies it or separates it from other
areas of study. Some of the questions that may be asked include
but are limited to: "What is going on?". "How have things
changed?", or perhaps "How are things different?".

Comprehension centers on the degree to which students possess
or understand basic factual material on such things as social
and historical movements. These form the foundation on which to
relate new concepts. Content-area language instruction in the
area primary to this section of the Guide fosters the goals of
being able to comprehend, think and decide. The instructor
needs to work to assist students to extract as close an
approximation of the message or facts presented via speech or
graphic representation as possible. Achieving the desired
degree of communication is the objective.

Strategies for teaching content-area language learning

One aspect of the process of comprehension is the extant to
which students' prior knowledge base can be linked to the new
subject matter. Ausubel (1960) coined the term "advance
organizers" to reference existing knowledge structures that
students possess. These "advance organizers" or prior knowledge
are on what the new concepts or facts are tied so that
comprehension is enhanced. Utilizing these "advance organizers"
is a proven method to both learn and retain. These can
encompass the use of simple verbal instructions, realia, charts,
pictures, documents or other such tools.

Consider, if you will, the use of a mobile to describe the three
branches of government. The mobile is made up of mock-ups of
first the constitution, then a map of the United States or the
State of Florida to which three structures or persons are
attached by strihg. Appropriate words are written under each.
The constitution piece can include a variety of people
superimposed on a piece of parchment with the words "We the
People" written on it; the capital of either map may be
identified by a star and the name of the place; the structure
representing the President or Governor is denoted and the word
written is "executive". The structure or figure of the courts
is shown and the word written is "judicial". The structure or
symbol for the legislature is shown and the word written is
"legislative".



The balance between them comes from constructing equallyweighted mock-ups and connecting them to each other as well asto the map with equal lengths of string. The students will thusunderstand the "advance organizer" concept of balance. To this,you link the new concepts after introduction and reinforcementand the result is comprehension of the new, given adaptation andflexibility when needed.

At lower levels, citizenship concepts can revolve around learn-ing to recognize and respond to such questions as "Who is"What is your name?", "Where do you live/did you live?", or"Why are you here?". Responses can be used to structureconsonant recognition and production, introducing and usingwords that start with specific consonants.

At intermediate levels tne Wh- questions may be used in tandemwith vocabulary, concepts arid constructions dealing withconflict, election, national monuments, or with spatialdescriptors such as near, far, above, below, etc. Matrices canbe used to get the lesson content and vocabulary across. Amatrix that has states, counties, cities or regions in onecolumn, yes, no and who in the following three and thequestions, "Do you live in ?", "Have you livedin 7", "Do you know anyone in ? superimposed abovethe matrix may be used to get the concept of place of residenceas well as the language forms across to students. Theinstructor uses drills to prepare for the activity which is aninformation gap completion task. The drills can revolve aroundmaps of the localities in question, pointing to them and sayingtheir names. The students repeat the name and consequently workon listening as well as pronunciation. Resronses eliciting yesand no, wh- question answers as well as use of prepositions canbe drilled using the aforementioned map (ESL Teacher Institute,Burlingame, CA: Content ESL for Amnesty: U.S. Government andHistory, 1989).

What is learned (content) and how it is learned (process) worktogether to shape the students' perception and help prepare themfor the mainstream world around them (Auerbach, 1990). It isimportant to note tut classroom social relations are really amicrocosm of social relations beyond the classroom. Individualparticir-tion and working together enable the students andteacher .o recognize and realize their collective goals. Sincecitizenship and effective participation in the mainstream aretwo of the goals of the program and because classroom socialrelations are considered a microcosm of social relations outsidethe classroom, students can be guided through prescribed roles,such as advocate, judge, executive, legislator, citizen, etc.Role playing will assist the students to understand the conceptsat hand.

viII-11
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Sample Activity Lists

Teachers may use a range of activities to promote the learning
of both the content-area as well as the language (Auerbach,
1990; Brant, 1986). The list is nearly endless, limited only by
ones imagination and willingness to seek out different ones.
Some of these activities include:

1) using photography to

a) set the tone
b) serve as a catalyst
c) elicit a reaction
d) identify codes
e) frame teacher/student dictation
f) create a product for

(1) an exhibit
(2) a story board
(3) a portfolio
(4) a sliae show
(5) a radio show

2) writing journals

a) as a group
b) as individualc
c) as a class
d) as a representative of a group

3) using autobiographical information

a) for a story
b) for a discussion
c) for a tape recording
d) for a video recording
c) for an oral history

4) field trips to

a) see government in action
b) locate free services
c) practice language skills appropriate to

content-area
d) test one's limits
e) answer students' questions
f) request a service

5) build your own case

a) role play
b) practice in summary
c) paraphrase



d) draw conclusions
e) evaluate success

6) develop short factual reading pieces tied to yourcompetencies to

a) be listened to
b) relay information
c) discuss
d) center your lesson around
e) develop dioramas or mobiles from
f) compare native country practices to

7) create a Constitution to

a) solicit input
b) govern/manage from
c) engender a sense of empowerment
d) compare it to the nations and state's version

8) using realia (in this case money) to

a) associate currency with presidents
b) identify important presidents

9) verbal or nonverbal film use to

a) allow student to focus on the message
b) develop dialogue
c) provide a common topic
d) develop different endings

10) follow specific oral or written directions to

a) pre:lare a meal
b) build a product
c) find a treasure
d) understand a process
e) complete a task

VIII-13



FINAL REMARKS

Teaching ESOL through the content-area of social studies, or
more specifically that of civics, entails understanding the past
experiences of the students as well as foreseeing their needs in
the present and future as members of their new country. They
need to learn that common words such as fair, free and run can
and often do assume different meanings when referenced in this
very specific content-area. There are cases in which concepts
can not be easily referenced by one means. These require multi-
sensory and multi-media approaches--approaches that necessitate
the active and full participation of each student. Civics and
citizenship prepare students to become responsible citizens as
well as offer them insights into the physical, political and
social characteristics of their new country. It also helps them
become more effective parents. Survival skills and language
learned prepare adult ESOL patents to address the needs and
rights of their families.

According to Brinton, Snow and Wesche (1989, pp. 30-1), content-
area or theme-based language instruction is an appropriate
context for an adult ESOL class because: a) students benefit
from the coherence provided by the presentation of the different
skills within one connecting topical context, b) there is a need
to design courses which will kindle or motivate a diverse
student population and finally, c) provides students with access
in the English language to issues and past as well as current
events that should be immediately relevant to, and thus usable
in their lives in the United States.

Finally, the ESOL content-area class in civics/citizenship,
history and government seeks to provide the means for the
development of critical concepts. These concepts are important
to everyone in this country as they are the backbone of our
society. For over a century, adult education and especially
ESOL have long been perceived as a means of promoting the
principle of assimilation to the American way of life,

principle founded on an understanding of the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship.
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lesson ad. _ad from (ESL/Civics Integration, 1990)

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

TEACHER

DATE

ESOL LESSON PLAN

LEVEL MESTER/YEAR

CLASS 0

1111111111111111. =1111,
COMPETENCY, 3.2 Identifics Florida on a mar of the U.S.

Cultural focus: Structural focus:
1. To understand geographic concepts in relation to self, merb"to be" and questions with2. To corresrond these with those used prior to coming to U.S. "Where" and "What"

Procedure:
14 I. Review of name, address, and telephone number *Say, read and write
CIO 2. Introduci concept of city, state and country by using map numbers and ltters of

and modeling question and renpoase. (vary nap-wall maps 8xll size) the alphabet.
3. Use basic vocabulary and examples of presPnt and rast -State and spell one's

places of student residence first and last names,4. Comprehension checks using Wh-questions and street name.
5. Short dialogue, followed by chaindrill of responses between students
6. Reading/writing, teacher says each (city, state, country) and

-Formulate "what" questionswrites on board and onto a form outline on board
with the vrrb "to be..7. Model matching exercise on lioard: Florida Country

West Palm Beaci/State
United States City

8. Additional practice, teacher prepared hanClouts reinforcing state/city independently
and as TEXT/MATERIALS part of a form

EVALUATION

Prerezufsites

23:

Amnest : A Real-Life Approach (Book.I)

local newspapers

National GeoLuktis, Florida Trends

U.S. Atlaa, Road Map, Registration Forms

demonstration

oral presentation
23)form completion



SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEMRTMENT 0? ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

MSOL LESSON PLAN

TEACHER LEVEL I MESTER/YEAR

CLASS di
DATE Innolim W.IIMPINEN=IMW

COMPETENCY./ 3 5 Understands history and traditions of American Holidays.

.1111.1 ',mos/mm=10

e..111
Cultural focus: Structural focus:
1. To understand the impact and purpose of U.S. Holidays. Simple present tense verbs
2. Compare if possible to a similar holiday in their "What do you do on...?"

country. "We sing songs...."
Procedure:

-e cook Lutkey..." etc.1-I

1. Introduce holiday by showing pictures on realia.
2. Show calendar and month holiday is in.
3. Use basic vocabulary to explain the history of the holiday.
4. Use pictures to describe how the U.S. celebrates this holiday. (Ex. parades, legal day off, etc.)
5. Focuu In on a limited list of vocabulary to teach regarding the holiday.
6. Follow-up with an activity or game to reinforce what was taught.

(Ex. sing songs, play word or picture games, have a small party, etc.)

TEXT/MATERIALS

Textbooks featuring American Holidays
Newspapers and Magazine pictures
Holiday Reeia or decorations

.236

EVALUATION

Word/picture matching
Yes/No pestions



TEACHER

DATE

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LiISON PLAN

LEVEL III

CLASS I
AND

MESTER/YEAR

COMPETENCYt 3.1 & 3.2

VIIImmftall

Describes Civil War and identifies its major leaders.

Imsaaaw

=o111

Cultural focus:
Structural focus:

1. To understand a social/political conflict iiidt
influenced U.S. History and its society.

Procedure:

Pa:t tense verbs - "They fought..':
"Hu helped..."

, 1. Discuss the concept of a "Civil War" and ask for examples of
Civil 4iars in other nations.

2. Give the date6, and locations of.the U.S. Civil War.
3, Explain briefly and using appropriate level 3 vocabulary what

lead to the Civil War.
4. Explain the role of the two major leaders (Granz.-North and Lee-South).
5. Show photos or film strips of the Civil War.
6. Describe f:tiel results and lead into competency 3.3 Describing

the role of Aln.aham Lincoln.

TEXT/MATERIALS
EVALUATION

Amnesty/History Books for Level 3
Magazines

National_GeoPraohic
Film stips

A True/False quiz
R.4 23(j

A multiple choice quiz
A North/South class
debate with students
assigned roles.



(lesson audpted from ESL/Civic Integrl'ion, 1990)

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

TEACHER
4.=.1,~

DATE

ESOL LESSON PLAN

e1

LEVEL In MESTER/YEAR

CLASS 1

COMPETENCY0 33 Tdentifies Abraham Lincoln including his presidenc
IMMINMONIMIa.

and accom lishments

Cultural focus:

1. To eecognize the historical importance of
individuals in Amer-lcan history.

Procedure:

1. Show penny or five dollar bill. Ask "Who is this?
Why is he famous? What do we know about him?"

2. Distribute copies of piece on Lincoln.
(Look at the U.S. Bk 1, p. 42)

3. Silent read'ng, question on title, solicit questions.4. Individui y or in dyads answer questions.
5. Present answers/Go over answers/clarify vocabulary

as needed.
6. Use U.S. map, find own state and North/South demarcation

line, and which side own state fought on.
7. Ask if have acquaintances in other states, locate states,

decide if N/S.
8. Reinforce vocabulary and opposites (see Attachment 1).Iliviktiffidainstorm on questions on Lincoln tor amnesty/citizenship

Structural focus:

Past tense, vocabulary development with opposites

Prerequisites

- Able to read WH questions
- Direction words north, squth, east, west

1.,
100 Questions for Amnesty
U.S. map with states outlined
Look at.the U.S. Book 1, (1989) Contemporary Books, Inc. pp. 41-44

testEVALUATION

Small group interaction
speech (Formal)
cloze activity

reading discussion 211
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SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION

ESOL LESSON PLAN

TEACHER LEVEL

DATE

11111110MIIIMEw

CLASS I

orN

MESTER/YEAR

COMPETENCY#
1011.1160110.1Nea....m...a*Elmelin=110

Cultural focus:

Procedure:

TEXT/MATERIALS

Structural focus:

EVALUATION



$04001 SOARS Or MAN WACO COUNT?
ORIPAMTMINT Or ROOM AND COMMUMIll KOMMION

Raglieh tar Speakers me Other Lesquagee (SSOL) Curriculum
MISO BMA tarmac? COMPSTIOSCISS

NSW orb o-tx

SANS banumnib DATE

Pli5ormoi Oat
*SKILLXXILLat 1.11 raos000t. SKILLS ACRILYIR

L X 1.A States vocabulary for name
(Names first, middle and last)

L M 1.2 frints full name legibly

L I 1.3 States addresrm number and treet

L S 1.4 States full midterms aumber,
street, city, state and elp code

1.5 Prints full address

1.6 States telephone number including
area code

1.7 Writes own telephone number
including area code

L aity 1.8 Knows numbers 1- 100

L M I. *rites social security number

L 5 1.10 Recognises °A° number (where applicable(

L 8 M 1.11 Identifies and writee date of birth

L R 1.12 Recognises basic shapes

La 8 II 1.13 Recognises basic colors

L 8 R 1.14 Recognises left to right progression
in reading linglish

L V 1.19 Correctly holds writing utensil

L R M 1.16 Traces shapes, letters, and numbers

L SRM 1.17 Knows members 1014000 (nemerical values)

it M 1.18 Prints letters of alphabet within context
of vocabulary (manuscript)

IrListeming, 808peaking, It-Reading, IngeritingLlet the code(s) which best define the manner in which the
demoRstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm leach Code list.

2.4 4 '

41111.10110

111..11.1

!M.

41.100.

omm01

MEM..

MMNIMMEM

AMIMINIMM0

IMINImm

IMM11111.11.0

.11101MEMMMI

MMINIMM1.10

IMINIMNM0

student

ISOL Literacy
Page 2

MLLE
L I R

L X

L I I

L I I

L 8 11

L 8 R

L I It

L I

L I R

L S

L I

L I

3.5 COMMUKITI SKILLS

2.1 Identifies titles for use with names

2.2 Oseonetrates ability to perform various
type. of Informal greetings

2.3 &sows and can identify Important
emergency vocabulary (1111, lire,
accident, rescue, ambelance, etc.)

3.4 Recognises governmental agencies and
offices (post office, police station,
INS, Ns, IRS, etc.)

2.5 Identifies besic survival signs (enter,
exit, stop, caution, men, ladies, etc.)

2.6 Moms directions (left/right, straight
shoed, behind, ln front of, etc.)

2.7 Understands stampe (first class,
airmail, postcard, overseas, etc.(

2.8 Understands currency demonlatlons and
change

2.1 Recognises parts of en address on an
envelope

2.10 Possesses vocabulary for seeking
simple directions

2.11 understands basic legal rights (nlrands)

3.8 RmoNLS0011 or out COUNTRY

3.1 identifies the U.S. os a world map

3.2 Identifies Florida on map of the U.S.

3.3 Recognises the U.S. flag

3.4 Names the colors of tho U.S. flog

3.5 Names the current president of the U.S.

40651ILL
MALAY= DAY

.0.81111..

0101.1.1



P*

SIOL Literacy
Pag 3

MULL! 2.0 (CONT'D)

L 3.6 Snows the name of the current governor of
Florida

L $ 2 3.7 Identifkes the capital or the U.S.
and its locution on a map

4.0 NNONLIDOS Or OUR IINTIIIONNINT

LI It 4.1 Tells time on ma analog clock

L R 4.2 Names tit days ol the week

L A 4.3 Names the months of the year

L I It 4.4 Underatandw the uee of calendar

L It 4.5 Understands the concept 3f temperature

L I It 4.6 Understands the concept of linear
measurement (inches, feet, yards end miles)

L I R 4.7 Identifies different types of animals

5.0 NUTRITION isms

L 5.1 Recognises basic foods

L. 3.2 States the cost ot food !tees

L I It 5.3 Understands towd xpiration dotes

6.0 Norma ORILLA

L It 6.1 Recognises types of stores

.L 1 R 6.2 Identifies clothing itees

L $ N 6.3 Understands concepts of American clothing
and shoe sixes

L 2 R 6.4 RecognIses departwente in a store

L RN f.5 Recognises symbols relating to money
(dollar sign, cent sign and decimal point)

L R 6.6 Understawds differences among cash,
check and credit parents

ofosSILL
SCRUM WM

2SOL Literacy
Page 4

GRILLS! 6.0

P. I R 6.7

L I 6.6

R 6.,

7.0

L I It N 7.1

L R 1 7.2

L R II 7.3

L R 7.4

L I 7.5

6.0

L I R V 1.1

L I It 11.2

L I R 6.3

L 0 6.4

L 6.5

L PI 6.6

IMMOINIEN

1111.01.0.0.0

41.10.1=.1

.1
4.1.10.11.

011

.111111.1 dem..m.119

MIII01.1.11011111

00110%. .11100.16.1.10

1.101111101111...

IM.

--- 411MIS.

(CONT'D)

Understandc concept of state sales tax

Recognise. tenable end non taxable item.

Identifies °amount due* on bill

NOOSING SKILLS

Identifies types of housing (apartments,
duplexes, houses, mchile homes, etc.)

Determines cash amount for payment of bill.

Demonstrates ability tc purchase mem
order

Understands moons of locating affordable
housing by using available resources
(advertisements, real state agencies,
agency referrals, tc.)

Can provide simple esplanation when
seeking assistance for repairs (leaking
faucet, broken toilet, etc.)

RIALTO BRILLS

Identifies principal body parts

Recognises basic vocabulary relating to

0.1111tILL

SCRIM= Q.

OMINOUS.

11111211110

.11.11111M..

IMMO.M.

illness/accidents (aches, pains, cuts, burns, etc.)

Recognises basic vocabulary relating
to health personnel (doctor, nurse,
technician, pediatrician, etc.)

Provides simple explanation of s medical
problem

Necognises procedures for making a
medical appointment et
a. doctor's office
h. clinics
c. hospitals

Understands the leportance of
medical appointments

cl 4 ri
A:, 'I I



6601 Literacy
lige S

MA
S

0.0

CO
L 6 9.1

L 5 11.3

I. 6 11.3

9.4

L 6 1 9.3

< L I " 11.6

-4
-4

L 6 9.7

ICONVD/

Underateade orel directions for taking
medicetion

souramonarit =ILLS

Demonstrates procedures tot greeting
ceworkere eed supervisors

Uftderstande procedure. tor applying
tor a Job

Identifies entry level job positions
in variety of buoinese/industries

Mtederstoode the importance of safety
rules at work

Understands the importance of safety
clothing at work (aprons, glove., goggles,
hard hate, ear plugs, tc.)

Demonstrates ability to oak for help on
the job

Demonstrates ability to ask tor
clarification of oral instructions

09KILL
SEMIAVIO

11. 1101gre

41M111111.

4111MIMM 01110111.1.00

11111.0.W. =1.11.11MOS

ON leml0.1

.Y1001/1. 11111

41

1 11111 CIO Identifies Wale tools end quipment ---
rasocLoced with the following..

t. carpentry (hammier, saw, svmewdriver, pliers, etc.)
b. household maintenance (vacuum cleaner, mop, broom,

dust pan, iron, ironing board, dishwasher, washing
machine, dryer, tc.)

C. agricultural vocabulary (shovel, hoe, pitch fork, lawn
mower, tractor, sprayers, forklift, etc.)

d. factory vocabulary 4 es applicable)

10 9.11 Understands concept of benefits at work
(life and health insurance, retirement,
vacation, emergency leave, etc.)

1.1 It If 11.10 Completes a basic job application form

R If 9.11 Completes (with assistance) e simplified
resume (one page) which can be carried
in a wallet

.110

24(-1

101101 IIMIOOMM=.11

Im
immlam

U . Literary
ope 4

K ULL ISA SNANSPODIATION AND 'NAVEL BRILLS

Idontiaps bowie traffic signs
C.top, yield, school, speed limits,
railroad etc.)

10.2 Understands the basic legal requirements
for driving in this state

10.3 Understand* the types of velid driver'.
licensee within the state

L II

L I

L I

L 6

L

S

L R

L

L 11

L

L

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10.4 Understood* the correct procedure to
follow whoa stopped by police officer

104 Understood* the procedure for payment
of traffic citation or court appearance

10.6 Understoods basic typee oi auto insurance
legally required within the state

11.6 011111131711112 OULU

11.1 Understands basic vocabulary relating
to parents and children
(mother, father, deughter(s) and son(s)

11.2 Urdersteeds mendatory school-age attendance
and concept of free public education

11.3 Recognisee procedures for enrolling a child
in school (registration, immunisetion,
physical, birth certificate, etc.)

11.4 Nocognises importance ot child's regular
attendance at school

11.3 Oemonstrates knowledge ot ch:ld abuse and
legal consequent:ea ot abuse

24!)

*WILL
IMAM MATZ

.11111111111

.111

110111

1111.

11111011
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.11.01.11,

111110111

111
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DONNA WAND or fAUD SSACN ovum
DIVISION Of 14SINOCTIOM

osminzwr Of ADULT AIM COMMUNITY SOUCATION
'HOLISM rob SMARMS Of MSS LANDUAOSS ISSOLl

SWOONS SKILL ACNIIIVOMENT CODS LIST

Optioning, IMMO

CO Checklist

DeN,- Demonstration

D1ALO - Dialogue

ON Oame

MOO Manipulation/Operation

PUZ Pottle

S I T*-.Show and Tell

44 TPN - Total Physical Response
1-4

OTH Otherh4

C/N Speking Sallie

CBA Community eased Activities

DIALO Dialogue

Reeding Skills

LEA Language experience Approach

HATC Notching Activities

NC - Multiple Choice

001 - Oral look Report

NCH - Reading Checklist

ADIS - Reading Discussion

RON - Reading Oame

SIR - Student Initiated Reading

SUN - Summary

SURV - Survey

NHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

WIARRAW12
CLZ Clots Activity

COIF - Composition

CW Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - CopyingIli -

ND

OP

FL

Interview

Hini-Drame

- Mort) Oral Presentation

- Plays

PC - Worm Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - process writing

NW - Report WritingRP - Role Play

SOI - Small Group Interaction

SF (Formal) Speech

SIC - Student Initiated Conversation

TDC Teacher Directed Conversation

0PM1 - Other

soND - Student Developed Nini-Dreme

SNIP - Student Developed Nole-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TIC - Tracing

WDIALO - Written Dialogue

WSUN Written Summary

- Other



41
h4
h4
h4
I

SCNOUL BOARD OW PALM BEACH COMM
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DIPARTNENT OF ADULT AND CONNUNITT SDUCATION
Seglish for Speakers of Other Languages MOW

Survival/Coping Curriculum
14160 Level I Competencies

WILT SFL I-II

BUZ

Levl 1
Page 2

must 2.0 (CONT'D)

L S N M 2.4 Uss operator assistance tor long distance
(0, 00)

I. I N M 2.8 Uses local telephone informetion "system
1411)

1. S R M 2.6 Understands differenc between 1 ($OO)
and 1 - (900) numbers (uses, cost)

I. 11 R 3.7 Locates governmental and community
agencies sad businesses in local arose
(school, hospital, post office, police
station, tire station, churches,
clinics, etc.)

L S S 2.0 Differentiates among buslmess, personal
°junk mail*

3.0 SMONLSOGS OW OUR COMMIT

L 3.1 Recognises basic citisenship vocabulary
a. president b. congress
c. cabinet d. suicame court

law (. rights
g. constitution h. citisenship
1. responsibility (c!vic)

L S 3.2 Ilecites the °Pledge of Allegiance*

L I 3.3 Understands the concept of democracy

L 3.4 Recognises °The Star Spangled Manner*
as the national anthem

L S 8.8 Understands the history and traditions
of Americsn Holidays (Thanksgiving,
President's Day, Memorial Day, tc.)

L I R M 3.6 Completes a simple registratiom form

**SKILL
KAMM DA

111
4=R/wan..IA- bATS

MIL
R V

R V

L 1 N

L

L M

LSRM

M

R V

M

2.0

L S V

L M

L S R

PRINVIRIT-11011r°
*SkillHUM=1.0 PINOONAL /RILLS

1.1 Writes Cull name legibly
MI111

1.2 Writes full address legibly

1.3 Identifles family members

=1111111==

Iba
1.4 Describes self and otnars (physical

characteristics and personal traits)

1.5 Formulates short term educational and
sy.nmelmwork goal

1.6 Relates basic personal data
(date of birth, age, sex, race, education
level, Country of origin, tc.)

11.7 Writes number 1-1000 'n manuscript

1111.1111111MO

alma.=

1.0 Writes letters of the alphabet within 4

MaWO/W.

Meaol=4"111,emml
context of vocabulary words

1.9 Addresss an envelope

CONNUNITT MIMS

2.1 Identifies basic directions (north, south,
east and west). For example, using map skills

2.2 Asks tor and understands simple oral
directions

2.3 Demonstrates ability to use a telephone

110

.11111M
(public, touch tone, rotary)

*No.

LoListenLago SeSpeeklmg, ItuMeading, WoOriting

**List the ccda(s) wkich best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the FeLm Beach Code list.

r
4 i t) 0



Level 1
Page 3

/LILLE* 4.0 NNOWLW, Of OUR SMACIRMI4r?

L R II 4.1 Wrt.de the days t)t tP,' "Ark

L 8 N 4.2 Writnd thi monthe fl the year

L 111 8 J Te:Is time

L II R 4.4 :42otlea beat, vocabulare related to
.,cat:ter

L 8 4.5

G R 4

L 6 4.7

L 8

L 8 R 5.t

L 8 8 ..2

L 8 R 5.3

L 8 R 5.4

i-. seasons itisMVA., 2Utintri; winmer, spring)
b. storm C . ti, e.

d. hurricane
t. liahtnLng ther/l.n
h. heib 1. soo,4
). cionelp k. tv.i,,

1. Akar4 w. !w/,:old/warm/cool
n. '..rees 0,
P. tic1,. ci. 4,mtntivt.We
r. stf:.:a watch ,.. 0,,4WM WArnittg

dmlar..canos procer4,w, r,ox preparing tot
& storm

Undairstands avaces4iun procedures in case
ot luteral disaste .4

Underormds local procedurea tor waste/
traah 4fsposet

Vedarc.carodu oacmliations concerning litter
1441vdinq Ulm

tUTRITION 48/145.4

idenkities an* uses standard cooking
0000WAMMAti

Roads G simple restaurant menu

Orders A oriel from a menu

af/400stlAtes the use ot simple recipes

**SKILL
ACHUYE0 DATA

Avel I
Page 4

AMU! 5.0

L 5 5.5

6.0

L8811 6.1

L I R 6.2

L 8 6.3

L 8 R 6.4

7.0

L S R 7.1

L R 7.2

L 8 7.3

LSRN 7.4

8.4

1458W 4.1

LfiNN 8.2

L 8 0.3

L S N 8.t

(CONT0D)

Recognises nutrition vocabulary inciedingi
a. vitamins b. minerals
c. protein d. carbohydrates
a. tate t. calories
g. cholesterol h. sugar
I. seasonings j. condiments

SHOPPING BRILLS

Writes check and money order

Compares prices

explains Wterences among kinds
ot stores

Uses shopping terms (such as sale,
marked-down, reduced, snecial)

MOUSING BRILLS

Uses terms related to renting
or buying a residence (lease, purchase,
down payment, first and last, etc.)

Meads utility companyT11

Identities snd xplains common household
problem& end solutions

Asks tor assistance in the repair ot
household problems

NUALTH BRILLS

Completes simplified patient history form

Reads thermometer
(Understands normal/high temp.)

Understands procedures tor tilling
prescription

Reads and understands directions tor
medication (external/internal)

2' 4 ;)

**SKILL
AC1U8Y511 RAIZ



Levl I
Page 5

KULA!
*SKILL
ammo8.8 (0111111)

8.5 Understands importance of medical

Ms

Level 1
Page 6

UMW
L 5 R

L 8

L 8 0

L 8 II W

LIN

LS

LS

LI

LS

*SKILL
MIRO

10.0 (carr,0)

10.3 Identifies and can use forms of public
transportation (bum, tri-rall,
railroad, etc.)

10.4 Understande consequences of driving under

4 8

L 0

4 8 II W

L 1

$ A II

L S I W

4. S R

1-4 L

MD LSI

LS

LSI

LS

instructions (bedrest, drink fluids,
avoid dairy products, don't mix with alcohol, etc.)

8.6 Underatands and discusses dangers of 4.*
substance abuse (alcohol, drug, etc.)

1.0 $KILLS

9.1 Understands job titles .gat
1.2 Demonstrates how to phone in sick

.NIMMIN

the influence of alcohol, medications or
illegal substances

10.5 Identifies locations and types of driving
classes or schools (community schools,
vocational, and private)

10.6 Discusses defensive driving techniques1.3 Understands work schedules, time
clocks and tire sheets (including punctuality)

9.4 Identifies payc' ck information
(gross/not pay, .eductiono, etc.)

9.5 Understands mergency safety procedures

11.0 PAUNTINO SKILLS

11.1 Recognises importance of communicating withggpaamay/1/0

child'a school (meetings conferences with
teacher, parent nights etc.)

11.2 Recognises end responds to critical
medical situations involving child

11.3 Recognises importance of adequate supue-

(tire, accident, etc.)

9.6 Demonstrates safe procedure tor lifting
objects

9.7 Understands concept of 11-4/8-2 torus and IINNI
vision of children (toddlers, pre-achool,
schooI-age, teenage-latchkey)

11.4 Demonstrates oupport of child's academic
etfortr in school

11.5 Demon/trete* support of child's
extramirricular activitiss at school

income taxes

1.8 Receives and deliver. simple oral
massages

9.1 Understands concept of job reviews and
evaluations and their importance to
promotions end/or retention

9.10 0,00ostrates an awareness of employee

..1,11

LIIRW

LS

assistance programa for substance abuse
(drug testing as an employment qualification)

10.0 TRANSPOSTATIOW AND ?SAM BRILLS

10.1 Identifies basic vocabulary relating to
automobile (parts)

10.2 Understands need km proper maintenance
ot an automobile (turn signals, lights,
brakes, scheduled maintenance, tc.)

256

.00.11=1.111.1

R[ST COPY AVAILABLE
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3CHOOL BOARD Of PALM BRACH COUNTY
DIVISION or INSTRUCTION

Dammam Of ADULT AND COMMUNITY 'MC1121044
ENGLISH iron *FEARER* Of OTMER LANGUAGES MOW

STUDENT SPILL ACHIEVEMENT CODS LIST

Listening Skil1 4

CH - Checklist

DEM- Demonstration

DIALO - Dialogue

OM - Came

MO Manipulation/Operation

PUZ Puzzle

S I T - Show and Tell

<1 TPA - Total Physical Response
h4

OTH - Other

txt

Speaking Skills

CBA - Community Based Acticities

DIALO - Dialogue

IH - Interview

MD - AIM-Drama

OP - IShorti Oral Presentation

PL - Plays

PP - Role Play

$OI - Small Group Interaction

SP - iformal) Speech

SIC Student Initiated Conversation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversation

OTH -jitter

Reading Skills

LEA - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OSA - oral Book Report

RCN - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

ROM - Reading Game

SIR - Student Initiated Reading

SuM Summary

SURV - Survey

NHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writinp

CLZ - Close Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

PC - form Completion

LW Letter Writing

PW - Process Writing

RW - Report Writing

sOMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SOAP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

Tim Tracing

WDIALO - Written Dialogue

WsUM Written Summary

OTH - Other

259
CI



-4

I.;
umi

BOOM. BOARD or PALM WACO cow,
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

IMPARTMENT or ADULT AND CONNUNITI SDUCATION
lInglish for Speakers of Other Languages (880L)

Survival/Coping Curriculum
P880 Level Il Competeeciem

ECM SPL II-III

MS
INIvemMo

Level II
Page 2

mum
L 8 R N

L 8 R V

L 8 R V

L 8 II 4

L 8 R V

L 8 R

L 5 R N

L 8 R N

L

L 8 R V

L 8 R N

LIIIIN

L 8 R V

2.0 (CONT'D)

2.5 Diffecentiatee among air mail, certified
and registered mail

2.6 Demonstrates the ability to send
certified registered letter

2.7 Completes change of address form (poste)

3.41 KNOWLEDGE OW OUR COUNTRY

3.1 Reads and recites the Pledge of Allegiance

3.2 Identifies 3 major branchea of U.S.
Government

3.3 Demonstrates knowledge col requirements for
U.S. Citisenship

.4 Understands the early colonial history

3.5 Knows the 13 original colonies

3.6 Discusses the concept of freedom
(government, religious, personal)

3.7 Knows basic facts concerning the
Pevolutionary War including
dates, causes and results

3.$ Identifies George Washington as Commander
in Chief of the American army and
the first president

3.0 Understands the Declaration of Independence

3.10 Identifies Thomas Jefferson as thu author
of the Declaration of Independence and
third president

**SKILL
$C1112FF0 0A3

1
a/I1

1111

011.1.

6.111.

11

1111MAIM iranOrg OATS

/WM
mud
L 8 ft V

L 8 0 V

L 1

L 8 R II

L 8 RV

',saw

I. 8 IV

L 8 II V

L 8 RV

11. I V

**SKILL
1.0 PRIMORAL WILLS AMMO
1.1 Identifies familiar relationships

Nair*

1.2 Describes basic physical types and
characteristics

1.3 Relates language background information

1.4 Provides personal identification

WININIEMO

elymnaleama

information

1.5 Indentifies marital status

11
IMINIIMENde

1.6 Fills out a simple form

2.0 CONNUNITT SKILLS

2.1 Understands banking procedures (checking,

.111.

11.1114.011411

INNON.M.

savings)

2.2 Understands purpose and use of safety

111M1.11.

a
deposit box.*

2.3 Understands p*rsonel kilns (including 0.10.
the connapt of interest rates)

2.4 Demonstrates the ab'.iity to mail packsges

4110.

at the post office (including how to insure)

LeLletesimg, II*Speakimg, Rolleadieg, IIVriting

**List the code(s) which bum define the MISRAOr in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the PaLm Meech Code list.

261



Level II Level II
Page 3

6SKILL
Page 4

6SEIGG
MILLI! 3.8 (CONT'D) ACHIEVED pm KAMM

55ILLO1 5.0 (CONT'D)
L S R M 3.11 Identifies major signers of the

the Declaration of Independence L 8 R N 5.4 Discusses meal habits (those of the United
States and home country)L 8 R M 3.12 Understands the Sill of Rights and the

Constitution of the United States L 8 5.5 Civns instructions for a cooking
process which will aid nutrition

4.0 KNOWLIDOS OF OUR INVIRONNINT
6.0 smorplua SKILLSR M 4.1 Describes general environmental term.

(coasts, mountains, plains, etc.) L 8 M 6.1 Inquires about and transacts refunds

L 8 R 4.2 Compares area in which student lives to
a former environment

L S R M 6.2 Interprets clothing care lablfts

L 8 N M 6.3 Understands credit card proceduresL S It 4.3 Asada a simple weather map
L S R M 6.4 Requests and cAmpletes loan applicationL 8 R M 4.4 Reports weather conditions based on a TV

or radio forecast 7.0 MOUSING SKILLS
.001.11.111

L $ N M 4.5 Recognises bodies of water (oceans,
rivers, lake., etc.)

L 7.1 Requests information about availabl
community services relative to housing
areas1.8 114 4.6 Describes an environmental problem and

solution (pollution, oil spills, etc.) L 8 N 7.2 Use. the newspaper to locale housing
Information5.0 NUTRITION SKILLS

L8RN 7.3 Wakes oral and written housing agreementsL 8 II W 5.1 Reads grocery ads

*L
8.0 118ALTU SKILLS8 N W 5.2 Demonstrate. the use of food coupons

W 5.3 Describes the use of cooking utensils

1101.
r N M 8.1 Recognises major organs of the body

and their functions

DAIS



bevel II
Page 5

1111LLAI

6SKILL
ACHIEVE/

8.0 (COWD)
DAIS

Level II
Page 6

**SKILL
ACHICYAU=ILA! 9.0 (CONT'D)

1212

L 8 11.2 Describe. physical ailment& to medical
personnel

L 8 R M 9.11 Sets a short term employment goalgy..
(up to one year)

I R M 8.3 Identifies eoemon diseases In the U.S. MaaMmaam 10.0 TRAMSPORTATIOM AND IMAVIL SKILLS
(cancer, heart condition, stroke, pneumonia,
diabetes, AIDS, etc.) L 8 R 10.1 Role plays self-service gas station

proceduresLSRM 8.4 Identifies areas of medical specialiss.ion
L 10.2 Understands the purpose ef travel agenciesL 8 1.5 Inquires about the health of an individual
L 8 10.3 Interprets basic road mapN M 8.6 Completes personal medical history form miaMM
L 10.4 Discusses vacation options including travel9.0 IMPLUTIOINV

L 8 9.1 Role planys a job interview
L 10.5 Discusses beaches, parks and recreational

areas

LISRM 9.2 Describes environmental working conditions L S P M 10.6 Plans car trip

LSRM 9.3 Develops (or updates) simplified resume 11.0 PAISINTING SKILLS
(one page)

LSRM 9.4 Identifies and completes Social Security
L S 11.1 Demonstrate& ability to discuss child's

health (including preventative measures)card application
.110..

1. 8 9.5 Applies company policies and procedures
regarding illnesses and leaves of absence

L 8 II M 11.2 Necognises importance of good nutrition
for proper growth development of child

8 9.6 Describes work abilities and related skill&
L 1 11.3 Recognises importance of promoting education

through involvement with child in completing
homework

L

la 8

9.7 Expresses dissatisfaction at work in
constructive manner

9.8 Impresses duties and responsibilities st
the workplace

L I 11.4 Recognises importance of active involvement
in child's after-school activities
(including after-school child care)

L 9.9 Demonstrates an ulderstanding of the
Momma

L 11.5 Necognises importance of readtml in child's
academic development"American work thic*

L 9.10 Understands general procedures for job
advancements or promotion

(Pt



=IDOL WARD Of PALN BRACH COUNTY
DIVISION Of INSTRUCTION

IMPARTMENT Of ADOILT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
MUSH IVOR SMARMS Of OTHSR LANGUAOES MALI

STUMM SPILL ACHIBVIODDIT COOS LIST

L-Mangekinila

CH - Checklist

DEM:- Demonstration

DIALG - Dialogue

GM - Game

MO - Manipulation/Operation

PUZ - Puttle

S L T - Show and Tell

41 TPR - Total Physical Responseh4
h4
h4 OTH - Other

fi-

Speaking Skills

CBA - Community Based Activities

D1ALG - Dialogue

IN - Interview

MD - Mlni-D:ama

.0P - (Short) Oral Presentation

PL PAWS

RP - Role Play

SGI - Small Group Interaction

SP !formal) Speech

SIC - Student Initiated Conversation

TUC - Teacher Directed Conversation

orm - other

Reading Skills

LEA - Language Expellence Approach

HATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

OBR - Oral Book Deport

NCH - Reading Checklist

RDIS - Reading Discussion

ROM - Reading Game

SIN - Student Initiated Reading

SUM - summary

SURV - Survey

WHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skill!

CLE Clote Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

D1C - Dictation

COP - Copying

VC - form Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - Process Writing

RW - Report Writing

SDMD - Student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WDIALG - written Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

014; - Other
2
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SCNOOL WARD OW PALM MACE COUNTY
DIVISION OP INSTRUCTION

DIPAMTMENT OW ADULT AND COMMUNITT =CATION
OW= FOR SMARM OF OMR LANGUAGES (RSOL)

summAL/corma CURRICULUM
P11110 Level III Competencies

aT SPL III-IV

Ian

Level 111
Page 2

AIILLII

L$ RM

LSRM
LSRM

M M

IV

LSRM

LSRM

LSRM

L 11 I M

L S I 11

L 5 1 M

LIEW

MANE BEGINNING DATE

ER PROMOTION

11111101 1.0 0000001r. =ILLS

L R M 1.1. Describes a planned vacation (trip
Ltinery)

M 1.2 Writes simple description of solt/others

R M 1.3 Writes preferences tot activities
ond/or items

R M 1.4 Demonstrates ability to classify
information into logical categories

I. 8 1.5 Identifies means of self-education
(reading newspapers, magaslnes, books,
personal computers, radio, TV, etc.)

L S 1.6 Discusses TV, movies, and/or tiseater

2.0 COMMUNITY

I. S I M 2.1 Locates signIficant places on a city map

IR V 2.2 Uses a telephone directory to locate
information

DATE

*SKILL
=MED

411M11....

411.

411.11.

ISIMMIMO

wwlammli 0.1.1110..11

4101MENNE..

* L*LAsteming, 11011peakimg, R*Reeding, Nsierlang
40* List the code(s) which best define the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Polo Mulch cod* list.

2.0 (CONT°D)

2.3 Identifies locations by address

2.4 Completes community information on 5 chart
(agencies and services)

2.5 Reads a telephone bill

2.6 Reads simple newspapers articles

2.7 Writes simple letter to the editor ol a
newspaper

3.0 SMOM/SOGS Of OOR COUNTRY

3.1 Describes the Civil Mar including
dates, causes, and results.

3.2 Identifies major loafers of the
Civil War

3.3 Identities Abraham Lincoln 1ncluding
his presidency and accomplishments
(Gettysburg Address, Smancipatlon
Proclamation)

3.4 Recognises national monumnts (The
Lincoln Memorial, The Washington
Monument, etc.)

3.5 Recognises Os White Mute

3.6 Understands the requirements for the
presidency and vice-presidency of the
United States

*SKILL
ACIIHNID

3.7 Understands the followings
a. election
b. vote (voter, voting)
c. poll
d. precinct
e. campaign
t. elected official
g. popular Vote
h. electoral college
1. term of office
j. cabinet (Including individual morberss

Secretary of Defense, Treasury, State Attorney
General, etc.)

ra



Level III
Page 3

filludhl . 4.0
0*)81114L

maw= OF 011t NUVIROMMILOT ACOIEYEO

MEL III
Page 4

DATA "SKILL
KHMER

L 8 N 10 4.1 Usss vocabe!ay noucerning environment filliame 7.0 VOWING SKILLS
(climate, t4ymp4I-Aturo, atmosphere, etc.)

L 8 7.1 Understands household duties
L 8 A U 4.2 Describen poCiaial solutions to

environment/0 probleas L 8 R 7.2 Discusses cleaning equipment/products

L 8 I IN 4.3 Understan44 'Awt and graphs relating to L 8 7.3 Requests/restates instructions for
household repairsthe on4tto nent

5.0 NO22314011 AILL8 L 8 N M 7.4 Reads cleaning product labels

11. 5.1 Comparer ond contrasts ethnic and L 8 7.5 Describes methods of moving household goods
AmerAwe Hoods

8.0 IIKALIN SKILLS
L 5.2 Jean? ,Vies foods that are nutritious

IBRIO 0.1 Completes accident report forms
II 14 5.3 TAi-trprets menus for nutrition snd cbt

L 8 M 8.2 Understands medical procedures for major
L S 5.4 rrAevs too4 in restaurant emergencies

L 8 5. Aiggests what or where to eat L 5 0.3 Understands health insurance options

1 L 8 !1.6 Discusses values ol specialised diets 9.0 8NPLOTKIIILIVI SKILLS4

4

4 4.0 SHOPPING SKILLS L S R M 9.1 Uses variety of resources to locate jobs

JI.S111, 6.1 Identifies, describes, and categorises N M 9.2

9.3

Completes a job application

Describes level of training/education
needed for various jobs

(furniture, household, clothing,
appliances, tc.) L S 14 V

R 6.2 Uses the newspaper to locate merchandise
L 8 9.4 Compares job tasks

4.4 6.3 Demonstrates the ability to purchase
items from a catalogue. L 8 It M 9.5 Understands performance review

L 6.4 Rakes suggestion, about the purchase L 8 N M 9.6 Sets long-term goals tor employment
of items

2 7 1

OATS



Level III
L age 5

!MILLI! 10.0 MANSPONTATION AND TRAVIL SKILLS

L R SO 10.1 Describes various forma of
transportation and xpresses preference

L $ M W 10.2 Requests information about airline travel

L 111 N 10.3 CONIVACOS air fares

L W 10.4 Selects and aLcanges for an airline flight

L 10.5 Understands frequent flyer progrg,a

L S C W 10.6 Reads bus/train schedules

11.0 !ARMING SKILLS

L SNW 11.1 Demonstrates the ability to discuss
consequences of substance abuse with child
(at appropriate levl for age of child)

LSRW 11.2 Understands benefits of presenting a
4 positive rol model for children through
4 stablishment of educational goals

j LSNW 11.3 Recognises the importance of providing
.

accurate information to middle and high
school age children about the consequences'
of teenage pregnancy

L 1 R N 11.4 Demonstrates the ability to respond to
child's ducational needs through
initiation of contact with teacher,
counselor, principal, etc...

$ C 11.5 Demonstrates the importance of literacy
by reading at home

2 7

*SKILL
AMMAR PAU

.1.1110.1

2 7 3



3CNOOL BOARD Of PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION or INSTRUCTION

DSPARTMENT OF ADM AND COMMUNITY BDUCATION
NOMA roo SMARM Of OTHEN LAMOUABBS MOO

STUDENT BRILL ACHIIIVW2MT COOS LIST

Liotonipo Skills

.CH Checklist

DEM.- Demonstration

DIALO - Dialogue

GM Oame

MO - Manipulatilm/Operetion

PUZ - rustle

S I T Show and Tell

TPR - Total Physical Response
- 4

- 4 OTH - Other
- 4

Skjlis

CBA . Community Based Activities

DIALG . Dialogue

III - interview

MO MInI-Diama

OP (Short) Oral Presentation

FL - Plays

OP Role Play

SOI - Smell Group Interaction

SP - Mumma, Speech

.51C student Initiated Conversation

19C Teacher Directed Conversation

(4M - Other

4.

Nee4tno Skills

LEA - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

oBR - Oral Book Report

RCH - Reading Checklist t

RDIS - Readtng Discussion

ROM - Reading Oame

SIR - Studeat Initiated Reading

SUM - Summary

SURV - Survey

WHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skill,

CL% Clout! Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

DIC - Dictation

COP - Copying

rc - Form Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PW - Process Writing

RW - Report Writing

SDM0 - student Developed Mini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC - Tracing

WDIALO - Written Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

OTH - other



.1\

XCIIDOL =MD Of MX WACO COUNT!
DIVISION Of INSTRUCTION

DRPARTNINT OP ADULT AND CONNUNITT ODUCATION
INGLISN POI SPEAKERS Of OWNER immaras (wow

IIIIRVIVAIJCOVINO CURRICULUM
PII80 Level IV Competencies

KELT 81% IV

alwill110111 mamma DATE

PRoNOTION DATE

SIMLA 1.1 PERSONAL SKILLS

L 8 R II 1.1 Relates sociel intentions clearly

L 8

"SKILLmum

1.2 Demonstrates the ability to make suggestions
to friends and/or family

L 1 1.3 Demonstrates the ability to give personal
advice to friends and/or family

1.4 Expresses feelings verbally (happiness,
sadness, appreciation, sympathy, regrets,
etc.) in culturally acceptable manner

1.5 States preferences clearly for social
interaction (activities, foods, wori, etc.)

2.0 CONNUNITT SKILLS

00011NOM

OIIMMOIMD

L P 1 M 2.1 Requests information from a community
organisation or business

L 8 2.2 Discusses alternative solutions to a
community problem (environmental, socitl
educational, tc.)

L I it M 2.3 Describes types of banks (savings and
loan, cred.it unions, tc.)

8 It II 2 4 Understands savings plane and types of
investments such as savings accounts, bonds,
certificates of deposit, annuities, etc...

L 8 R M 1.5 Role plays the use of sn automatic teller
machine

L 8 It M 2.6 Completes an application for credit card

110LIstenimg, Solpeaking, R.Mading, WsWriting

*List the code(s) which best defLne the manner in which the student
demonstrated skill achievement. Use the Palm Deach Code list.

MOM..

=0

*NNW*

Level IV
Page 2

slam
L 8 R W

3.8

3.1

M 3.2

L I I M 3.3

L 8 A M 3.4
kVA

111111.101

L 8 A M 3.5

R M 2.6

L 8 It M 3.7

61111111.1.11.

111

INOWLROGI Of OUR COUNTRY

Locates information about ducational
services for self and/or family

Completes Nome Language Survey form
and/or sample census form

Discusses means of protection for sell and
family (smoke detectors, alarms, etc.)

Understands the rights and responsibilities
ol owning gun (including penaltien. tor
owners of guns which injure or kill minors)

Understands trial by a jury

Identifies persons in court of law
(judge, jury, lawyers, etc.)

Understands and discusses major concepts of
U.E. history from the Civil War to the
present including the followings

a. Westward expansion
b. Immigration (1821-1910)
c. World War 1
d. The Leaguil of Nations
e. World War 11
f.The United Nations
g. The Korean War
h. The Vietnam War

"SKILL
AMMAR RAT

11.=1,

=1

IMI1110

.111111011.10

011111

11111.110

I. The Industrial Revolution
(electricity, telephones,
assamblylines,unionisatim
child labor laws)

j. The Cold War
k. The Minimum Wage Law
1. Current Political Events

L 8 R M 3.8 Understands the way in which a bill becomes
a law

L I N M 3.9 Know the qualifications and tome ot office
for the followings
a. President and Vice President
b. Supreme Court Judges
C. Senators and Representatives
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Level IV
Fage 3

MULE!

L 5 It W

L $ R M

*SKILL
ACHIEVED WM

3.0 (CONT'D)

3.10 Understands rights of succession to

Level IV
Page 4

rowagut

LSRM
L 5KW

5.0

5.3

5.4

**SKILL
ACHI1Y0 eat

(COMT'D)

Knows how to do comparison shopping
presidency

3.11 Understands the concept of "veto"
Uni'mstands the differences between
nutritious food and junk food

L 5 R M 3.12 Relates the differenze between state 6.0 SHOPPING SKILLS
and federal law

L S R M 6.1 Describes shopping options
L 5 It M 3.13 Knows procedure for adding an amendment (thrift stores, resale stores, factory

outlets, garage sales, etc.)to the Constitution

L $ R M 3.14 Knows the number of amendments R M 6.2 Understands and interprets warranty
and their purposes information

L 8 II M 3.15 Reviews the Presidents of the United States L S R M 6.5 Utilizes mass media to analyze
purchasing information

L 8 R W 3.16 Reviews the states and their capitals
7.0 NOOSING SKILLS

L 8 R M 3.17 Reviews the basic 100 questions established
for citizenship xamination L 8 R M 7.1 Relates and anaylses home safety

problems
4.0 KNOWLEDGA OF OUR IGIVIRONNANT

4 M 7.2 Kr mm how to write a short letter
,41.11RM 4.1 Knows the effects of pollution of complaint

DLSRM :4.2 Knows about solid wastes and recycling L 8 R W 7.3 Knows about sublettirg leased home

L S R M

L 8 N M

4.3 Knows about uses and dangers of pesticides L S R W 7.4 Understands information related to
purchasing home (down payment, mortgagee,
insurance, etc.)4.4 Beamines snd volustes current

environmental issues
8.0 HRALTH SKILLS

5.0 NUTRITION/VOCABULAXY SKILLS
LSRM 0.1 Understands types of insurance plans

L 5 R M 5.1 Recognizes types of food relative to -
their packing (canned, fresh, frozen, etc.)

R V 5.2 Contrasts food labels

L
)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2 7 9
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Level IV
Page 5

*SKILL
ACIagY0 DATA

Level IV
Page 6

lISKILL
ACHIEVED RAI

flake 11.0 (COINT'D)
MLLE! 10.0 (COMT°D)

L R M 11.2 Wills out a medical lnsurancs claim forms
10.3 Knows the steps in applying for

and obtaining driver's license

..1.
L 5 X M 11.3 Knows about nutrients

(vitamins, minerals, protein, etc.)
contained in foods 11-4 5 R M 10.4 Completes an application form for auto

insurance
L 5 R W .4 Knows about the Importance of

exercise relative to health and aging
L5RM 10.5 Plansavacation tor sell, gamily, or gsoup

11.0 PARINTING SKILLSI. $ N M 0.5 Knows the steps in applying CPR

L S N W 11.1 Understands the responsibilities of
0.0 1411PLOVABILITV 11XILL5

parenting (suporvision, Envolvament
with educational program health, etc.)

L S It If 9.1 Communicates with supervinor and

L 5 N W 11.2 Understands the Importance of and maintaans
punitive communication with child(ren)

co-workerm regarding work rolatod
tasks and problem.

L 5 9.2 Understands job tasks
L 5 It M 11.3 Support. child's elfort in school throngh

setting of educational goal., communicatson
I S R M 9.3 Knows how to complete self-evaluation

with school personnel and assistance
with homework

after an interview

L R M 9.4 Understands work performance evaluations L 5 R W 11.4 Comparse child rearing practices In U.S.
with those in studqnt's former countty

wOOMMNIIMMIO

L S N W 9.5 Understands the concept of job advancement

L 11.5 Diseumees solutions to cross-generational
differences among parents, grandparents

including job postings and vacant listing.

R M 9.6 Completes a resume which includes references
and children

L S X M 9.7 Understand, the 'Right to Knows Law

L 0 5 M 9.5 Discusses worker's rights
(componsation, unionisation,
right to work, etc.)

10.0 TRAIMONTATIOM AND TRAWL SKILLS

L 5 10.1 Asks questions relating to local
driving directions

L. $ R W 10.2 Knows how to obtain car maintanence
end repairs

2
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DIVISION Of INSTEUCTION

DEPARTMENT Of ADULT AND C MMUNITV EDUCATION
mousy rom SMARM or whim LANGUA0E:8 lasoLl

STUDENT SKILL ACHIEVEMENT COOS LIST

pstning Akillg

CH - Checklist

DEM.- Demonstration

DIALO Dialcgue

GM - Game

MO - Manipulation/Operation

PUZ - Puzzle

S I T - Show and Tell

TPR - Total Physical Response
h4
h4
h4 °Tit - Other

sa-a-Antitallt
CBA - Community Based Activities

DIALO - Dialoiore

Il - Interview

MD - Mini-Drama

OP - iShorti Oral Presentation

- ?layx

RP - Koh. Play

SG1 - Small Group interaction

SP - (formal) Silvech

SIC Student Initiated Convoreation

TDC - Teacher Directed Conversetion

0T1I -.Other

Reading Willie

LEA - Language Experience Approach

MATC - Matching Activities

MC - Multiple Choice

DIR - Oral look Report

RCH - Reading Checklist

RD1S - Reading Discussion

ROM - Reading Game

sIR - Student Initiated Reading

SUN - Summary

SURV - Survey

WHL - Whole Language Activity

OTH - Other

Writing Skills

CLZ - Close Activity

CMP - Composition

CW - Creative Writing

D1C - Dictation

COP - Copying

PC - Porm Completion

LW - Letter Writing

PM Process Writing

RN - Report Writing

SUM - Student Developed tlini-Drama

SDRP - Student Developed Role-Play

SJ - Student Journal

TRC Tracing

WD1ALG - Written Dialogue

WSUM - Written Summary

inI - Other 263
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ESOL Testing Information

ESOL testing instruments have been specifically designed for
placement and promotion of students progressing through the ESOL
curriculum. Placement tests are currently available for Spanish
and Haitian Creole Native Language Literacy, ESOL Literacy, and
four levels of ESOL Survival/Coping Skills. Promotion tests are
currently available for ESOL Literacy and four levels of ESOL
Surv.val/Coping Skills. All test items are based on competencies
from the district's ESOL Literacy and ESOL Survival/Coping
Curriculum.

The ESOL Placement Test is an entrance screening instrument to
assist in the placement of incoming students in one of the
following levels: 1) Basic Literacy, 2) Advanced Literacy, 3) ESOL
Survival/Coping Skills: Levels I, II, III, or rv, and ESOL Pre-
GED, Level V. The ESOL Placement Test consists of two parts: a
reading/writing timed test (55minutes) and a short oral test which
is administered individually.

The ESOL Promotion Tests are designed to measure student progress
and achievement in a given level at the end of each course. The
ESOL Promotion Tests are used to verify accomplishment of the
student performance objectives and to determine the next level to
which a student is to be placed. The language content and skills
which are assessed in these tests are based on the ESOL
curriculum. The tests measure achievement in all four skill areas:
reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Promotion tests are
currently available for BASIC Literacy, ADVANCED Literacy, and.
Levels I, II, III, and IV of the ESOL Survival/Coping Skills
curriculum.

All tests come with step-by-step instructions on administration,
scoring, and placment/promotion procedures. Test administrators
are asked to follow the test administration, scoring procedures,
and placement/promotion procedures precisely in order to provide
consistency and further reliability and validity.

A FINAL NOTE OF CAUTION

More than a year has been spent in the development and piloting of
these tests. Further work is in progress to create a test item
bank and to validate items and establish statistical norms. As a
result, you are asked to yi 4i

N 's ESE TES S

ThETEMOL

PHOTOCOPIED. 0 RETURNED TO

TO REQUEST ESOL PROMOTION AND/OR PLACEMENT TESTS:

1. copy the request on official letterhead;
2. obtain appropriate official signatures;
3. return to: Department of Adult and Community Education

School Board of Palm Beach County
3970 RCA Blvd., Suite 7016
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 33410
Attn: ESOL Test Request

2s:-)
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ESOL TEST REQUEST FORM

Please send the ESOL tests indicated below:

ESOL Promotion Tests (Literacy - Level IV)

ESOL Placement Tests (Literacy - Level V)

Spanish Literacy Placement Test

Haitian Creole Literacy Placement Test

I understand that these tests are secure and accept fullresponsibility in my district to guarantee the security of thesetests.

Signature, Director of Adult Education Date

Signature, Director's Designee Date
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ESOL Materials

A list of commercially
available ESOL materials has been compiledto serve as a guide in choosing materials to address the ESOLcurriculum competencies appropriate to each level. No one book orseries addresses all the competencies listed on the ESOL Literacyand ESOL Survival/Coping
Skills Curriculum check sheets. However,by presenting a broad range of materials the teacher can choose themost appropriate materials to meet the students' needs and learni.qstyles as well as the teacher's own teaching style. This list isin no way exhaustive, but ic simply intended to serve as a guideto identify materials appropriate to each level which address thecurriculum competencies for ESOL Literacy - Level IV.

Materials which are accompanied by audio or video cassettes wereincluded to provide a multisensory approach. Additionally,materials accompanied by a teacher's guide were chosen wheneverpossible to assist the teacher in tha most effective use ofmaterials.

The materials which are currently being piloted for the ESOL Pre-GED Cul7riculum are listed for Levels V and VI of the materialslist. Commercially available Pre-GED materials are being examinedfor use in Levels VII and VIII with the intention of adapting andpresenting them using ESOL teaching strategies and techniques.

A materials list should be updated on a regular basis in order toprovide refreshing ideas to motivate both teachers and students.



School Board of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

English For Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Book List By Levels

ESQL Literacy

(Steck-Vaughn)

Student workbooks and teachers' guides.
This series is to be used according to student literacy level. The
various skilis presented in each book are included in the overview
section in each teacher's guide. Students should be placed in the
proper book according to the skills needed.

In Print (Addison-Wesley)

Student book and teacher's guide.
This book gives practice exercises and integrates the social and
cultural dimensions oi literacy learning.

English through Citizenship (Delta Systems)

Student book, test booklet, and instructor's manual.
This book presents amnesty lessons at the pre-literacy level.

Starting to Read (Linmore)

This book provides practice for pre-literates with pre-reading
skills and sight word recognition.

ExpressWays Access (Prentice Hall)

This boA is a new addition to the ExpressWays series. It is
designed for basic ESOL literacy students and includes a teacher's
guide.

ExpressWays Foundations A & B (Prentice Hall)

This book is a simplified version of ExpressWays Book 1 and can be
used for very advanced literacy students who can perform basic
reading skills.

DAgic Enstligh_tontgy (Prentice Hall)

This book can be used to develop oral language before written forms
are introduced.



N.

(National Textbook)

These Blackline Masters are
worksheets.

Bu lder

designed to be photocopied and used as

Longman Photo Dictionary (Longman)

Teacher's Manual
Cassettes
Wall Charts

This resource works across levels for vocabulary building.
Before Book One (Prentice Hall)

Listening skills for students with no background in English.
First Class Reader (Prentice Hall)

Blackline Masters for students with advanced pre-literacy readingand writing skills.

Egal:Idis_Englah (Steck-Vaughn)

A competency based pre-literacy workbook.
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School Board of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

English For Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Book List By Levels

JJevel I

Real Life English Book I (Steck-Vaughn)

Student Book
Workbook
Teacher's Guide
Audio Cassettes
Grammar Workbook

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

Egal Life English Pre-Literacy_Workbook (Steck-Vaughn)

This is to be used in conjunction with Real Life English Book I
with your more basic Level I students who need extra practice or
more confidence building in reading and writing English.

English For Adult Competency_Book I (Prentice Hall)

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

Personal Stories Book I (Linmore)

Teacher's Guide
Cassettes

Supplemental readings for skills reinforcement.

bongman Photo Dictionary (Longman)

Teacher's Manual
Beginning Workbook
Cassettes
Wall Charts

This resource works across levels for vocabulary building.

kriglioiL_2ftmhalalry Builder and Bas ip Vocabulagy Build2X
(National Textbook)

These Blackline Masters are designed to be photocopied and used as
worksheets.



Eiskrag-algallaundialanLA-ILIll (Prentice Hall)
This book is a simplified version of ExpressWays Book I andprovides practice in attaining basic life-coping skills.
Voices of Freedom Bock I (Prentice Hall)

Teacher's Guide
Cassette

This book can be used to teach "Knowledge of Our Ccuntry."

AmmAty_BgalLA (Steck-Vaughn)

Teacher's Guide

This book can be used to teach "Knowledge of Our Country."
Before Book One (Prentice Hall)

Listening skills for students with no background in English.

Eirttlammt_ReAdex (Prentice Hall)

Blackline Masters for basic students who can read and write.

Easy Vocabulary Games (National Textbook)

Blackline Masters to reinforce basic vocabulary.
:- I II. Artivi es or Enlsh nae ae (NationalTextbook)

Blackline Masters of supplemental activities.

In English Volume 1 (Video Language Products)

Video cassette and student workbook.
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School Board of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Book List By Levels

Level II

En_ Licitstingligh_114212k_2 ( Steck- Va ughn)

Student Book
Workbook
Teacher's Guide
Audio Cassettes
Grammar Workbook

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

Annesty Book 2 (Steck-Vaughn)

Teacher's Guide

This book can be used to teach "Knowledge of Our Country."

Vbices of Freedom Book 2 (Prentice Hall)

Teacher's Guide
Cassettes

This book can be used to teach "Knowledge of Our Country."

(Linmore)

Teacher's Guide
Cassettes

Supplemental readings for skills reinforcement.

liKap_eAys_IALkaarssi, (Prentice Hall)

This book provides practice in attaining basic life-coping skills.

Beginning_ActigIolisLanaearLeners (National
Textbook)

Blackline Masters of supplemental skills-building activities.

rap_s_a_AciSzr_azbar (Steck-Vaughn)

Geographical orientation - the United States, states and regions,
and the world.

2 3
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1462DgMAILEha..Q_DiatignANY (Longman)

Teacher's Manual
Intermediate Workbook
Cassettes
Wall Charts

This resource works across levels for vocabulary building.
Action English Pictures (Prentice Hall)

Activities for Total Physical Response (TPR) (Blackline Masters).

EmKpaglagmung_Egtatg_rchipg (Prentice Hall)

Multisensory language acquisition activities (Blackline Masters).

112.9..kaamin_kiaturm (Prentice Hall)

Picture comparison activities that develop life skills (BlacklineMasters).

V.
nt rmedia Lanae ae (NationalTextbook)

Blackline master to reinforce basic skills.

In_Inglakylawm_a (Video Language Products)

Video cassette and student workbook.
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School Board of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

English For Speakers of Cjier Languages (ESOL)

Book List By Levels

JAN_rej,..111_

Real Litg_Enakdi_Book 3 (Steck-Vaughn)

Student Book
Workbook
Teacher's Guide
Audio Cassettes
Grammar Workbook

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

Eng_l_i_.CAdultolyl'stn,etencBook2 (Prentice Hall)

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

gurgagthm_226_i_ala (Prentice Hall)

This book provides practice in attaining basic life-coping skills. .

For the People (U.S. Department of Justice)

Citizenship education and naturalizatior information.

Of the Peopig (U.S. Department of Justice)

U.S. History.

By_the_Egsalg (U.S. Department of Justice)

U.S. Government structure.

Connections (Prentice Hall)

Communicative listening and speaking activities for intermediate
students.

MADI,111.02m_And_rigg2hg (Steck-Vaughn)

Geographical orientation - the United States, states and regions,
and the world.

Lgo_k_AbgaLTAlkingl (Prentice Hall)

Speaking activities for group interaction (Blackline Masters).



Intermediate ActiaitieLicLae Learners (NationalTextbook) (Blackline Masters)

A11 aidel_0_02_11filit (Prentice Hall)

Activities for cooperative jigsaw groups (Blackline Masters).
Back & Forth (Prentice Hall)

Pair activities for language development (Blackline Masters).
In English Volume IV (Video Language Products)

Video cassette and student workbook.

Personal Stories - Book 3 (Linmore)

Teacher's Guide
Cassettes

America's Story Book 1 And Book 2 Steck-Vaughn)

Readings and skill development in U.S. History.



School Bo-rd of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

English For Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Book List By Levels

Wyraay
Real Life EngliAkagok_A (Steck-Vaughn)

Student Book
Workbook
Teacher's Guide
Audio Cassettes
Grammar Workbook

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

English for Adult Competency Book 2 (Prentice Hall)

This book can be used to teach basic life-coping skills.

expressWays 2A & 28 (Prentice Hall)

This book provides practice in attaining basic life-coping skills. .

Egi_thg_PA9212 (U.S. Department of Justice)

Citizenship education and Naturalization information.

ig_theaegag (U.S. Department of Justice)

U.S H.Istory.

ft...112....PrimR1g (U.S. Department of Justice)

U.S. Government structure.

Canagati2DA (Prentice Hall)

Communicative listening and speaking activities for intermediate
students.

np_i_falp_e_s_acn.L_Graphalsb (Steck-Vaughn)

Geographical orientation - the United States, states and regions,
and the world.

laglAbala_TA1kitigi (Prentice Hall)

Speaking activities for group interaction (Blackline Masters).



lateatMedialLte_ActiPagliAa Langugge Learmarg (National
a

Textbook) (Blackline Masters)

All_EIIMLA1LAblatEU2 (Prentice Hall)

Activities for cooperative jigsaw groups (Blackline Masters).
EAsk and Forth (Prentice Hall)

Pair activities for language deve2.opment (Blackline Masters).

In_Engliah_mammau (Video Language Products)

Video cassette and student workbook.

Americana-A Basic Rpader (Harcourt-Brace Jovanovich)

Development of reading skills.

2 -)
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's School Board of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

English For Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

Book List By Levels

PILOT

Level V

Two different series with other supplemental materials are
currently being piloted.

Pew Perspectives Book 1 (Heinle & Heinle)

Student Book
Workbook
Teacher's Guide
Cassettes

Integrated skills-based book including listening, speaking,
reading, writing grammar, and culture.

Ppectrum Book 5 (Prentice Hall)

Student Book
Workbook
Teacher's Guide
Cassettes

Integrated skills-based book including listening, speaking,
reading, writing grammar, and culture,

Whaddaya Sayl (Prentice Hall) -

Cassettes

Emphasises natural speech and sound deletions.

Jazz Chants (Oxford University)

Cassettes

Gives practice with stress and intonation.

All_Clem_=_Idigml_injrantext (Heinle & Heinle)

Cassette

Practical idiom practice.

X-12
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Adyanced Actiyitiggs.jgr_Ingliu_b_gnimgg_jammktg
Blackline Maste., 1 supplemental skills-building activities.

Longman DictIMA
rd.Aingrirm.inuliah (Longman)

Monolingual dictionary designed for ESOL students.

nx_th2_22pple (U.S. Department of Justice)

Citizenship education and Naturalization information.

Contact U.S.A. (Prentice Hall)

A reading and vocabulary building textbcik.

In English Volumty (Video Languacie Products)

Video cassette and student workbook.

X-13
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ESOL Teacher Training

The need for a teacher training component was identified by adulteducation administrators, district personnel aad ESOL teachers inorder to successfully implemen6 the ESOL curriculum. Out of thirneed, a component was designed to prepare teachers with theknowledge, strategies and techniques necessary to successfully
implement the curriculum.

It is es3ntial to obtcin cooperation and support from adult
education administrators in order to successfully implement ateacher training component. Therefore, a committee was formed toexamine this need. It was comprised of five Assistant Principalsfor Adult and Community Education in Palm Beach County, An ESOLSpecidlist, the ESOL Resource Teacher, and an ESOL evening programcoordinator frnm a school center. The five Assistant Principalsselected for the committee had all requested teacher trainingworkshopeJ in their school centers during the previous year.

This committee approved the proposed program components and maderecommendations to the other 16 Assistant Principals for CommunityEducation. These recommendations, which were unanimously approved,included the following:

1) Participation in the training component would be voluntary forESOL instructors who were currently teaching; however,
administrators would encourage and release their instructorsto attend.

2) New and perspective ESOL instructors would be required toattend the ESOL Principles, ESOL Paperwork and ESOL Methodologyworkshops, as a minimum, and encouraged to attend the others.

The ESOL teacher training component is comprised of two and onehalf hour workshop modules in each of the following areas: ESOLPrinciples, Paperwork, Methodology, %ultilevel Classes, Literacy,Reading, Materials, Culture and Testing. A writing workshop willbe added in 1992.

The component was piloted between March and June, 1991. The twoand one half hour workshop modules were offered at one centrallocation in the district one evening a week from 6:30 - 9:00 P.M.The day of the week alternates between Monday, Tuesday, Wednesdayand Thuzsday in order to accommodate teaching schedules and othercommitments. In most cases, upon request, teachers were releasedto attend the workshop by their Assistant Principals. The trainingwas conducted by the ESOL Specialists and two ESOL ResourceTeachers.

A brief description of the training components (Attachment A) anda sample workshop schedule for fall, 1991, (Attachment B) areincluded in this section. Ten inservice points will be awarded forthe completion of four two and one half hour modules or twentyinservice points for the completion of eight modules.

3



A Section 353 Demonstration Grant to develop a complete teacher
training guide for ESOL Adult Education for FY 92 was applied for
in or '9r to complete the training compraent. Unfortunately, it wasnot awarded, but every effort will be made to develcn this guideand make it available to all districts as time and funds permit.

In addition to providing the teacher training component, teachers
are encouraged to join local, state and national ESOL professional
organizations including the ESOL Council of Palm Beach County,
Florida TESOL, Gulf TESOL, and TESOL International. To obtain more
information, teachers may contact a district ESOL Specialist.

3 3
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ATTACHMENT A

SCHOOL BOARD OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT & COMMUNITY EDUCATION

COMPREHENSIVE PART-TIME ADULT ESOL TEACHER
TRAINING PROGRAM

EIQL2flitiCIPLEL.
Covers the ESOL adult learner, learning styles, stages of language development, teaching
activities, the Palm Beach County ESOL curriculum, a sample lesson plan and a group
lesson plan activity.
(REQUIRED WORKSHOP).

gSOL PAPERWORK
Covers registration forms, student status forms, ELA forms and placement testingprocedures.
(REQUIRED WORKSHOP).

ESSILIKIHINZQUIrd
Covers the Palm Beach County ESOL curriculum, methods in teaching the curriculum
competencies, a sample lesson plan and a group lesson plan activity. (REQUIRED
WORKSHOP).

g SOL MULTILEVEL CLASSES
Covers classroom management and techniques to teach the curriculum competencies in a
multilevel setting including a sample lesson plan and a group ler on plan activity.
(RECOMMENDED FOR ALL ESOL INSTRUCTORS TEACHING IN A MULTILEVEL SETTING).

POL. LITERACY
Covers techniques for teaching all four skills - listening, speaking, reading, and writing
to ESOL literacy students; includes a sample lesson plan and a group lesson plan activity,
(RECOMMENDED FOR ALL INSTRUCTORS TEACHING ESOL UTERACY).

ESC% READING
Covers techniques and materials for developing ESOL reading skills including using
schema, whole language and personal experience stories. (RECOMMENDED FOR ALL ESOL
INSTRUCTORS).

EhiaLitlAIEBIALL.MEIKSHOE
Covers the broad range of ESOL commercial materials available at all levels including
textbooks, workbooks, teachers guides, dictionaries, supplementals and videos.
(RECOMMENDED FOR ALL ESOL INSTRUCTORS ).

gSOL CULTM
Covers the role of culture in the ESOL classroom including cultural topics, a sample
lesson plan and a group lesson plan activity.(RECOMMENDED FOR ALL ESOL
INSTRUCTORS ).

ESOL TESTING
Covers evaluation techniques for the mastery of competencies and level promotion
testing procedures, (RECOMMENDED FOR ALL ESOL INSTRUCTORS ).
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School Board of Palm Beach County
Department of Adult and Community Education

Adult ESOL Teacher Training Program

Contact Person:
Judy Langelier
Phone: 624-2317

FALL 1991 SCHEDULE

6:30 - 9:00 PM

Lake Worth Community High School

Room TBA

Wednesday, September 11

Thursday, September 19

Thursday, September 26

Tuesday, October 1

Wednesday, October 16

Thursday, October 24

Thursday, November 7

Wednesday, November 13

Tuesday, November 19

Thursday, December 12

3 5
XI-4

ATTACHMENT B

ESOL Literacy

ESOL Methodology

ESOL Culture

ESOL Principles

ESOL Paperwork

ESOL Testing

ESOL Multilevel Classes

ESOL Reading

ESOL Methodology

ESOL Materials


